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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the calculation of exchange interactions for systems of electrons, 
and their potential uses for quantum information processing. The first part treats 
exchange between donor impurities (including especially deep donors) in silicon, 
while the second describes exchange in copper and manganese phthalocyanines.
Part I uses the quantum defect method and a model central-cell correction to 
evaluate the exchange interaction between two deep donors by a Heitler-London- 
type approach. This part also describes calculations of the exchange in a three- 
donor complex, where one donor plays the role of a ‘control atom ’ whose optical 
excitation switches the coupling strengths, and the other two are qubits embody­
ing the quantum information. Variational calculations are described which give the 
control electron freedom to reside on different parts of the complex; it is found 
th a t the exchange between two qubits is increased when the control electron be­
comes delocalized, and tha t it is possible for the exchange to become ferromagnetic. 
These observations are rationalised in terms of multi-centre exchange processes using 
Green’s function perturbation theory.
In Part II, exchange interactions between copper(II) phthalocyanine (Cu(II)Pc) 
and manganese (II) phthalocyanine dimers (M n(II)Pc)are described; these systems 
have both long excited-state lifetimes and tunable magnetic properties. The the­
oretical studies described include both a model Green’s function calculation, to 
understand the roles of the competing exchange processes, and ab initio density 
functional theory calculations. The model calculations of Cu(II)Pc show tha t the 
dominant contribution comes from so-called indirect exchange, and depends strongly 
on the stacking angle. The magnitude of the exchange interaction from the ab initio 
calculations of Cu(II)Pc roughly agrees with the experiment.
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Part I
EXCHANGE COUPLINGS AMONG DONORS IN 
SEMICONDUCTORS
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Quantum Information Processing
On the atomic scale m atter obeys the rules of quantum mechanics, which are quite 
different from the classical rules that determine the properties of conventional logic 
gates. So if computers are to become smaller in the future, quantum technology 
must in any case replace or supplement what we have now. But there is also a 
second, more radical, change possibly using quantum mechanics: a quantum system 
can support an entirely new kind of computation with qualitatively new algorithms 
based entirely on quantum principles. Among other changes, this involves replacing 
the ‘b it’ as a carrier of classical binary information (0 or 1) by the quantum bit or 
‘qubit’, which can exist in the arbitrary superposition state a|0) + (311).
Quantum computation is very promising because it is efficient in a number of 
specific applications, for example, factorizing very large integers [1]. It is also closely 
related to quantum communication, which allows — for example — the uncondi­
tionally secure exchange of ordinary (classical) information, or the ‘teleportation’ of 
an unknown quantum state. But the implementation of quantum computation is 
extremely difficult. In the past ten years many diverse proposals have been made for 
the implementation of quantum computation. The first quantum algorithms were 
implemented using nuclear spins as qubits [2, 3, 4] and one of the most success­
ful current technologies is the ion trap [5, 6]. There are some clear advantages in 
using nearly isolated ions or atoms as qubits, possibly combining them with some 
form of solid-state technology in the form of an ‘atom chip’ in which atoms or ions 
are trapped close to  a solid-state system which provides optics, control electrodes 
etc [7]. But there has also been growing interest in the possibility of all-solid-state 
approaches, using a range of possible qubits from nuclear spins [8], to the charge 
degrees of freedom of double quantum dots [9, 10].
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1.2 Proposals for solid-state quantum information processing
1.2.1 The Di Vincenzo Checklist
A successful quantum computer has to satisfy the well-known ‘DiVincenzo check­
list’ [11]. David DiVincenzo’s list was an attem pt to enumerate the tests tha t any 
proposal for performing quantum information process would have to pass before it 
could be considered credible. The requirements are:
1. a well-defined Hilbert space within which the quantum information can be 
represented (typically in form of a number of two-level qubits);
2. a means of preparing pure states within this set;
3. a means of performing arbitrary unitary transformations on the states of qubits 
(typically by implementing arbitrary single-qubit operations and at least one 
type of non-trivial two-qubit operation);
4. avoiding decoherence for long enough to compute;
5. some means of reading out the state of qubits at the end of the calculation.
Some of the proposals reached the point of demonstrating the coherent motion of 
individual quantum bits although tha t is extremely challenging. According to the 
type of excitation used for the qubits we can classify these solid-state proposals:
1.2.2 Collective excitations: qubits in superconductors
The many-electron wavefunction in a superconducting structure provides several 
degrees of freedom which can be used to embody quantum information.
•  The number of superconducting electrons can be used as the qubit variable (a 
‘charge qubit’). A structure which uses this idea is the ‘Cooper pair box’, in 
which one part of the material is weakly coupled to the rest and can be placed 
in a superposition of occupation-number states [12, 13].
•  The magnetic flux through a superconducting circuit (typically a ring contain­
ing a weak link), can be used for the qubit [14].
•  Finally the quantum-mechanical phase difference between parts of a supercon­
ducting circuit (for example, across a Josephson junction), and the resulting 
current flow, can be used to define the qubit [14, 15, 16].
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Considerable progress has been made in all three implementation types. Coher­
ent evolution of a Cooper-pair box was originally demonstrated by Nakamura et 
al. [12]; greatly enhanced decoherence times were then obtained by operating the 
qubit near a saddle-point in the energy surfaces, so th a t it was decoupled (to first 
order) from electromagnetic fluctuations in its environment [13]. Indirect evidence 
for the achievement of a two-qubit gate operation was provided by Yamamoto [17], 
although at th a t stage without full characterization of the final state. An impor­
tan t step forward in achieving high-fidelity single-shot readout from phase qubits 
was made by Katz et al. [16], who also studied through detailed tomography the 
evolution of the qubit state during the measurement. Most recently, the same group 
[15] demonstrated entanglement of two phase qubits through full state tomography.
1.2.3 Double quantum dots
Quantum dots are another promising approach to implement quantum computation. 
In 2003, Hayashi et al. [10] demonstrated in the time domain the coherent oscil­
lation of an electron between two adjacent quantum dots. They proposed tha t if 
quantum information is carried by the charge distribution in the double-dot system, 
this process could be used to  implement single-qubit operations. The qubit could 
be manipulated using high-speed voltage pulses, and its state read out by current 
measurements. However, the observed decoherence time was only slightly longer 
than the oscillation time.
Recently, the research group led by Marcus [18] not only considered the situation 
where a single electron occupies the double quantum dot, but also examined double­
occupancy. In the single-qubit situation they use a microwave field to manipulate 
the qubit (by contrast to the high-speed voltage pulse used in [10]), and in the two- 
electron situation they measure the singlet-triplet relaxation rate of different charge 
configurations—information that is very im portant for readout and initialization.
1.2.4 Qubits based on nuclear spin
The best developed proposal for a solid-state nuclear spin quantum computer comes 
from Kane [8]. This envisages depositing phosphorus (P) nuclei near the surface of 
an isotopically pure Si crystal. The quantum information is supposed to be carried 
by the nuclear spins, and can be manipulated by a combination of an external 
magnetic field and the hyperfine interaction with the shallow donor electron state 
associated with the P impurity.
Recently, Clark’s group [19] has been using two controlled implanted phosphorus 
atoms in silicon to implement quantum computation; a positional accuracy of 20 nm
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was achieved. Similar to the quantum computation scheme, implemented by double 
quantum dots an electron can transfer from one impurity to another. The charge 
state of these two impurities controlled by the external voltage carries the quan­
tum  information. They have demonstrated gate-controlled charge transfer event 
and tried to  exploit this controlled implantation technique to implement quantum 
computation.
1.2.5 Qubits based on electron spins
An alternative qubit is the electron spin; since the Bohr magneton is much larger 
than the nuclear magneton (p b / hn = Tnp/m e) where m e,m p are respectively the 
mass of an electron and a proton, and Pb i Un  are respectively Bohr magneton and 
proton magneton. Electron spins can be manipulated in electron paramagnetic res­
onance experiments much more rapidly than nuclei in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
(NMR). However, the decoherence times are also faster. One of the first among such 
proposals was to use electron spins at quantum dots [20] as qubits, and couple them 
by the effective exchange interaction.
Another family of proposals use the electron spins in molecular cages for the 
qubits; one promising candidate is the endohedral fullerene species N@Cqo\ the 
| —spin state associated with N atom which has a long relaxation time due to nearly 
isolation from the environment by the fullerene ‘cage’ [21].
An alternative approach exploits mobile electrons. An electron can be trapped 
within defined semiconductor quantum wires by the potential wells, and it is possible 
to do two-qubit operations by making the wires close enough to allow exchange to 
occur [22].
1.3 Proposal for optically controlled gates in silicon
Among the above proposals using the solid state, silicon-based quantum computer 
architectures have attracted attention because of their promise for scalability and 
their potential for using the available resources associated with the existing infras­
tructure of the powerful Si technology [40]. In pure Si, electron spins are associated 
only with defects and so are naturally isolated, therefore localized spins in Si are a 
very promising means to represent quantum information. Furthermore, implement­
ing quantum gates requires producing interactions between localized spins in order 
to evolve these spin states. Previous approaches to control spin-spin interactions 
[8, 20] required gate electrodes positioned either near to specific, highly polarizable 
defects, which are readily ionized except at low temperatures, or close to specially
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fabricated quantum-dot structures. The presence of the gates, and other interactions 
with the polarizable defects, may introduce significant sources of decoherence.
Stoneham et al. [23] by contrast propose a novel scheme for controlling inter­
action which avoids the electrodes; interactions are instead controlled by electronic 
excitation [24]. Quantum bits are encoded into electron spins of deep donors, for 
example Si:B which has an electron binding energy of 71 meV compared to 46meV 
for Si:P. Let (A,B) be two such deep donor atoms; their spacing should be suffi­
ciently large tha t the ground-state interaction between donor spins is small (ideally 
negligible). A typical spacing between two deep donors to achieve this would be per­
haps 7-10 nm for Si:Bi. Controlled optical excitation [25, 26] promotes a ‘control’ 
electron from a nearby impurity T, possibly Er or a shallow donor such as P, into 
an excited state tha t is to some extent delocalized across A, B and T and may even 
have ‘molecular’ character. In this excited state, there is an effective interaction 
induced between the qubit spins. Qubit-qubit interactions are therefore switched on 
by optical excitation and off by (stimulated) de-excitation of control electron.
This approach has two key requirements. First, the spin encoding the quantum 
information must have an acceptable lifetime. Second, there must be an electronic 
excited state in which the coupling between spins is changed significantly to produce 
entangling gates, and this excited state must be sufficiently long-lived tha t decay 
(though spontaneous emission or non-radiative processes) is very unlikely to occur 
during gate operations.
If these requirements can be met there are two main benefits in this scheme. 
First, ground-state quantum information storage is largely separated from excited- 
state information control. Second, if we choose a control system whose excitation 
energy is large, no small energy scale is involved in the gate operation. In other 
words, it might operate at liquid nitrogen tem peratures or even near room tempera­
ture. Third, the fabrication requirements are much less stringent than for a scheme 
such as those described in [8, 10], since no electrode fabrication is required.
This scheme of gates may be made to satisfy the DiVincenzo’s checklist due to 
the following reasons:
•  Defined Hilbert space to represent the quantum information.
|- sp in  provides a well-defined Hilbert space. Compared to shallow donors, it 
is even harder for deep donor electrons to be excited to the conduction band 
and get out of the Hilbert space.
•  Initialization o f qubits.
The spin-injection and polarization selective optical pumping are accessible
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initialization methods [27, 28].
•  Manipulation o f quantum information.
For universal quantum computation, it is sufficient to realize arbitrary single­
qubit gate and any non-trivial two-qubit gates such as control-NOT gate [1]. 
The single-qubit gate can be realized by confocal optical and magnetic reso­
nance. If the control electron is excited to a suitable state, in some accessible 
region of physical parameters of magnetic field and control excited states the 
two-qubit manipulation can be done as described in [23].
•  Avoiding decoherence.
Our scheme avoids the electrodes, so the main decoherence source comes from 
the spin-lattice relaxation. However, older data [29, 30] shows tha t deeper 
donors than Si:Bi axe desirable for the high-temperature manipulation.
•  Readout scheme.
Supposing we use qubits 0 to n in the computation, and we also introduce one 
additional qubit labeled —1. Let be the control atom connecting qubits 
and qj. After computation, all control atoms are in state |0). Suppose we can 
arrange tha t q~\ which takes no part in the computation is also in the state 
|0). Now tune the c_i0 laser to be resonant between the |000)9 ground state of 
the full system <?_i — c_i0 — q0 and the excited state |000)e and off resonance 
with transitions between other spin ground and excited states, and operate 
it continuously. Rabi oscillations will occur between these two states if and 
only if q0 is in the state |0), and scattered photons produced by spontaneous 
emission when the system is in its excited state will be observed. If photons 
are observed, qo is in |0); if not, qo is in |1). If qo is in |0), the we can use c01 
to read qi, however, if not, we can first flip Coi to 11) and read q\ by using the 
above scheme.
•  Advantage o f Disorder
This scheme takes advantage of the ease of arranging disordered deep donors. 
Disorder makes the excitation energies different from one pair of donors to an­
other since spacing and orientation relative to the host cystallographic axis will 
differ. We then are able to use spectroscopic resolution and spatial resolution 
to  control a particular pair.
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1.4 Overview of Part I
In the second chapter we will begin by introducing effective-mass theory, which gives 
a simple description of electrons bound to donors but only works for shallow donors. 
To get around this limitation we introduce a novel combination of the quantum 
defect method and a simple central-cell correction, thereby obtaining a better wave 
function for deep donors. Based on the Gaussian fitting of these wave functions, we 
can calculate the exchange interaction between two donors having arbitrary binding 
energies. This enables us to relate quantitatively the likely gate timescales to the 
concentration and distribution of the defects.
Having calculated the two-donor exchange in silicon, in the third and fourth 
chapters we turn  to a more complicated case, the so-called control-qubit system 
where a third (control) atom is present in addition to  the two qubits. In order 
to describe the excited states of this complex, and their magnetic properties, we 
perform a variational calculation in which the control electron is given the freedom to 
delocalize over these three atoms. Although this freedom is limited by the small basis 
set we use, the calculation illustrates the physics controlling the exchange interaction 
between donors as a function of the relative energies of the states involved.
Following these calculations of donor exchange, in the fifth chapter I describe an 
investigation of the random distribution of donors, because the atomic positions can­
not be controlled precisely and the realistic environment of the control-qubit system 
will inevitably contain a random element. In particular, I calculate the distributions 
of the first- and second-nearest neighbour distances and the corresponding exchange 
and dipolar interactions. In order to understand the effect the environment has on 
the control-qubit system, in the sixth chapter we calculate the time evolution of a 
small group of spins which includes the control-qubit system and a spectator spin.
Spin readout is a particularly important and challenging area for spin-based 
quantum computation, owing to the extreme difficulty of single-spin detection. The 
readout scheme proposed in [23] is optical: it relies on finding a spin-dependent op­
tical transition which can be resonantly excited, the number of fluorescence photons 
observed being used as an indication of the spin state. The final chapter of Part I 
describes an analysis of this readout process, by solving for the density matrix of 
the spin states in the presence of the laser flux.
2. EFFECTIVE MASS THEORY, MODEL CENTRAL CELL 
CORRECTION, AND THE CALCULATION OF DONOR
EXCHANGE
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter first we introduce effective mass theory [31, 32] which is a very 
good approximation of shallow donors, but effective mass theory has the principal 
limitation for treating the deep donors in semiconductors.
In order to improve the treatm ent of deep donors we consider the quantum 
defect method [34]. In the sense tha t the anisotropy of the effective mass equation 
is neglected this method gives us a better wave function of donor electrons [34]. 
Using the quantum defect method one can include the information about the defect 
chemical nature into effective mass equation.
The solutions (radial functions) of the isotropic effective mass equation in the 
quantum defect method are regular far from the donor center, but divergent near 
the donor centre when v ^  integer where v is associated with the single-defect 
energy level,i.e., ^  -  _ ^ 2 , so we have to perform a central cell correction to make 
the radial functions regular at the center of defects. W hat we do is to model the 
potential near the center of the donor atom, i.e., choose a (5-potential or a square- 
well potential which is near the core of donor atom. By performing model central 
cell correction, we can find the eigenfunction of the isotropic effective mass equation 
in the whole space. As long as we know the eigenfunctions of the isotropic effective 
mass equation, we can use them to calculate the Heitler-London exchange couplings 
between shallow/deep donor electrons.
2.2 Introduction to Effective mass theory
Effective mass theory [31, 32] is a tool to solve the problem of impurity states in 
semiconductors. In effective mass theory a mass tensor, the elements of which are 
determined by the unperturbed band structure, replaces the effect of the periodic 
field. The effective-mass equation for impurity states is particularly well adapted to 
discussing impurity states in semiconductors, e.g., silicon. Luttinger et al. [31] and
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Kittel et al. [32] derived the effective mass equation in the 1950s. Here we follow 
Luttinger’s derivation [31]. Let’s first introduce the basic problem effective mass 
theory aimed to solve. If we adopt the notation in Luttinger’s paper [31], in the 
unperturbed periodic field one has
H 0 ^ n k  ^  €n { k ) ^ n k (2 -1)
X  =  ***»&  (2-2)
u n k ( r  + R) =  Un%{ f )  (2.3)
where n is the band index, and all R  are in the Bravais lattice. Let U be the 
additional potential due to the impurity. The aim of effective mass theory is to 
solve the Schrodinger equation
(H0 +  U)i!> =  e'ljj. (2.4)
After solving equation (2.4) one can find the impurity state ?/> and the eigenvalue e. 
In effective mass theory, the basic assumption is th a t U is slowly-varying, i.e., the 
change in U across any unit cell should be small although U may be large.
First, one can consider the relatively simple case where the conduction band has 
a non-degenerate minimum is at k = 0. Because un0 provide a complete set for 
functions having the periodicity of the lattice,
P„k = (2.5)
form a complete orthogonal set. So we have
(Pnk\Pn'v) = t ( k - k ’)6nn, (2.6)
^  =  £ /  dk'Ani(k')Pn,£. (2.7)
71*
If one expands and substitutes into equation (2.4), and assumes th a t U is so slowly- 
varying tha t its Fourier components outside the first Brillion zone can be neglected, 
equation (2.4) is changed to the form of:
(e„ +  f —)An(k) + T  A n,(k ) +  [ dk'U (k -  k ')A n(k’) =  eAn(k). (2.8) 
2m  m  J
In equation (2.8), a summation over a  = x : y, z is implied.
Pnn- = (2-9)U U j  v
u(k) =  - f  dre~'*'f U(r). ( 2 .10)
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The ’s are just the momentum matrix elements at the bottom  of the band, Q 
is the volume of the unit cell and U (k ) is the Fourier transform of U.
Equation (2.8) contains the inter-band couplings, and those couplings cause trou­
ble. In order to remove the inter-band couplings Luttinger and Kohn introduced a 
canonical transformation T :
A n(k) = ? /  (n£| T  | n'fc') £„/(/?). (2-11)
n '
After higher-order terms and the inter-band terms which are small are neglected, 
equation (2.8) changes to the form of
e„(k)B„(k) + f u ( k -  k ')B n(k')dk' =  eBn(k), (2.12)
where it is understood tha t en(k) is to be expanded to  second order in k. Here
we can see th a t there are no inter-band terms. Equation (2.12) is the well-known
effective mass equation in ‘momentum space’. Going back from ‘momentum space’ 
to ‘coordinate space’, equation (2.12) becomes
[e„(-*V) +  U(f)]Fn{r) = eFn( f ) , (2.13)
F n ( r )  =  J  ei l f B n(k)dk, (2.14)
the integration being over the first Brillouin zone.
At the end, the effective mass equation reads
M - t V )  +  U(f)]Fn(r) = e Fn(f), (2.15)
V’ =  E F" (^ n o ( r ) -  (2-16)
n
Especially for states located near to a particular band, only one term  of the sum in 
(2.16) is needed,
^  =  F ( f )^ c(f): (2.17)
For a band where the minimum is not at the center, the result will again be tha t
(2.18)
n
where now Fn is a solution of the modified effective mass equation
+  -V )  +  U}Fn = eFn. (2.19)
I
As always, it is intended tha t en be expanded around ko to  second order terms in 
( l / i )V .
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2.2.1 Donors in silicon
The silicon band structure was extensively studied experimentally and theoretically. 
There are six equivalent minima in the conduction band structure of Si: (±/c0, 0,0), 
(0, ±&o, 0), (0,0, ±fc0), where ko — 0.85 x and a is the lattice constant of silicon. 
The conduction-band energy near the minimum point F t=5  ^ =  (0,0, ko) is
£  = £ o + ^ ; (fe_fco)2+^ ; (fc' + ^ )’ (2-20)
where index i = 1,2, ...,6 in k ^  refers to ± x , ±7/, ± z ,  there is similar conduction 
band energy near the other band minima. Choosing the donor ion as the coordinate 
origin, for large r,
U(r) = - e 2/nr,  (2.21)
where n is the dielectric constant of Si, having the value 11.4. Here we use the true 
atomic unit in which h — 1. Because of the large reduction of Coulomb field of
the donor ion, one expects bound states around the donor having dimensions large
compared with lattice spacing. In this limit we should say tha t [33] the solutions of 
equation (2.4) are
= F w (f)^ (^ (i), r), i - 1 , 2 , . . ,  6, (2.22)
where rp(k^ \ f)  is the Bloch wave function at the minimum k ^ \  The F ^ \ r )  satisfy 
the effective mass equations,
' 1 92 1 ( J ^  +  J ^ - ) - e 2/ K r - e ] F w ( r ) = 0  (2.23)
2mi d 2Zi 2m2 d 2Xi d 2yi
where describes motion parallel to k ^ \  and 777i =  0.98rae, 77i2 =  0.19me [33],
where m e is the free electron mass, e is the energy of state (2.22) relative to the 
conduction band minimum.
In the simplest theory, the effective mass tensor is replaced by a single averaged 
effective mass 777* , i.e.,
' h -V2 — —  -  e]F(f) = 0. (2.24)
2m* nr
Here we ignore the anisotropy of the effective mass equation. In fact, this is the 
starting point of the quantum defect method as we discuss later.
Equation (2.23) is difficult to solve exactly. Luttinger and Kohn [32, 33] intro­
duced a variational ansatz which gives a good approximation to the ground state. 
In the Kohn-Luttinger variational form, F  has the form of
I r / (xf+Vi) , 2? s i ,
)5], etc. (2.25)
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Here a and b are the variational parameters determined by the variational calcula­
tion. For silicon a =  25.09A, 6 =  14.43A [40]. The Kohn-Luttinger variational form 
is remarkably good in the limit 777,2 m \. But in silicon where m 2/m i ~  0.19 there
is a significant energy difference between the energy calculated by Kohn-Luttinger 
variational form which is —0.029eV and the experimental value —0.044eV. This 
energy difference is due to two reasons: first, the effective mass formalism fails near 
the donor atom; secondly, the Kohn-Luttinger variational form may not be good 
enough.
In the effective mass theory, the Schrodinger equations have six equivalent de­
generate solutions of the form (2.22). These wave functions form a basis for a 
representation, say (Is) of the symmetry group of the system, tetrahedral group, 
Td. The six wave functions under the operation of Td behave like x, —x, y, —y, z, —z. 
This representation is reducible, so we can discompose it into the direct sum of 
irreducible representations of Td while recombinating the six basis functions. After 
calculating the character table [33], we can see tha t
(Is) =  A \g © Exg 0  T\u. (2.26)
Meanwhile,
a 0 = -^= (1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1) (2.27)
belongs to the representation A ig,
*  =  (2-28) 
a 2 = 1 ( 1 ,1 , - 1 ,- 1 ,0 ,0 )  (2.29)
belongs to the representation Eig, and
«3 =  4 = ( 1 ,-1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 )  (2.30)
" 4 =  (2.31)
a 5 =  - ^ ( 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 , - 1 )  (2.32)
belongs to the representation 7 \u. The six functions (2.22) obtained in the effective 
mass theory are degenerate. In reality this degeneracy will be partially lifted by the 
inter-valley effect and one singly-, one doubly, one triply degenerate level will be 
produced.
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2.2.2 Limitation o f effective mass theory
Effective mass theory is a very good approximation to shallow donor wave functions, 
but there are several limitations in effective mass theory as follows:
•  The assumption tha t the perturbing potential U is slowly-varying. This is 
not true for most deep donors. In addition, the potential near the donor atom 
centre is complicated and difficult to determine, so the effective mass formalism 
fails in the vicinity of the defect atom. [33]
•  The effective mass equation does not contain any information about the chem­
ical nature of defects. So the energies of impurity states calculated by effective 
mass theory are the same for all the defects. This is not true; experimentally 
determined binding energies for single donors in Si range from about 0.04eV 
to 0.07eV [25].
•  Effective mass theory treatm ent of shallow donors is successful because the 
energy region within the effective mass theory is comparable with the energy 
level of shallow donors, and the donor electron spends much time far from 
the donor central region because a shallow donor electron is relatively more 
delocalized and the central-region potential has less effect on it. But the energy 
level of deep donors is lower which is not comparable with the energy region 
effective mass theory can reach. And contrary to the shallow donors, electrons 
bound to deep donors spend much time near the donor central region and are 
sensitive to  the central-region potential.
2.3 Quantum defect m ethod, W hittaker function
The Luttinger-Kohn variational forms of donor wave function in effective-mass the­
ory are believed to be very good approximations to  states of shallow donors. How­
ever, there are several limitations we have cited as in the last section. In addition, 
the effective mass theory is insensitive to the particular Group III acceptor or Group 
V donor. [34] It cannot account for the differences in the optical properties between 
B, Al, Ga, and In in silicon, or for the existence of deep donors. Bebb [34] em­
ployed the quantum defect method to obtain better approximate wave functions 
for impurity centers in semiconductors than had previously been available. Even 
in the simplest approximation assuming isotropic energy surface, the quantum de­
fect methods provides quantitative results giving good approximations to both the 
observed spectral dependence and magnitude of the photo-ionization cross section. 
An essential feature of the quantum defect method is tha t good approximate wave
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functions valid in the region outside the impurity ion core can be determined using 
only a knowledge of the energy eigenvalues.
Let’s first recall the simplest effective mass equation (2.24). Rather than a t­
tempting to solve equation (2.24) as an eigenvalue equation to  determine the allowed 
spectrum of e, this equation is considered valid for large r  only and solved for the 
asymptotic form of the wave functions F(f )  corresponding to the empirical value of 
the energy, e. So another better property of the quantum defect method is tha t we 
can find the donor wave functions associated with observed energy levels. But using 
the effective mass theory we only can describe shallow donors.
The application of the quantum defect method to  impurity states in semiconduc­
tors is entirely analogous to the development of the quantum defect method in free 
atoms with a single outer electron. The atomic units appropriate to the solid-state 
problem are used.
•  Effective Bohr radius, Oq =  h2K,/(m*e2) «  1.7 nm.
•  Effective Hartree, Ha* =  e2/ ( ko,q) «  0.33 eV.
In these units, the radial part of equation (2.24) is
-  +  £ )p (r) =  ° ' (2'33)
Here P(r)  = rR{r ), and R{r ) is the radial part of the wave function. In the region 
outside the impurity ion core where the potential approaches u(r) ~  — 1 / r ,  equation 
(2.33) is conveniently written as
^ - ^ - “ W - ^ p( r )  =  0’ (2-34)
where — ^ 2  is just e, the observed energy level. Since the energy is not in general 
an eigenvalue of the differential equation, the solution th a t is regular at infinity may 
diverge at the origin. However, this does not affect the validity of the solution far 
away from the origin. In the next section we will introduce how we do the model 
central cell correction to find the solution valid in the whole range of r.
For the negative energy, discrete states(—1 /v2 <  0), the most useful form of 
the solution is a multiple of the well-known W hittaker function W v l^+i{2r/v) .  The 
W hittaker function is just a particular linear combination of two standard linearly 
independent confluent hypergeometric functions. The correct linear combination is 
determined by the quantum defect parameter, z/, defined at the eigenvalues en (ex­
perimentally determined) by /r(en) = n — v, where n  is the usual principal quantum 
number and
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The quantum defect function, including the correct normalization, is then
P.j(r) = N„,,W^+ ,( 2 r » .  (2.36)
Here W  is a Whittaker function defined as
WKJ z )  =  e -* /V /J+'‘£ /( i  -  * +  1 +  2 (2.37)
where U is the hypergeometric function. For S-symmetry states, the normalization 
constant Nu<0 is approximately (2/u)‘// ( i/3/2T(u)). In Figure (2.1) we plot P 10,o/r  
and the radial part of the Is  hydrogenic state and show that these two functions 
are identical. Similarly in Figure (2.2) we plot Pi.i,o/r and the radial part of the 
Is hydrogenic state. Note how the Whittaker-function solution is regular at infinity 
but diverges at the origin. This is because v — 1.10 does not correspond to an 
eigenvalue of (2.34).
Now we have found the solutions of the single-impurity Hamiltonian far from the 
origin for a given energy (or v  value); next, we will consider how the Hamiltonian 




Fig. 2.1: The radial part of the wave function as a function of radius r  in the case where 
v = 1. The radial part of A hydrongenic Is state is plotted for comparison but 
the curves cannot be distinguished. Red line:Pi.o,o(r*)/r; green line: the radial 
part of a Hydrogenic Is state.
2.4 Model central cell correction
Due to the divergence of the radial function associated with equation 2.34 for non­
integer values of v, we have to perform a central cell correction. One way to do the 
central cell correction is trying to describe the potential near the donor centre as
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Fig. 2.2: The radial part of the wave function as a function of radius r  in the case where 
v = 1.1. The radial part of A hydrongenic Is state is plotted for comparison. 
Notice that the singularity in the red curve as r  —► 0 occurs because v =  1.10 
does not correspond to an eigenvalue of (2.34). Red line:Pi.ito(r)/r; green linerthe 
radial part of a Hydrogenic Is state.
well as we can, while the other way is to alter the Hamiltonian in the region near the 
origin in order to make the solution regular there at the experimentally observed 
energy eigenvalue. We call the second way the model central cell correction. A 
simple form for the Hamiltonian of a single center A  is
Ha = - \ v 2 - -  1 (2.38)
where the third term on the right hand side is the model central cell correction,
which is not unique. In the following we choose 6 potential and square-well potential
respectively to perform the model central cell correction.
(i) 6 potential correction 
Let us choose SV to  be a potential ‘shell’ at radius r  =  a, where a is very small:
V(r) = —1 +  A6(r — (2.39) r
A 6 function of strength A at a finite r  =  a introduces discontinuity in the derivative 
of P such tha t (for a s-symmetry radial function):
4 tS l“- + A P (a)= 0 , (2-40)
where P (r)  =  rR(r)  with R(r)  being the radial function.
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Since R (r ) is continuous,
= ^ ( a  +  e) =  [2Afl(a) +  ^ ( a - e ) ] .  (2.42)
dr dr
If a is chosen to be very small,
R(a) «  i?(0) (2.43)
R ' ( a - e )  «  R'(0). (2.44)
If we make a Taylor expansion of an s-symmetry radial function around r=0 in the 
form R(r) — a  +  fir +  7 r 2 +  ..., the equation
implies tha t a — —(3, or that
R'(0) = - R (  0) (2.46)
(the cusp condition for a nucleus of charge Z  — 1).
=> R'(a  +  e) =  [2AR(a) +  R'(a -  e)] (2.47)
=  (2A — l)R(a),
so we can find an expression for the required A in terms of the external component 
of the wave function:
=  2A -  1. (2.48)
R(a) v ’
In the following discussion, we will only consider s-symmetry wave functions.
Meanwhile, for r  <  a,
R(a) w i?(0) +  aR '(0) =  i*(0)(l -  a), (2.49)
R(r)  «  R{0) +  rR '(0) =  - ^ — [R(a) -  rR(a)} =  (2.50)a 1. ci
So we have the total wave function:
R ( r ) A Rp 1 T ; : r ~ i -  (2-5i)[ Pv{r)/r  :  > a J
In Figure (2.3) we can see the wave functions with central cell correction and without
it. Note tha t the diverging tail of the W hittaker function is cut off for r < a.
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Fig. 2.3: The radial part of Whittaker function Pi.i,o(r)/r with S potential central cell
correction (at a =  0.1) as a function of radius r. Pi.i,o(r)/r and the radial part 
of a Is Hydrogenic state are also plotted for comparison. Red line: Pf i 0(r)/r ; 
green line: Pi.i,o(r ) /r ? Blue line: the radial part of a Is hydrogenic state. Notice 
that with the central cell correction, the diverging tail of the Whittaker function 
is cut off for r < a. The red curve is indistinguishable in the region of r  > a.
(ii) Square-well potential correction
An alternative matching is to replace a Coulomb potential by a square well, of depth 




when r < a. If E  > V0,
= >  P  =  A  sin kr  +  B  cos kr (2.54)
ifc2 =  E  Ko;
or if E  < Vq,
P  =  C  sinh kr  +  D  cosh kr (2.55)
(2.56)
ifc2 =  V0 - E ,
coshrr
sinh x  — (2.57)
(2.58)
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The boundary condition P  —> 0 as r —> 0 implies B  = D — 0. We can find tha t 
P'(a) J k cot ka
P ( a) | kcoth ka
E > V (




cothx =  — -— . (2.60)
sinh x
p \a )  1
~e H  < ~ 2-61P(a) a
we must choose Vo < E,  so we have a propagating-wave solution for x  < a:
P { r ) j M a m  : r < a j
\  P„(r) : r > a J V




-5 7 T  ^  "> 2'63P \cl) a
we may match using the second line of equation (2.59), and the wavefunction for 
r < a is a combination of decaying and growing exponentials:
p(r) U ( « ) S S £  : r < a \
\  P„{r) : r  >  a J
In Figure (2.4) we compare the wave functions P i.1,0 with ^-function central cell 
correction and square well potential central cell correction, and the wave function 
Pi.i,o without central cell correction is also plotted for comparison. Note tha t in 
both cases the diverging tails of the wave function are cut off for r  <  a.
We also calculated the normalization factor of s-symmetry states.
roo 1
N{v) = (J P(v,  0 , r ) 2d r)- 2 . (2.65)
As shown in Figure (2.5) when v >  1 the normalization factor is nearly equal to 1. 
Here we neglect the contribution to the integration due to the wave function change 
in the central cell correction region because this region is very small so tha t the 
contribution to the whole integration is very little.
2.5 Two-donor Heitler-London exchange calculation
2.5.1 Review o f exchange calculations in H 2
The exchange coupling between two electrons in H2 has been calculated by several 
groups since the 1920s. In this subsection I will introduce some of the most im portant 
approaches to this problem.
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Fig. 2.4: S potential and square-well potential central cell corrections are presented. Whit­
taker function P\.\,o/r is also plotted for comparison. Red line:Pf10(r) /r  with 
6 potential central cell correction at a =  0.1; green line: -Pf.Y,o(r ) /r  wRh square- 
well potential central cell correction at a = 0.1; Blue line:Pi.ito(r)/r. Notice that 
in both cases the diverging tails of the wave function are cut off for r  < o, but 
those curves for r  < a are different because the potentials we added sure different.





Fig. 2.5: N(u) the normalization factors of Is states of the Whittaker functions are plotted. 
Notice that when v > 1 the normalization factor is nearly equal to 1.
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A .Heitler-London approximation
The first quantum-mechanical explanation of the chemical bond is usually attributed 
to Heitler and London [35]. Their discussion of the hydrogen molecule was not based 
on IPM(Independent Particle Model) concepts, each electron being instead assigned 
to atomic orbitals.
Heitler and London proposed their famous method for treating the hydrogen 
molecule in 1927. They started with atomic orbitals in setting up an approximate 
solution. They argued as follows: Let A  represent a hydrogen Is wave function 
centered at atom A, and B  a hydrogen Is wave function centered at atom B. Let 
us denote the coordinates of the two electrons by 1 and 2. At least when the atoms 
are widely separated, the ground state will be the situation where there is one elec­
tron on each atom. Thus, it could be represented by the wave function A{1)B{2) 
or equally by the other function A(2)B(1). These two products can not be the 
two-electron spatial wave function because it should be antisymmetric when you 
exchange the coordinates of these two electrons. Heitler and London found that 
suitable linear combinations are A(1)B(2) ±  B(1)A(2), which are respectively, sym­
metric and antisymmetric in the coordinates of the electrons. In fact, the symmetric 
and anti-symmetric wave functions are respectively associated with singlet state and 
triplet state. They found tha t the symmetric function has an attractive potential en­
ergy curve, while the antisymmetric function indicates repulsion between the atoms, 
as in the repulsive curve (See Figure 2.6). They identified the symmetric function 
with a singlet state, the antisymmetric one with a triplet.
Etripie t / Har t  r e e  Es in g let/H a r t r e e




A: H-L triplet state energy B: H-L singlet state energy
Fig. 2.6: Heitler-London energy calculations of the triplet and singlet states in H2 as 
functions of inter-nuclei distance R. Notice that curve A is like the repulsion 
curve and curve B is like the attractive potential energy curve.
We may then use these functions to find the expectation value of Hamiltonian for 
the singlet and triplet states. Since the Hamiltonian involves only the coordinates, 
and no spin operators, it is possible to compute its average value without consider­
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ing the spins at all, using the properly normalized functions A{1)B{2) ±  B(1)A{2) 
directly, as Heitler and London did. For convenience we shall assume that the 
atomic orbitals A  and B  are properly normalized, and tha t the overlap integral 
f  A ( l)B (l)d v i = S. Then we find tha t the functions
it>± = - r  ~ U ( l)g (2 )  ±  B(1)A(2)\ (2.66)
V 2(1 ^  S  )
are normalized.
The Hamiltonian operator is
1 __2 1 i—t2 1 1 1 1 1 1
— — V i  —  - V 2 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 I -  —  ( 2 . 6 7 )
2 2 r \ A  ^2 A 'f'l B ^2 B  ^12 R
where is the distance from the first electron to the nucleus A, etc. r 12 is the 
distance between the electrons, and R  is the distance between the nuclei. Here we 
use Hartree as energy unit and Bohr radius as length unit. This leads to
E ± = - 1 + I i° ± 5 1 (2.68)1 ±  S'2
where
and
H 0 = f  A2(I)B 2( 2 ) ( - - --------  +  —  +  h d v ldv2 (2.69)
J 'f'lB ^2 A T 1 2  R
H i =  [  A { l)B ( \)A (2 )B { 2 ){ -2  L  +  J _  +  \- )d Vldv2. (2.70)
J f 'lB  f  2 A ^12 R
The quantity called H0 is ordinarily referred to as the Coulomb integral, and Hi 
as the exchange integral. The quantities E± are respectively the average energies 
of symmetric and antisymmetric functions. These calculations are used to work out 
the exchange couplings between two electrons. The key simplification at this point 
is tha t A  and B  are eigenfunctions of the one-electron one-center Hamiltonian. The 
exchange coupling between two electrons in this two-centre case defines an effective 
Hamiltonian operator only on the spin degrees of freedom:
H e f f  = • 5 2, (2.71)
J  = E _ - E +  (2.72)
and 5 i)2 are spin operators of these two electrons. So our sign convention is that 
the couplings between electrons are ferromagnetic if J  < 0 ,  and anti-ferromagnetic 
if J  >  0. The leading term of Heitler-London exchange at large R  is [36]
JH- l =  (56/45 -  4/157 -  4 /151n l?).R V 2R + 0 ( R 2e~2R), (2.73)
where 7  is Euler’s constant equal to 0.5772.
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For the two electrons in 772, the ground state should be nodeless [25], so the 
ground state is always the symmetric wave function which is associated with the 
singlet state. That means the singlet state is always lower than the triplet state 
and the exchange interaction should be be anti-ferromagnetic. But from expression 
(2.73) we can see that the Heitler-London method gives an unphysical negative 
exchange interaction when the distance between two atoms is very large (about 
49.5a0) because of the dominant logarithm term. This logarithm term comes from 
the matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction — . So the limitation of Heitler-
r  12
London approximation is that it takes inadequate account of mutual avoidance of 
exchanging electrons [36].
B.Herring-Flicker asymptotic form o f exchange coupling
In 1964 Herring and Flicker [36] used a surface integral to calculate the exchange 
splitting between singlet and triplet states. They argued tha t the exchange splitting 
can be expressed as an integral involving the two-electron wave function over the 
hyperplane E where Zi = z2, r \A +  r%B =  r \A +  r fB.
$ i =  ^ ( 0 g  +  0u) (2.74)
J  = /d S [(P 4 > 1)V<F1 - $ 1V(P<F1)] +  0 ( e - 4/i), (2.75)
where 4>g and 4>u are the exact solutions of two-electron wave functions which are 
symmetric and anti-symmetric in the coordinates of two electrons. P  is the operator 
permutating the electrons’ coordinates. V is the six-dimensional gradient.
By means of a perturbative procedure, which was first applied in 77^, they got 
an expression for the two-electron wave function and worked out the integral. The 
Herring-Flick asymptotic form for large R  (in true atomic units as before) is
J h —F  K t r i p l e t  K s i n g ie i
=  lM 2 R 5/2e~2R +  0 (R 2e- 2R), (2.76)
where R  is the distance between two hydrogen atoms. From expression (2.76) we
can see tha t the exchange splitting is positive for all real R.
C. Kolos’s calculation
In 1933, James et a1. [37] improved the Heitler-London model by changing the trial 
wave functions. They argued tha t the wave function should be approximately the 
product of H -like function for distant electrons and Tf^-like function for the close 
electrons. The above two conditions suggest the use of elliptic coordinates and the
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insertion of an exponential factor which reduces to e r for either electron at large 
distances. The coordinates are
Ai =  (r\A + t\b )/R ]  ^2 — (lm  T t 2b ) / R  (2.77)
Ml =  (i'm -  ns)/-R;M 2 =  {r?A -  v2b ) /R  (2.78)
p = 2 rn /R ,  (2.79)




« W p =  ( l /2 7 r )e -^ + « (A ” A » ^ 2y +  A ? A > ^ p '> ), (2.81)
where Cmnjkp and S are variational parameters. They calculated the binding energy
of the hydrogen molecule by expanding the wave function in elliptic coordinates. 
This was believed to be the most accurate when the nuclear distance is smaller than 
2 Bohr radius.
In 1965, Kolos et a1. [38] generalized the expansion of the wave function in elliptic 
coordinates in order to extend the calculation of the ground state energy to large 
separations of the nuclei based on James’s work. In order tha t the asymptotic form 
of the wave function at large distance reduces to Heitler-London wave functions, 
their trial wave function takes the form of:
$  =  $ i( l , 2 ) i '± c j$ i( 2 , l ) 4  (2.82)
i
=  el--° '^ -m ^cosh(/3pi + Pp2) ( \ T ' y ‘^ ^ ‘^ ) ,  (2-83)
where a, a, (3,(3, and q  are variational parameters. Xi is the Cartesian coordinate 
of the zth electron perpendicular to the molecular axis. I =  0 and I — 1 represent the 
wave functions for E and n  states, respectively. The +  or — sign results in singlet 
state or triplet state. They got the numerical results for the exchange in the range 
of 0 < R  <  7a0; these are plotted in Figure (2.7).
We have reviewed several exchange calculations of H2 molecule including Heitler- 
London approximation, Herring-Flicker’s asymptotic form of exchange splitting, and 
Kolos’s calculation. We can compare them for values of R  up to 7ao in Figure 2.7 
and for even larger values of R  in Figure 2.8. Note tha t from 4ao to 7ao the Heitler- 
London is a good approximation to the exchange interaction if the other two calcula­
tions are more accurate. In Figure 2.8 we see tha t the intermediate-range behaviour 
of the two exchange calculations: J h - l  and J h - f  are very close.






Fig. 2.7: The exchange splitting J  calculated by three different methods as a function 
of inter-nuclei distance R. Red line: Heitler-London approximation, green line: 
Herring-Flicker asymptotic form, and blue line: Kolos’s calculation. Notice that 
these three calculations are roughly consistent where R  is from 4ao to 7ao- From 






Fig. 2.8: The exchange splitting J as a function of inter-nuclei distance R. Red line: 
Heitler-London approximation; green line: Herring-Flicker asymptotic form. No­
tice that these two calculations are roughly consistent where R  is from 4uo to 
20oo- But these two are quite far away from each other at small inter-nuclei 
distance. At very large inter-nuclei distance the Heitler-London approximation 
becomes negative, but Herring-Flicker calculation does not.
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2.5.2 Review o f the previous work on two-donor exchange calculations based on
effective mass theory
A. Andres’ calculation o f exchange interaction
In 1981, Andres et a 1. [39] calculated the exchange interaction between two phos­
phorus donor electrons in silicon based on effective mass theory and Luttinger-Kohn 
variational form of the impurity states. After the spherical approximation of the 
envelope functions, the exchange interactions are the products of a rapidly varying 
interference factor and an isotropic factor which can be calculated from the hydrogen 
molecule.
J a (R) = ( i f f c o s  ( K - R ) } ) 2j s(R).  (2.84)
t/= 1 ^
where j s(R ) is the hydrogenic exchange expression, and R  is the inter-donor distance. 
ku is the position of the z/th conduction band minimum.
B. Koiller’s calculation o f two-donor exchange
In 2002, Koiller et a 1. [40] combined the effective mass theory and Heitler-London 
approximation to calculate the exchange interaction between donor electrons. They 
found that the exchange interaction between two donor electrons in silicon oscillates 
as the distance between donors changes.
The Heitler-London expression of the exchange splitting in Si was [40]
J(&) = £ [ £  \ y \ 2\c y \2e ^ - R,A  (2.85)
V K , k '
x \av\2\a^\2 JUI1(R) cos (Ay -  k^) • R ,
where a pair of donors are at R a = 0, R b — R  and R  »  a, ^(effective Bohr radii). 
The explicit expression of JU)I is also given in the appendix of Koiller’ paper [40]. The
second sum (in the square bracket) in equation (2.85) refers to the reciprocal-lattice
expansion of Bloch functions, uy{r) — X ^c]4ezX'r , and kv.k^  are band minima 
points. a v and are the components of the vectors shown in section 2.2.1.
We can see that both (2.84) and (2.85) took into account the rapid oscillating 
terms elku’R. But the formula (2.85) is calculated by means of the Kohn-Luttinger 
variational form and the Heitler-London approximation.
The Heitler-London approximation used by Koiller et a 1. to calculate the ex­
change coupling between two electrons is analogous to that in the H2 molecule. They 
changed the hydrogenic ground state energy to the single-donor ground state energy 
and the corresponding wave functions to the Luttinger-Kohn variational form. In
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their Heitler-London formula the wave functions are assumed to be eigenfunctions 
of the single-donor Hamiltonian. Therefore the problem in their calculation is tha t 
the variational form of the Luttinger-Kohn wave function is not appropriate for 
the Heitler-London approximation given in their paper. However we can calculate 
two-center exchange coupling without assuming the electron wave function to be an 
eigenfunction of the single-donor Hamiltonian.
Both Andres and Koiller used the Luttinger-Kohn variational form, and included 
the oscillating factors in the calculation. The difference is that Andres changed 
the hydrogenic exchange expression j s(R) which is isotropic in his calculation, but 
Koiller calculated the anisotropic JvM approximately.
So now we have two ways to calculate exchange coupling:
1. To calculate the singlet-triplet splitting directly, without worrying about whether 
the wave functions are the eigenfunctions of one-electron single-atom Hamilto­
nian using Heitler-London approximation. Let’s assume A  and B  are the same 
donor electron states in the different centres A  and B. Then the calculation 
method here is
( iM tf l lM  =  T - ^ [ 2 < A ( l ) |( - V ) |A ( 1 ) >  +  2 (A (1)|(--L )|A (1)>  
l T o  2 riA
+2<A(1)|(-— )|A(1)) T 2 S « A (1 ) | ( -V > iB ( l )>  + 2 < A ( l ) ! ( -2 - ) |J3( l )»
T\b 2 rXA
+ j d [ i m y y m i i  T j 4 l]4 2 , w i m ,  +  j l  (2.86)
J  =  { i P - \ H \ ' < P - ) - ( ' > l ’+ \H\'iP+ ) ,  (2.87)
and the definition oi H, are in the section (2.5.1).
If we assume
)|A(l)> = £o|7l(l)>, (2-88)2 via
we will get the expression 2.89 below.
2. The route taken by Koiller et a 1. is based on a combination of the effective mass
theory and Heitler-London approximation, but assuming tha t the individual
donor states are eigenstates of single-donor Hamiltonian.
The basic formulae are
E ‘ = 2Eo +  ( 2 ' 8 9 )
H„ = I rf[l]d[2]|A(l)|20 |B (2 )i2 (2.90)
H i=  J  d[l\d[2]A {lY B {2ydB (l)A (2 )  (2.91)
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1 1 1 1  
Tib  r2A r l2 R
(2.92)
Now we have improved wave functions, in the form of W hittaker functions with 
central cell correction, so in the next section we can use these wave functions to 
calculate the exchange splitting between two donor electrons and compare those 
two routes. We expect the calculation results from these two routes should be 
similar except for some numerical error.
W hittaker functions with the model central cell correction are valid over all the 
range of r  which can describe the donor wave functions. Based on these functions 
we can calculate the Heitler-London exchange coupling of two donor electrons (we 
take the case Z  =  1).
First of all, in order to calculate the integral between different centres, we expand 
Pvfi(r )/r  using Is Gaussian-type orbitals because the form of W hittaker function 
is quite complicated and it is quite difficult to calculate the exchange couplings 
directly:
In Figure (2.9) and Figure (2.10) we respectively fit F>i.o,o(r)/r  and -Pl.i ,o(g)A’ an^ 
compare them with the original wave functions. Here we use ten Is Gaussian-type 
orbitals to fit W hittaker function.
The following formulae were derived by Boys [42] for the integrals between Is 
Gaussian-type orbitals associated with different centres. These formulae can be used 
to calculate the exchange between two W hittaker functions centered at different po­
sitions after the W hittaker-type orbital is expanded to the sum of Is Gaussian-type 
orbitals. If we assume that
2.5.3 Fitting Whittaker function with a 1 s-type Guaussian
i  ~  RG(r) =  £  AnG„(r, Bn)
T —' n
(2.93)
Gn{r, B n) = e~Bnr2.
2.5.4 Exchange calculation using W hittaker function
\aA) =  exp(—ar\A), 
where A  refers to centres, etc, then we have the following formulae:
(2.94)
• O verlap  m a tr ix  e lem en ts
Ovlp(A, B, a, b) = (aA\bB)
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Fig. 2.9: Gaussian fitting of Whittaker function Pi.o,o/r - Here we used ten Gaussians to 
fit the Whittaker function. The Whittaker function Pi.o,o/r is also plotted for 
comparison. Red line: lnPi.o,o(^)/^; Green line: In P ^0(r). We can see that 
there is splitting between the tails of two curves. There are two reasons for this. 
One is that Gaussian fitting is not good enough, while another is the long-range 
behaviors of Gaussians and Whittaker functions are different in principle.
Fig. 2.10: Gaussian fitting of Whittaker function Pi.i,o,r/^- Red line: In |Pi.i,<j(r)/r|; green 
line:ln .
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= J  exp(~ a r21A -  br\B)df[
= ( ^ r ) 3/2exp(---- a^ - A B 2): (2.95)
ci -f- b ci b
•  K in e tic  energy  m a tr ix  e lem en ts
K  = - T ' 2 (2.96)
K E (A , B .a .b) = {aA\I(\bB)
=  J  exp (-a r24) ( - iv ? )e x p ( -6 r? B)* ri
=  {3
ci b ci b ci b
x exp( ~AB2); (2.97)
a +  b
• P o te n tia l energy  m a tr ix  e lem en ts
Vc = - l / r c  (2.98)
V E (A ,B ,C ,a ,b )  =  (aA\Vc \bB)
= J  ( -1 /r ic )  e x p ( -a r“4 -  br2lB)df\
Fo[(a +  b)CP2) exp( — A B 2): (2.99)
a. +  b a + b
T w o -p artic le  in teg ra ls
X G (A ,B ,C ,D ,a ,b ,c ,d )  = [aAbB: cCdD]
=  J  j  a / r i 2 ) e w ( - a r \ A - b r \ B - c r l c - d r l D ) d f { d f 2
27rV2 :Fo\ia + b){C + d )PQ 2} x
(cz -I- b)(c “I- df) yjci b c -\~ d ci b c d
ab - ^ - 2  cdexp( — AB* -  — — CD*). (2.100)
ci b c d
The points P  and Q lie on A B  and C D , respectively, and are given by. Px =
a A x + b B x q  _  cCx +dDx  0 -£ q  
a+b ■ ^ x  c+d '
Fm{t) =  [  u2m exp(—tu2)du.  (2.101)
Jo
(t > 0; m  =  0,1, 2...),
=  — Ki x ' y ( m  +  1/2, t).2 f m + l / 2  1 v I I
F0(t) = \4 7 f t  x e rf(\/t) (2.102)
erf(i) =  4 =  [ Xe - ‘2dt. (2.103)a/7r Jo
Here erf(x) is the error function.
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We can use these formulae to calculate the exchange interaction between two donor 
electrons whose wave functions are W hittaker functions. For example, the potential 
matrix elements:
So we can use the Gaussian fitting to calculate all the matrix elements in the Heitler- 
London approximation.
We then calculate the exchange numerically, in the following stages:
P i .o,o(t") in two different ways: using the standard Heitler-London approach 
with Coulomb wave functions, and using our Gaussian fit to the W hittaker 
function. By this means we can check that the M athematica code is correct 
for this case.
2. Change the basis function to Pi.i,o(r ) t°  calculate exchange coupling in the 
two ways: equation 2.86 and equation 2.89-2.92. Then we compare these two 
calculating procedures. One is to calculate the exchange interaction directly, 
and the other is Koiller’s route.
3. Change the basis function to Pi.1,0 (7") (relatively shallow donors) and Po.7,o(t") 
(deep donors) with central cell corrections, and include a 5 potential or square 
well potential with radius a =  0.01.
A. Exchange coupling with basis function P LO,o(r )
Supposing two electrons stay in the following two basic wave functions ipA ^B  with 
different centers:
1 * J-
1. First we calculate exchange coupling with hydrogenic (n =  l)basis function
4>a = - ^ = P i .0)o(|r -  R A\ ) / \ r -  R A|; 
a/47r
^ b =  —t==Pi.o,o(|F— R b \)/\t — R b \; 
V 47T
I r a — r b \ — P - (2.105)
B. Exchange coupling with basic function Pi.ifi(r) 
In this step we change the basic functions to Pi.i,o(r )-
4>b = -j==Pi.i,o(\r -  RB\ ) / \ r -  R b \ ;V47T
I P a  — R b \ = P (2.106)
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In[E x/H a]
Fig. 2.11: The exchange coupling between two electrons whose wave functions are Is states 
as a function of inter-nuclei distance R. Red line: directly calculated singlet- 
triplet splitting based on green line:Koiller’s route to calculate exchange 
coupling based on R f0; blue line: based on Hydrogenic Is state.




Fig. 2.12: The exchange coupling between two shallow donor electrons as a function of 
inter-donor distance R. Red line:Koiller’s route to calculate exchange coupling 
based on R f y, green line: directly calculated singlet-triplet splitting based on 
Ri i- Notice that these two calculations are roughly consistent with each other 
from 5 to 10 olq.
Eventually, In Figure (2.12) we can see these two results of exchange coupling 
from different calculation methods are very close to each other in the region we are 
interested in although we have not considered the central cell correction. When 
5 < R  < 20, the results from different ways to calculate exchange is roughly the 
same. We can see our improvement matches two Heitler-London approximations 
associated with equation 2.86 and equation 2.89 in this region.
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C. Exchange coupling with basic function Pi.i.o(r) with central cell correction
In this step we add the central cell correction. We only need to add some very small 
modification relative to the whole exchange coupling. We can see that the exchange 
calculation results are very close to each other.
• 8 potential
The small modification is from the matrix elements between wavefunctions 
associated with different centres. The one-center one-electron energy is un­
changed because of the cancelation of kinetic energy and potential energy. 
The radial function satisfies
I d  3 Ft
■ 2 p r V  + V{r)R  = E R ■ (2' 107)
If V  includes a <5 function of strength A at r =  a, then multiplying by r 2 and 
integrating from a — e to a +  e gives (ignoring terms of order e and higher)
1 d/?
_ 2 [rW 1“- '  +  a2A'R(a) =  0' (2' 108)
Hence, the derivative obeys
d P  d  Ft
—-{a +  e) -  — {a -  e) = 2AR(a) (2.109)or or
But this means that the kinetic energy operator acting on R  looks like
l i d  dR  1
— -  —— r 2 —— =  —  x 2XR(a)8(r — a) +  sm o o th  te rm s  (2.110)
2 r1 or or 2
=  —AR(a)8(r — a) +  sm o o th  te rm s.
The 8 function singularity exactly cancels the singularity in the potential en­
ergy. So this means that we don’t have to include the terms AV^  whenever 
they occur along with a kinetic energy operator to ’compensate’ them. So we 
are only concerned with different-centre potential energy integrals including
( V l ) l ( ^  +  5Va )\B(1)) and C 4 ( l ) |( ^  + < % ) |V  1)}.
In Figure (2.17) we can see that the two methods of calculating exchange
couplings are consistent in the range of 1 < R  < 10ag-
• Square well potential
In figure 2.14 we can see that the two results of calculating exchange couplings 
are consistent in the range of 1 < R  < lOag-
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In  (Ex/Ha’ )
-1 0
-12
Fig. 2.13: The exchange coupling of two shallow donors with ^-potential central cell cor­
rection as a function of inter-donor distance R. Green line: directly calculated 
singlet-triplet splitting based on R fA with 8 potential central cell correction; 
Red line:Koiller’s method to calculate exchange coupling based on R fA with <5 
potential central cell correction. The red curve is indistinguishable.
In (E x /H a ')
-10
-12
Fig. 2.14: The exchange coupling of two shallow donors with square well potential cen­
tral cell correction as a function of inter-donor distance R. Red line: directly 
calculated singlet-triplet splitting based on R fA with square well potential cen­
tral cell correction; Green line: Koiller’s method to calculate exchange coupling 
based on R ^x with square well potential central cell correction. The red curve 
is indistinguishable.
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D.Exchange coupling for two deep donor electrons
Similarly, we can calculate the exchange coupling between two deep donors. Ac­
cording to the binding energy of Bi impurity in silicon, which is approximately 
— 1.0 Hartree*, correspondingly we can calculate v which is approximately 0.7.
Note that these two curves in Figure (2.15) are basically consistent in the range of 
1 < R  < 5ao> except for in some place the green curve changes sign. This is because 
\S2E0\ is not exactly equal to, but slightly smaller than |S'(A(1)|(—|V 2 — ^ -) |B (1 )) | 
based on our Gaussian expansion. We should say that the Gaussian expansion is 
not good enough. There is the same problem in the figures we will show in the 
following.







Fig. 2.15: The exchange coupling between two deep donor electrons as a function of inter­
donor distance R. Green line: directly calculated singlet-triplet splitting based 
on Rq7 without central cell correction; red line: Koiller’s route to calculate 
exchange coupling based on Rq7 without central cell correction.
2.6 Comparison with the scaled Hydrogenic exchange interaction
We can also compare the scaled exchange interaction from Heitler-London formula 
and Herring-Flicker asymptotic form with our calculations. Putting this another 
way, we just change the inter-atom distance R  to R /v . See Figures 2.18-2.21.
We can also calculate the ratio of J^cal^ ulated jh- l 1 ^gee pjgUre 2.22)and 'iJcal^ ulated Jh~f ^
\Jcalculated] \Jcalculated I
(See Figure 2.23). We can see that the scaled hydrogenic exchange does not agree 
with the calculated ones. Therefore, we can not use the scaled hydrogenic exchange 
to approximate donor exchange.
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In  (Ex/H a’ )
Fig. 2.16: The exchange coupling between two deep donor electrons with 5-potential cen­
tral cell correction as a function of inter-donor distance R. Red line: directly 
calculated singlet-triplet splitting based on Rq7 with S potential central cell 
correction; Green linerKoiller’s route to calculate exchange coupling based on 







Fig. 2.17: The exchange coupling between two deep donor electrons with square-well po­
tential central cell correction as a function of inter-donor distance R. Red line: 
directly calculated singlet-triplet splitting based on R$7 with square well po­
tential central cell correction; Green line:Koiller’s route to calculate exchange 
coupling based on Rq7 with square well potential central cell correction.
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In(Ex/H a*)
Fig. 2.18: The scaled exchange coupling between two shallow donor electrons as a func­
tion of inter-donor distance R. Green line: Heitler-London directly calculated 
singlet-triplet splitting based on with 6 potential central cell correction; 
pink line: Scaled exchange splitting using Heitler-London formula Jh- l {R/ 1-1).






Fig. 2.19: The scaled exchange coupling between two deep donor electrons as a function 
of inter-donor distance R. Red line: Heitler-London directly calculated singlet- 
triplet splitting based on R!q 7 with square-well potential central cell correction; 
green line: Heitler-London singlet-triplet splitting based on Koiller’s route; pink 
line: Scaled exchange splitting using Heitler-London formula Jh- l {R/0-7).
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In (E x /H a ')  
2r
Fig. 2.20: The scaled exchange coupling between two shallow donor electrons as a func­
tion of inter-donor distance R. Green line: Heitler-London directly calcu­
lated singlet-triplet splitting based on with 5 potential central cell cor­
rection; black line: Scaled exchange splitting using Herring-Flicker formula 
Jh - f (R / 1-1).






Fig. 2.21: The scaled exchange coupling between two deep donor electrons as a func­
tion of inter-donor distance R. Red line: Heitler-London directly calculated 
singlet-triplet splitting based on Rq 7 with square-well potential central cell cor­
rection; green line: Heitler-London singlet-triplet splitting based on Koiller’s 
route; black line: Scaled exchange splitting using Herring-Flicker formula
Jh- l (R /0.7).









Fig. 2.22: The ratio '[{- calculated Jn l i ^  a functi0n of inter-donor distance is plotted for
IJ  c a l c u l a t e d  \
a deep donor: (a) v = 0.7, and a shallow donor (b) v = 1.1. Notice that 
the calculation of shallow donors is better than the deep one. Because the 
deep donor electron spends much time near the donor center, the scaling which 
represents the decay of the wave functions may not be appropriate for it.
(a) (b)
| J  . . _  J  s c a l e d . !
Fig. 2.23: The ratio - ca ?UT ate Hr F as a function of inter-donor distance is plotted for a
IJ  c a l c u l a t e d ,  I
deep donor: (a) v = 0.7, and a shallow donor (b) v — 1.1.
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2.7 M ulti-valley effect
The above two-donor exchange calculation can provide the integrals associated with 
envelope functions as included in J(R) of equation 2.85 which is calculated using 
Heitler-London model for the exchange interaction for donors in silicon. After we 
ignore the rapid oscillating terms in the calculations of integrals involving Bloch 
functions we can find the other part is the multi-valley terms el(kM- kij)) where 
kfl\  k ^  and R  are given in equation (2.85) if R  is a fee lattice vector. These terms 
can bring to the exchange interaction an additional periodic effect because they are 
periodical functions [40]. These terms also depend on the orientation of R , i.e., 
the positions of two donors. So our expression for two-donor exchange interaction 
considering the multi-valley effect is:
J(R)  = D E  I 4 l 2l 4 ' l 2ei<if" ^ ]  (2-111)
K ,K '
x \au\2\an\2Jw(R) cos(kv -  • R,
where JW(R) is our exchange interaction calculated by using W hittaker functions.
2.8 Conclusion 
From the above exchange calculations we can summarize:
1. We have introduced a ^-potential and a square-well potential as model cen­
tral cell corrections which can be coupled to the W hittaker-function solution 
in the far region to find the full one-electron eigenfunctions of an isotropic 
Hamiltonian for a single deep donor.
2. These central cell corrections resolve a discrepancy between two formulae for 
the exchange splitting, one used by Koiller et al. and another route based on 
the original Heitler-London formula, because they ensure tha t the potential 
and wavefunctions used in the calculations are compatible with one another.
3. Comparing the exchange calculations with and without central cell corrections, 
we see tha t the form of the W hittaker function is much more im portant than 
the presence of the central-cell correction.
4. Exchange couplings between typical shallow donors and deep donors are calcu­
lated. For a given distance, we find, as expected, tha t the exchange coupling 
between shallow donors is larger than between deep donors, at least in our 
calculation range.
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5. We have compared the scaled hydrogenic exchange interaction from the Heitler- 
London formula and Herring-Flicker asymptotic form with our calculations. 
The scaled hydrogenic exchange interaction is not a good approximation.
6. We can now calculate Heitler-London exchange interactions between two donors 
having arbitrary binding energies. If we are given the energy levels of the sin­
gle defects, we can find the defect wave functions by using quantum defect 
methods, and then evaluate the Heitler-London exchange interaction between 
defects.
3. COUPLING OF DONOR AND CONTROL QUBITS: 
VARIATIONAL SOLUTION OF A SIMPLE MODEL
3.1 Introduction
As described in chapter 1, we will perform a variational calculation about the control- 
qubit system in this chapter. In the control-qubit system qubit carriers are localized, 
the ‘control’ electron can be delocalized, and the separation between donors is rela­
tively large. We can readily recall and use the Heitler-London approach in molecular 
physics to construct the total wave function of these three electrons. In the following 
sections, we will discuss how to construct the wave functions of the control-qubit 
system using the Heitler-London model and donor wave functions. After tha t we 
can calculate the energy spectra variationally and extract the exchange couplings 
among these three electrons.
We wish to address the following questions:
•  How large is the control-qubit interaction, as a function of the control-qubit 
separation and the electronic states of the control and qubit?
•  W hat is the relative importance of the qubit-qubit interaction as compared to 
the control-qubit interaction?
•  Is the qubit-qubit interaction altered from its value in an isolated donor pair 
by the presence of the control atom? If so, how is it altered?
• Does the control electron always reside on the control atom when it is excited?
3.2 Three-donor Heitler-London exchange calculation
3.2.1 Single-donor wave functions: W hittaker basis function
Before we use the Heitler-London model to construct the to tal wave function of 
three electrons, we have to know the single-electron wave function. As introduced 
in the second chapter, a W hittaker function given in the quantum defect method 
is the solution of the isotropic single-donor Schrodinger equation far away from the
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donor centre. So we can use the W hittaker functions introduced in section 2.3 to 
describe the donor electron wave function in the control-qubit system. Here we 
ignore the central cell correction when we calculate the exchange coupling because 
the donors are far apart from each other, therefore the small modification in the 
central region of wave function can be neglected. We notice tha t as the absolute 
value of v becomes larger, the W hittaker function becomes more diffuse, so we 
can select some W hittaker functions with larger v as control electron states and 
qubit excited states, and other W hittaker functions associated with small v as qubit 
ground states.
3.2.2 Identification o f donor excited states
A. Identification o f donor excited states with 5 potential central cell correction
In the control-qubit system the control electron is excited, so we need to  know 
the excited states corresponding to a deep donor. We have to  choose the same 
model central cell correction for excited states as used to describe ground states. 
First, we use the 5 potential central cell correction. Because the model central cell 
corrections need to be the same, we need to fix the strength of the ^-potential A 
and the correction point a as defined in section 2.4. For example, we select PVo,o(r) 
as donor ground state to do variational calculations, we have to  find excited states 
which are orthogonal to  PVQ$(r). First, we can calculate A using PUo,o(r) and a as 
derived in section 2.4:
% a )  =  (W | » W M u  +  1)/2 , (3 .i)
and then other eigenfunctions have to satisfy
«■( y )/r )u  = 2A(i/oa)_ l (32)
By solving this equation we can find the values of u corresponding to excited states. 
In Figure (3.1) the crossing points of the red and green lines show the v values of 
eigenfunctions which are orthogonal to jPi.i,o(0 with 8 potential central cell correc­
tion.
B. Identification o f donor excited states with square well potential central cell
correction
Similarly, when we look for the excited states orthogonal to the ground states on 
which we do the square well potential central cell correction, we have to fix Vq as
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ar ln(Pv>0 (r)/r)  
100  •
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Fig. 3.1: Excited states orthogonal to Pi.i,o(r) are found using 5-potential central cell 
correction. The logarithmic derivative of Pu${r)/r as a function of v is plotted, 
and \{y  =  1.1, a =  0.01) is also plotted to find the excited states as we said in
the above text, u values associated with those crossing points of red and green
curves correspond to the eigenfunctions including excited states. Red curve: The 
logarithmic derivative of P„fl(r)/r; green straight line is \ (v  =  1.1, a =  0.01). 
Notice that the interval between v values of adjacent eigenstates Az/ ~  1.0.
defined in section 2.4. We have to solve this equation
k(vo,a) = \ j ~ ^ 2  ~  H h . a )  (3-3)
d h ^ P ^ r ) )  _  ^ ^a)cot[k(u0,a)a] (3.4)
or
In Figure (3.2) the crossing points correspond to different eigenvalues. By comparing 
Figure (3.1) and figure (3.2), we can see that the v values of excited states found by 
these two methods are nearly the same.
3.2.3 System Hamiltonian
Before we set up the system Hamiltonian, we have to make some approximations. 
We only consider these three donors with no account of interactions with the external 
environment (except insofar as they are included in the effective mass Hamiltonian). 
In other words, we assume that the interactions between the control-qubit system 
and the environment are negligible compared with the interactions between donor 
electrons in the control-qubit system. Therefore, the Hamiltonian of this three- 
electron system is
+ (3-5)
i Z v £ j \ r z r 3\
where
f  V j 2 2 4
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Fig. 3.2: Excited states orthogonal to Pi.ito(r) are found using square well potential cen­
tral cell correction. The logarithmic derivative of Pv$(r) as a function of v is 
plotted, and (k(vo, a) cot [k(vo, a)a]) with vq = 1.1, a =  0.01 is also plotted to 
find the excited states as we said in the above text. The crossing points are as­
sociated with v values of the eigenfunctions including excited states. Red curve: 
The logarithmic derivative of Pv,q', green straight line is (k(vo, a) cot [k(vo,a)a])
with vo =  1.1, a =  0.01. Notice that the interval between v values of adjacent
eigenstates Av  ~  1.0.
Here r* labels the coordinate of electron i, while R c , R a , and R B respectively label 
the coordinates of control nucleus C, A  nucleus, and B  nucleus, with nuclear charges 
Zqi ZA, and Z B. For now, we set Zq = Za = ZB — 1. We use scaled effective atomic 
units: effective Hartree for energy and effective Bohr radius a*Q for length. Of course 
these should be scaled to the effective values for the host semiconductor in order to 
obtain real physical parameters. We assume that
• the effective mass of the donor electron is 0.33m e (actually this is an average 
value (rairal)1/3 of the anisotropic effective mass in Chapter 2), where m e is 
free electron mass,
• the effective Bohr radius is about 1.7nm,
• the effective Hartree is about 0.1 electron volt.
For the present we neglect valley degeneracy of donor states in Silicon and the 
conduction band anisotropy.
3.2.4 Construction o f trial wave functions
We make a simple variational ansatz for the wave function of the control electron, 
writing the corresponding one-electron state as
= OC(j)c + &<\>A + 1<$>B, (3.7)
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where ({)c, 4>a , 4>b are taken to be relatively delocalized W hittaker functions centered 
at control atom, A  atom, and B  atom respectively as we say in section 1.3. Although 
this is a very simple choice, and will not reflect the full complexity of the problem, 
it does give the control electron some variational freedom between the extremes of 
being localized entirely on the control atom, and entirely on a ‘molecular’ excited 
state of the qubit atoms A  and B.
We assume th a t the qubit electrons remain at all times in two localized states, 
A a (centered at atom A) and A b (centered at atom B). For the moment we label 
two qubit carriers by 2 and 3 (we shall account for the indistinguishability of the 
electrons later); if using x  labels the spatial and spin coordinates of electrons, the 
possible wave functions of two qubits are then three singlets:
Alinglet{X2,^s) =  AA(f2)AA(r3) - ^ ( |  T2 I 3) ~  | T3 I 2)) (3-8)
A 2sin g l e t ( X 2 i x 3 ) =  AB ( f 2) A B ( r 3 ) - ^ = ( |  j 2j 3 ) ~  I T 3 I 2 ) )  ( 3 -9)
A l inglet {X ^ x z )  =  (AA(r2)AS (f3) +  AA(f3)AB(f2))-i= (| T2 I 3 ) ~  | Ts 12) ),(3.10)
and three triplets
Ai i Piet(x 2,2:3)  =  ( A A ( r 2) A B ( f 3 ) -  A ^ ( f 3) A B ( r 2 ) ) |  T2T3) (3 . 11)
Atriplet(X2i X$) = (AA(^2)A s(f3) -  A a ^ A # ^ ) ) - ^  j 2| 3) +  | j 3| 2)) (3.12)
AtnPiet(x 2,x z) =  (AA(r2)As (f3) -A A (r3)AB(r2))| | 2| 3) (3.13)
In practice, the configurations in which both qubit electrons reside on the same atom 
have much higher energy, so we shall neglect the first and second (‘ionic’) singlet 
states listed above. These wave functions above are not normalized.
Because the system Hamiltonian does not contain any spin operator (assuming 
we can neglect spin-orbit coupling and dipolar interaction), the to tal spin S' is a 
good quantum number. Therefore, all the three electron spins including two qubit 
and one control form an octet, consisting of one quartet and two doublets. The 
quartet reads
|3 /2 ,3 /2 )i,2j3 =  | T1T2T3); (3-14)
|3 /2 ,1/2)ij2>3 =  ^^(1 T1T2I3)  +  I T1I2T3)  +  I I 1T 2 T 3 ) )  (3.15)
|3/2, —1/2)i,2,3 =  ^-^(1 I 1 T 2 I 3 )  +  I I 1 I 2 T 3 )  +  I T 1 I 2 I 3 ) )  (3.16)
|3/2, — 3/2) i,2>3 =  | 1 1 X2 X3)- (3-17)
One doublet is formed from the triplet states of two qubits:
|1/2,1/2>;A3 =  -)=(l TiTaia) +  I TiiaTs) -  2| iiTaTa)) (3-18)
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11/2, _  1 / 2 ) 12,3 — "^(1 I 1T2 I 3 ) +  I I 1 I 2 T3 ) — 2| T1I 2 I 3 ))) (3.19)
while the other doublet is formed from the singlet state of two qubits:
11/2. l / 2 ) ° 2 ,3 =  ± ( |  h h U )  ~  I T1 I2 T3 )) (3.20)
| l /2 ,  1 /2 ) i >2i3 =  ± ( |  X i T 2 J-3> -  I liiaTs))- (3.21)
We shall neglect correlations between the control electron and the qubit electrons, 
so the simplest three-electron trial wave functions are
^lotai(x u x 2,x 3) = i [^ c (n ) (A A(f2)As (r3) -  AA(f3)Afi(r2)) |3 /2 ,M s)i>2j3] (3.22) 
^totai(x u x 2 , x 3) = i [^ c (n )(A ^ (f2)As (f3) -  AA(r3)AB(f2) ) |l /2 ,m s)}23] (3.23) 
^totai(x i , x 2,x 3) = i[^ c (n ) (A A(f2)AB(f3) ±  A^(f3)AjB(f2) ) |l /2 ,m s)° 2)3], (3.24)
where A  is the antisymmetrizing operator. These wave functions are un-normalized. 
M s could be ±1 /2 , ±3/2 , and m s could be ±1/2 .
3.2.5 Calculation o f expectation value
We perform a variational calculation using undetermined multiplier methods to  min­
imize the expectation values of the system hamiltonian,
E i  =  { V t o t z l W W t o t a l ) (3.25)




d(3i +  d& ~
(3.28)
(3.29)
d~/i d ji 
i =  1,2,3, (3.30)
This yields values for three sets of variational parameters Once we
know the energy spectrum of the spin octet, we can use this spectrum to extract 
the exchange constants in the effective hamiltonian [44] which describe the coupling 
strength of each pair of electron spins.
The effective Hamiltonian for three electrons must take the form
H ef f  =  JcQA& A  - < ? C  ±  JcQ B & B  ' &C ±  JqQ & A  ' &B, (3.31)
because this is the most general form for three sp in-| objects tha t is invariant under 
spin-rotation and time-reversal. So we need to find out the relationship between
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energy spectra and exchange couplings in which the effective spin Hamiltonian can 
reproduce the spectra. Let’s define
e =  (4 Ei +  2E2 +  2E3)/8  (3.32)
e = E i - e  (3.33)
8 = E 2 -  E 3. (3.34)





meanwhile rj and £ have to  satisfy
J c q a  +  J c q b  +  J q q  =  e  
J c q a  =  C  +  V +
J c q b  =  C ~  ^ +  -e ,




If we assume J c q a  =  J c q b  =  J cq -,  from the above relationships we can calculate 
the exchange constants in the effective Hamiltonian using the spectra.
C =  -<5/12 . (3.39)
J c q  =  C  +  e / 3  (3-40)
J QQ = c /3 -2 C . (3.41)
3.2.6 Three-donor calculation results
To be specific, we shall assume tha t C  is on the perpendicular bisector of the straight 
line connecting qubits A B  (see Figure 3.3). Our method is general enough to  treat 
other cases but this choice has the advantage tha t the system retains a mirror plane, 
so the spatial states of the system can be labeled by parity. In particular, doublet 
formed by the singlet of qubits and doublet formed by the triplet of qubits can not 
be mixed, since the former is even but the latter is odd under the mirror reflection.
In the same way as done in section(3.2.2), we can find the first excited states 
using a (5-potential central cell correction for the vg — 0.7,0.8,0.9,1.0 respectively.
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
vx 1.70790 1.80317 1.90069 2.0
For reference, the value of v corresponding to Bi:Si (a deep impurity) is approx­
imately isqi «  0.7, whereas for P (a shallow impurity) we have z/P ~  1.
We also select certain W hittaker functions with a wide range of vc as the wave 
functions centered at control atom which correspond to a range of defects from deep 
to shallow.
0.7 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.1 3.4
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Control
Qubit BQubit A
Fig. 3.3: The configuration of atoms we consider is shown. We assume that we fix A 
and B  atoms and move away the ‘control’ atom. The ‘control’ atom is on the 
perpendicular bisector of AB. H is the height of the control atom. And AB = D 
is the the distance between atom A and B.
A. Effect of dopant positioning
First, we show the behavior of J c q '- Figure 3.4 shows how this coupling varies as the 
qubit-qubit distance D varies from 5ao to 20 aj, and the height H  of the triangle 
formed by the qubits and control varies over the same range. We have chosen three 
different combinations of energies for the qubit and control states: in Figure 3.4(a) 
both the control and qubits correspond to a deep impurity {vg = vc = 0.7). In 
Figure 3.4(b) the qubit level has been made slightly shallower {yg =  0.8), and the 
control level significantly shallower (vc =  1.6), while in Figure 3.4(c) both states are 
significantly more delocalized{yg = 0.9, vc =  3.4). As we expected, the magnitude 
of Jcq  becomes smaller and smaller when the height of the control atom H  or the 
qubit-qubit distance D increases. And as the qubit states and control states become 
delocalized, the maximum of the control-qubit couplings becomes larger.
We also plot J q q ,  a 2 in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. As expected J q q  returns to 
the value in the absence of the control atom when the control moves away. This will 
be discussed later, a 2 is the probability to find the control electron on the control 
atom (see Ansatz 3.7). From Figure 3.6 we can see that as the control electron 
becomes delocalized, the charge will transfer from control atom to qubit atoms in 
the intermediate distance of H. This will also modify J q q  significantly.
In addition, we plot the ratio of J q q  to J c q  in Figure 3.7. We can see that
• J q q  reduces to the two-centre Heitler-London exchange value when the control
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(a)vc = 0.7, vg =  0.7, vx ~  1.7 (b)z/c =  1.6, vg = 0.8, vx ~  1.8 (c)i/c =  3.4, vg =  0.9, vx
Fig. 3.4: The control-qubit coupling energy J c q  as a function of D and H  for three dif­
ferent sets of quantum defect parameters. The donor distance D is from 5.0 to 
20.0ao; the triangle height H  also varies from 5.0 to 20.Oa^ . The values of the 
quantum defect parameters vc, vg, vx are shown below each plot.
0 . 0000 !
J qq/H** ^ iE&odsL
Fig. 3.5: The qubit-qubit coupling energy J q q  for the same parameters used in Figure 3.4 
as a function of D and H is plotted.
8 *10'
(a)vc = 0.7, vg = 0.7, vx ~  1.7 (]b)vc = 1.6, vg = 0.8, vx ~  1.8 (c)vc = 3.4, vg = 0.9, vx
Fig. 3.6: The probability a\ of finding the control electron on the control site as a function 
of D and H  is plotted using the same parameters in Figure 3.4.




(a)i/c =  0.7, vg = 0.7, vx ~  1.7 (b)z/c =  1.6, vg =  0.8, vx ~  1.8 (c)vc = 3.4, vg = 0.9, vx ~  1.9
Fig. 3.7: The ratio J q q /  J c q  as a function of D and H  for the same parameters used in 
Figure 3.4 is shown in a colour-coded picture which distinguishes the regions of 
positive and negative values using red and green colors respectively. Notice that 
J q q  is not always neglectable.
0 . 001  ^
J qq/H 3* o |
0 .0 0 2 N
Jco/Ha* ol 
- 0 .0 0 2 1  
-0 .0 0 4 !
(a)vc =  3.1, vg =  1.0, vx ~  2.0 (b) vc = 3.1, vg = 1.0, vx ~  2.0
Fig. 3.8: Colour-coded plots of (a) J q q  and (b) Jcq  as a function of D and H  show FM 
(green) and AFM (red) regions.
atom is fax from the qubits;
• J q q  is not always negligible as the control electron becomes more and more 
delocalized
• J q q  is modified by the control atom from its value in the absence of the control 
atom.
Note that J c q  > 0  over large parts of the parameter space; this is what we 
expect for coupling between a control atom and an isolated donor, since the ground 
state of a two-electron system is always a singlet [43]. However, there are also signif­
icant regions in which J q q  < 0 (ferromagnetic interactions) as shown in Figure 3.8. 
Similarly we found in some region J q q  < 0 (ferromagnetic) as shown in Figure 3.8. 
This is our first clue that multi-site interactions are important in determining the 
exchange constants; this will be discussed further in the next chapter.
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(a)vc =  3.4, vg = 0.9, vx ~  1.9 (b)z/c =  3.4, vg = 0.9, vx ~  1.9 (c)vc = 3.4, vg =  0.9, ~  1.9
Fig. 3.9: (a) Jqq, (b) J c q  and (c) of as functions of D and H  are plotted. Notice that 
the significant delocalization of control electron and the modification of J q q  as 
shown in Figure 3.5(c). Notice that compared with Figure 3.10 J q q  and J c q  
are modified significantly.
B. Effect of qubit-control hybridization
We also can see the significant hybridization of the control electron in Figure 3.9. For 
comparison we also plot the same quantities where we fix <*1,2,3 =  1 , ^ 1,2,3 — 0 , and 
7 1 ,2,3 =  0 (corresponding to confining the electron to the control atom). In Figure 
3.1 0 (c),(d) we can see that J q q  and J c q  are modified significantly comparing with 
Figure 3.5 (c) and Figure 3.4 (c) when the control electron is hybridized. But in 
Figure 3.10(a),(b) we can see relatively small change comparing with Figure 3.5 (a) 
and Figure 3.4 (a).
In 3.10(a),(b) we plot J q q  and J c q  using the parameters in Figure 3.4(a), which 
corresponds to relatively localized control and qubit states. So optimization of a, f3 
and 7  in the variational calculation makes little difference until we reach combina­
tions of control and qubit energies where it can produce significant hybridization 
and generate negative (FM) couplings.
In Figure 3.11, we plot Jqq, Jcq,®2 as a function of vg and vc. As vc becomes 
larger, the control state is more delocalized, and we can see from (c) the charge 
transfers from control to qubits atoms. And the hybridization of control electron 
modifies the exchange couplings J q q  compared with J q q  without control atom.
3.3 Conclusion and discussion
By now we have presented a method to calculate the exchange interaction between 
three electrons in control-qubit system based on W hittaker functions. We can draw 
several conclusions from our calculation results:
• As expected, when the control electron is delocalized and in the middle of two 
qubits, the magnitude of J q q  increases significantly.
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J c q / Ha'
(c)vc =  3.4, Vg = 0.9, vx ~  1.9 (d)^c — 3.4, vg = 0.9, vx ~  1.9
Fig. 3.10: (a) J q q  and (b) J c q  with the control electron constrained to reside on the 
control atom as a function of D and H  are plotted using the parameter in 
Figure 3.4(a). (c) J qq  and (d) J c q  with the control electron constrained to 
reside on the control atom as a function of D and H  are plotted using the 
parameter in Figure 3.4(c).
O.OOlf 
Joo/Ha- o\
Fig. 3.11: Plot of (a) Jqq , (b) J qq  and (c) af as a function of vg(0.7-1.0) and i^ c(0.7—3.4) 
at fixed positions (D — 5.0ag, H  = 5.0ao). Notice that when the control electron 
is more and more delocalized, it will be hybridized more and more.
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•  As the control atom moves further and further away, J q q  returns gradually to 
the exchange interaction in the absence of the control atom. This is because 
actually the exchange interaction is the static electronic interaction.
•  As the control electron is more and more delocalized, there will be a charge 
transfer from control atom to qubit atoms. This also modifies J q q  and J c q  
significantly.
•  Another interesting phenomenon is that J q q  and J c q  can be ferromagnetic. 
Multi-site interactions are important in determining the exchange constants. 
This will be discussed in the next chapter.
•  Similar to the two-donor case in the last chapter, the multi-valley terms will go 
into the exchange interaction between silicon donors of control-qubit system. 
Due to  the presence of the control atom in this system, the multi-valley terms 
include both el^ l)- ^ 3))-^QQ and e l(k{t)- k (j))-RQc? where R q q  and R q c  are vectors 
linking two qubit atoms and one qubit and the control atom, respectively. 
These terms will introduce additional oscillating effects.
4. EXCHANGE CALCULATIONS BASED ON PERTURBATION
THEORY
4.1 Introduction
In the beginning of this chapter up to §4.3 we describe a perturbation calcula­
tion of hydrogenic two-centre exchange. We first derive a novel perturbation theory 
which includes the overlaps between hydrogenic orbitals and the configuration where 
two electrons are centred at the same atom; this configuration was not included 
in the Heitler-London model. Our derivation is more general than the standard 
time-independent perturbation theory because we have to take into account orbital 
overlaps in the explicit exchange calculation. By using this perturbation theory 
derivative up to  second order we can find the energy shifts of the singlet and triplet 
states which correspond to those in the Heitler-London model. We find the second 
order terms of the energy shifts give us an extra term  for the exchange interaction. 
We also compare this second-order exchange splitting with the Heitler-London ex­
pression numerically. We find this second-order term  appears anti-ferromagnetic in 
our sign convention, and it can not always be ignored.
After describing our two-centre perturbation calculation, we will introduce a 3- 
centre Green’s function perturbation exchange calculation from §4.4. In the last 
chapter, we performed a variational calculation of the exchange couplings between 
each pair of electrons in the control-qubit system based on the Heisenberg spin 
Hamiltonian and Heitler-London approximation. We found th a t the exchange cou­
pling between qubits ( J q q ) becomes larger when the control atom is in some partic­
ular position than without the control atom. We also found tha t when the control 
atom is very far away from the qubits, J q q  returns to its value in the two-centre 
two-electron case. In addition, we found regions of the parameters where the ex­
change couplings are negative (ferromagnetic, in our sign convention). This is very 
interesting because exchange coupling in the ground state of a two-electron system 
(e.g. H 2 molecule) is definitely positive unless there is an orbital degeneracy [43] as 
we discussed in chapter 2. Although there is no theorem to say tha t all the exchange 
couplings in a three-electron system must be positive, we would like to understand 
the physical mechanism for these ferromagnetic couplings and at the same time
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provide a check on whether our calculation is sensible. Therefore, in this chapter 
we use Green’s function perturbation theory to calculate three-body and four-body 
super-exchange from a simple model.
4.2 Perturbation theory in the presence of a change in overlap
When we bring two H atoms together, we not only change the Hamiltonian but also 
the overlap between the one-electron states. We can represent this by writing
H  = H0 + XV; S  = l + Xs. (4.1)
Here Ho is the Hamiltonian for the two H atoms at infinite separation, where (since 
the states are orthogonal) the overlap operator is the identity. Both here and in what 
follows we will use the ‘hats’ as shorthand to denote the unperturbed Hamiltonian, 
the perturbation, and overlap operators.
We now look for solutions of the generalised eigenvalue equation
H\ipn) = E nS  |</0, (4.2)
where we expand
E n = E<0) +  A£W +  A2B ‘2) +  O(A3); (4.3)
l «  =  W f )  +  A^™} +  A2 |0 i2>> + 0(A3). (4.4)
Collecting terms of order A and using the shorthand |n) =  } for the unperturbed
states, we find
= (n\V -  E ^s \n Y ,  (4.5)
(m\V  — E’^ s ln )
-  Er,
The terms of order A2 yield
H v a  =  > ) - •  ( « )
^  = £  I H L  g S | n>|2 -  (4-7)m^n ~  thm
Note that in the case of a perturbation affecting only the Hamiltonian, not the 
overlap (i.e., s = 0), the results (4.5) and (4.7) reduce to the usual ones.
4.3 Application to exchange in H2
Suppose a and b are Is atomic orbitals centred on the respective atoms, which are 
separated by distance R. We can construct an appropriately symmetrized two- 
particle basis consisting of three singlet states (anti-symmetric under exchange of
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spins, so symmetric under spatial exchange) which are orthonormal in the limit of 
infinite separation:
< M l , 2 )  =  a ( l)a (2 )
*,,(1,2) = 6(1)6(2) >xXs
[ * c( l ,2 )  =  ^ [ a ( l )4 (2 )  +  a(2)6(l)] J
Xs ~  “ ^ ( t l J - 2  — J.2 T O )  
and one triplet state (which has, of course, m  — —1 , 0 , + 1  components):
* ( 1 , 2 ) =  - 7=[a(l)i>(2 ) -  a(2 )6 (l)] x Xt 
•I1I 2
X t — ^ ^ ( 1 * 2  +  i i T 2 )  ^ ■







If we neglect spin-orbit coupling, the perturbation when we bring the atoms together 
is purely spatial and so the singlet and triplet sectors remain uncoupled.
4.3.1 The overlap operator 
Let us define the one-electron overlap between the two states as
S  =  | a ( l ) 6 (l)d [l] , (4.14)
(note tha t a and b are real functions). Then the m atrix representation of the overlap
(4.15)
operator, in the basis {4,sa:'lPsb,'lPsc}i is
' 1 S 2 V2S
S = s 2 1 s/2 S
K y/2 S V 2S 1 +  S 2 ,
so
( 0 S 2 s/2 S 2 '
As = S 2 0 s/2 S2
 ^ a/ 2  § y/2S s 2 J
Meanwhile, for the triplet state,
{i/>t\S\ipt) = 1 - S 2 (* l« l* >
(4.16)
(4.17)
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4.3.2 The Hamiltonian
We will use a notation consistent with that of Slater, except th a t we use true atomic 
units so the energy unit is the Hartree, not the Rydberg (i.e. the energy of an
isolated one-electron state is E 0 =  1/2). Then:
J  a ( l) 6 (l) d[l] =  S  =  ex p (-R )[l +  R  +  R2 /3]; (4-18)
/  a ( l ) [ - i v ? ] a ( l ) d [ l ]  =  i; (4.19)
/ a ( l ) [ - / - ] a ( l ) d [ l ]  =  -1 ;  (4.20)
J  ' l a
=  J  = +  e x p ( - 2 R) ( i  +  -^ ) ; (4.21)
f  a( 1 )[— —]6 (l)d [l] =  K  =  - e x p ( —R )( l  +  R); (4.22)
J n  b
/ * ( l ) [ “ V?]6(l)d[l] =  J a ( l ) [ E 0 + ± ]b ( l )d [ l]  =  ^ - K - ( 4 . 2 3 )
f a2 (l)62 (2)— d[l]d[2] ee J '; (4.24)
J 7*12
/a(l)fc(l)a(2)6(2)— d[l]d[2] =  K'\ (4.25)
J r 12
[  a2 (l)a(2)6(2)— d[l]d[2] =  L; (4.26)
J r n
/ a 2 ( l)a 2 (2)J-d[l]d[2] =  f / = h m J '  =  |  (4.27)
Then the singlet part of the Hamiltonian, once again in the basis {/ipSai 'ipsb, ipse}, is
( ^ - 1  +  2 J J -  U  +  ( 1 / H )  - s 2 +  2 K S  +  J '  +  ( s 2 / R )  s / 2 ( - £  +  i f  +  J S  +  L +  ( S / H ) )  \— S ^ +  2 K S  + J ’ +  ( S 2 / R )  - 1  +  2 J  + U  +  ( 1 / R )  s / 2  ( - S  +  J C  + J S  +  L  + ( S  /  R ) )  js / 2 ( - S  +  K  + J S  +  L  + ( S / R ) )  V 2 ( - S  +  K  + J S  + L  +  ( S  /  R ) )  - 1  +  2 J  +  J '  -  S 2 +  2 K S  +  K '  +  (1 +  l f 2 ) / R  /
(4.28)
The triplet part is
(i>t\H\i>t) = —1 +  2 J  +  J' + ( l /R )  + S 2 -  2 K S  - K ’ + S 2/R .  (4.29)
4.3.3 Perturbation theory— definition 1
The first way of defining perturbation theory would be to  take Ho as the Hamiltonian 
of two uncoupled H atoms (i.e. at R  —> oc):
-1 +  U  0 0 \
H 0e =  | 0 - 1  +  U  0 ) ; (4-30)
0 0 - 1  J
2 J + ( 1 / R )  - S 2 +  2 K S  +  J '  +  ( S 2 / R )  s/ 2  ( - £  + K  +  +  L +  ( S / f l ) )  \
Vs =  J - S 2 +  2 K S  + J '  + ( S 2 / R )  ^  2 J  +  0 7  R )  ^  s /2  ( - 5  +  K  + J S  + L  +  ( S / R ) )  (4.31)
s /2{  — S  +  K  + J S  +  L +  ( S / R ) )  s / 2 ( - S  +  K  + J S  + L  + ( S / R ) )  2 J  + J '  -  S 2 + 2 K S  + K '  +  ( I  + S 2 ) / R  J
The matrix elements for the triplet state, meanwhile, are
O t |£ o W  =  -1 ;  _ (4.32)
(il>t\V\ipt) = 2J  + J ' + S 2 - 2 K S - K ’ + (1 ~  \  (4.33)
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W ith this definition, the first-order shifts to E c (the lowest singlet state) and E t are
£<'> =  2J + J ' + 2 K S  + K ’ + ^  + ‘ (4.34)
E,(1) =  2 J  + J ' -  2 K S  - K ' + ^  ~ ^ . (4.35)
R
The second-order shifts are
Ef)  =  z m ± j s + L ± sI K f _ § , [ 2 J + J , + 2 K § + K , + o + p UM)
U R
E f ] =  + S 2[2J + J ' ~  2 K S  - K ’ + ('1 (4.37)
R
Hence, the exchange is
J  = E t - E e = - 4  K S  -  2 K ’ + S 2(4J +  2 f )  +  4lK  + L  + 3 (J  + 1 /  R)]2 +
(4.38)
4.3.4 Perturbation theory— definition 2
The second way of defining the perturbation theory is to include in Ho all the energy 
shifts arising from the field of one atom acting at the site of the other, and to reserve 
for V  only those terms which actually transfer electrons between the two sites. This 
yields:
-1 +  2 J  + U + 1 / R  0 0
H 0s =  | 0 - 1  +  2 J  + U + 1 / R  0 | ; (4.39)
0 0 - 1  +  2 J  + J ’ + 1 / R
0 - S 2 +  2 K S  +  J '  +  ( s 2 / R )  y /2 ( - £  +  K  +  J S  +  L  +  ( SJ  R) )
- S £ +  2 K S  +  ( S 2 /H )  0 V 2 ( - S  +  K + j J S  +  L + ^ { S  /  R) )  ] (4 .4 0 )
\ / 2 ( - S  +  K  +  j ' s  +  L  +  ( s / R ) )  V 2 ( - ' S  +  K  +  J S  +  L  +  ( S / R ) )  - S 2 +  2 K S  +  K '  +  S 2 / R
Now the matrix element for the triplet state is
M H o M  — ~  1 +  2 J  +  J' +  —; (4-41)
(ih\V\ipt) = s 2 -  2 K S  -  K '  -  (4.42)
The first-order shifts axe now
= 2 K S  + K '  - S 2(2J + J '); (4.43)
E \l) = - 2 K S  -  K '  + S 2{2J +  J ') ,  (4.44)
and the second-order shifts are
■£f> =  ~ i(-K  + f  f  *  p +  -  S 2[(2J + J ' ) S 2 +  2 K S  +  K'}\ (4.45)
\U J )
e \2) =  + S 2{ - 2 K S -  K '  + S 2{2J + J')]. (4.46)
Thus the exchange is
J  = Et - E c = - 4 K S - 2 K '  + S 2(4 J+ 2 J f) + ^ K  + L + J  + 0 (A 3). (4.47)
(7 o
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4.3.5 Comparing the two perturbation theories, and the Heitler-London result
The Heitler-London formula for the exchange, obtained from the ansatz tha t the 
triplet-state wavefunction is precisely \j;t and the singlet-state wavefunction is pre­
cisely ^ c, is
J =  2 [2J S 2 +  J'S2 -  2K S  -  K '\ . (4.48)
1 - S 4
To second order in A, it can be approximated as
J  «  [4 J S 2 +  2 J'S2 -  4K S  -  2K ' \ . (4.49)
It can immediately be seen the two perturbation theory results, equations (4.38 
and 4.47), agree with one another and with the approximated Heitler-London result 
(4.49) to the level of the first term. The remaining terms in (4.38) and (4.47) repre­
sent the effect of changes in the wavefunctions, arising from correlations introduced 
by the electron-electron interactions. These corrections make the exchange more 
antiferromagnetic (i.e. are positive contributions, in our sign convention).
How im portant are these corrections? For the moment we have only calculated 
L numerically, by fitting the hydrogenic Is function to a contraction of Gaussians. 
We can then plot the correction as a function of separation R.
-L(R)/K(R) 6J /H artree
1 . 7 5
1 . 2 5
0 . 7 5
0 . 2 5
2 . 5  5  7 . 5  1 0  1 2 . 5  1 5  1 7 . 5  2 0
0 . 3 5
0 . 2 5
0 . 1 5 '
0 . 0 5
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.1: (a) The ratio of L(R) to —K (R ) as a function of atom distance R, we can see that 
L(R) goes to —K (R ) asymptotically, but the ratio at 20ao is slightly different 
from 1 because we use the Gaussian expansion, (b) The correction term in 
equation 4.47 as a function of atom distance R.
From Figure 4.1, we can see tha t L(R)  goes to —K (R )  asymptotically. From 
Figure 4.2, we can see tha t in the region we are interested in,i.e.,4 — 1 0  bohr radius 
the second order correction term can be ignored.
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Fig. 4.2: (a)Comparison between the correction term in equation 4.47 and Heitler-London 
exchange. The ratio of SJ(R) to Jh- l {R) as a function of atom distance R , (b) 
Comparison between the correction term in equation 4.47 and Herring-Flicker 
asymptotic form of exchange Jh - f ; their ratio as a function of atom distance R.
The asymptotic form of the correction can be seen as follows. J  -I- J'  is the 
potential energy of interaction between one Is electron and the to tal charge of the 
(neutral) other atom. We would therefore expect it to die off quickly with R , and 
indeed we find
 d 4
S ( J  + J') = — —  ex p (-3 R) + 0 ( R 3 e x p (-3 R)). (4.50)
18
The corresponding term appearing in the first form of perturbation theory looks like 
~ / ?2
S (J  +  1 /R )  = —  exp(—3 R) +  0 ( R e x p ( —3R)) (4-51)O
Similarly, L  is the interaction of the ‘exchange charge’ a ( l) 6 (l) with the charge 
density of a neutral atom.
4.3.6 ‘Exact’ results 
Two exact results (in different senses) are available for this problem.
The Herring-Flicker result
This is the exact leading-order behaviour of the exchange at very large separations, 
calculated from the exact asymptotic solution of the two-particle Schrodinger equa­
tion in real-space (with no basis-set approximations) [36]. The result is
J  — 47r1/2i?5/2 exp(—2R) f  exp(—q)qs^2(2 — q)1^ 2 dq +  0 ( i ^2 exp(-2i?X)1.52)
Jo
=  1.642i?5/2 exp(—2R) +  0 { R 2 e x p (-2 R)). (4.53)
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The result of exact matrix diagonalization
Alternatively, one can solve exactly for the singlet and triplet energies within the 
basis generated by equations (4.8) and (4.11). This includes correlation effects ex­
actly at all separations, but only within this restricted basis set. The singlet and 
triplet energies are easily found:
E' l) = 7 7 ^ ( - ( 1 +  2 'S2H - 1 +  2 J  +  J ' +  ^ )  +
(—S’2 +  2 K S  + K ' + ^ - ) )  (4.54)
I X
E?  = y T ^ x - ^ T - j I A '  +  L - O  +  J 'JS ]2 (4.55)
Ef  ^ [(—1 +  2s2)(—1 + 2 J  + J  ) — ( — s2 +  2K s  + K  + — )](4.56)
=  0; (4.57)
and the splitting can be found according to the above singlet and triplet energies: 
E[l ) - E <1} =  ^ [ 2 J S 2 +  / S 2 - 2  K S - K ' }  (4.58)
E ^ - E ™  =  — T4  . . [ K  + L -  {J + J')S]2. (4.59)t c 1 +  S2 - J '  + U [ V J 1 K J
Note that splitting from the first order perturbation is exactly the same as H-L
exchange calculation. Therefore, the exchange splitting of two hydrogenic atoms
based on second order perturbation theory takes the form of:
J  = E t - E c (4.60)
2  ^~[2JS2 +  J 'S 2 -  2 K S  -  K'\ +
1 -  S’4
x ,4  t t [K +  L -  ( J  +  J')S]2. (4.61)
1 +  S 2 - /  +  [/
From this exact result, we can see that the second term in the right hand side is the 
second-order term when we consider more configurations than the Heitler-London 
model.
4.4 Green’s function perturbation theory
We now move on from the simple case of the H2 molecule to a perturbation treatment 
of the more complicated systems, containing qubits and control atoms, that were 
discussed in the previous Chapter. Once again we assume our system Hamiltonian 
can be separated into an unperturbed part of H0, and a perturbation V
H  = H0 + V. (4.62)
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We assume the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of H 0 are easily obtained. The Green’s 
functions Gq{z ) and G{z) corresponding to HQ and H , respectively, are
G0(z) = ( z - H 0) - 1. (4.63)
and
G(z) = ( z - H ) ~ \  (4.64)
G and Go are connected by the Dyson equation
G(z) =  [1 -  Go{z)V]~lG0(,z) (4.65)
— Go +  GqVGo +  GqV G qVG o +  . . . ,  (4.66)
and the energy shift which can mix states into the eigen-state \ho) of H0 due to the 
perturbation if we want to work with some subset of eigenfunctions of H0 is
A Heff = V  + V P G o ( z ) P V  (4.67)
+ V P G o(z )P V P G o{z )P V  +  . . . ,  (4.68)
where P  is the projection operator onto states kept, and the 2 nd term on the right 
hand side is the 2nd order perturbation and the 3rd term is the 3rd order perturba­
tion, and so on. In this formula, A # e/ /  is energy dependent, so we should choose 2 
to correspond to the energy of the states we work with.
4.5 Multi-center ring exchange
It is clear tha t the presence of the control atom is responsible for the ferromagnetism 
of J q q  at intermediate separations of qubit atoms and control atom. The presence 
of the control atom means that multi-body exchange processes become possible in 
our control-qubit system model. There has been some work on the theory of multi­
body exchange processes. The essential physics is roughly the same as that in our 
control-qubit system although the physical system previously researched on is very 
different from ours. Roger et a 1. [45] pointed out that, for the case of solid 3He:
•  Two-body exchange always leads to a Heisenberg Hamiltonian with antiferro­
magnetic exchange. See Figure 4.3(a).
• However, three-body ring exchange always leads to a Heisenberg Hamiltonian 
with ferromagnetic exchanges. See Figure 4.3(b).
•  Four-body ring exchange leads to a Heisenberg Hamiltonian with anti-ferromagnetic 
exchanges. See Figure 4.3(c).
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Fig. 4.3: Schematic view of possible exchange couplings between helium atoms in solid 
3He: (a) conventional two-body exchange (antiferromagnetic); (b) three-body 
ring exchange (ferromagnetic); (c) Four-body ring exchanges lead to a Heisenberg 
Hamiltonian with anti-ferromagnetic exchanges.
Although the solid 3He system is a very different system from our control-qubit 
model, the central idea of multi-body ring exchange is similar in both cases. We 
need to include third-order and fourth-order processes in our model (see Figure 4.4) 








Fig. 4.4: (a) third-order exchange scheme; (b) fourth-order exchange scheme.
4.6 Perturbation theory calculations of 3-center problem
4.6.1 Matrix form of Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian
In order to calculate the exchange coupling, we need to know the matrix form of the 
Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian. In the following we will discuss how wre reproduce the 
Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian and extract the exchange constants. The Heisenberg
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spin Hamiltonian of the control-qubit system as cited in Chapter 3 is
H  =  JQQS -; • S2 +  Jcq  (Si • s 3 +  S2 • S3), (4.69)
where S i ,S 2 are the qubit spins, and S3 is the control electron spin. The matrix 
form of this spin Hamiltonian that conserves the z-projection S z of the total spin is 
an 8  x 8  matrix (h =  1 ):
1 TTT) i TTi) 1 tit) 1 Til) 1 ITT) 1 ill) 1 UT> I ill)
I TTT> /  j c q  j q q  r 2  ^ 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 \
I m> 0 j c q  j q q2 _r 4 J  C  Q 2 0 J C Q2 0 0 0
i Til) 0 J CQ2 J q q4 0 Jq q2 0 0 0
H  =  1 TU> 0 0 0 J q q4 0 J q q2 J C Q2 0 (
i ITT) 0 J  CQ  2 J q q2 0 J q q4 0 0 0
! 1TI) 0 0 0 J q q2 0 J q q4 J C Q 0
! iit> 0 0 0 J C Q 2 0 J  C Q 2 j c q  J q q2 _r 4 0
] 1U> V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 j c q  J q q  j2 ^ 4 '
4.6.2 Simple model of the three-centreproblem
First we ignore the donor excited states to simplify calculation. We consider all pro­
cesses (both single-electron terms and interactions) within one atom as contributing 
to the unperturbed Hamiltonian Hq, and the hopping operator V  which transfers 
electrons between atoms as the perturbation. We divide our discussion into the 
following steps:
1 . Select a particular eigenvalue of z-component of the to tal spin S z, e.g., S z —
2 . Enumerate all the possible states for this S z—for example, for two spin up and 
one spin down (i.e. Sz =  + 1 / 2 ) there are nine states as shown in Figure 4.5;
3. Construct the matrices of Go and V  based on these states;
4. Use these matrices to calculate the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th order energy shifts;
5. Select the three lowest states which correspond to one electron on each atom 
and which are degenerate in the absence of the perturbation V, and construct 
the spin Hamiltonian within this basis;
6 . Identify the values J c q  and J q q  by comparison with the Heisenberg Hamilto­
nian matrix form (4.70).
First we define the second-quantized operators: C ^ ,  C /^, Cb<t? Cccn 
where o is |  or | .  C \a creates an electron with spin a on atom A, Cao annihilates 
an electron with spin a on atom A, and so on. These operators satisfy
{CZ(7 ,G+,} = (4.71)
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atom A atom B
control atom
atom A atom B
control atom
atom A atom B
control atom
atom A atom B
control atom
atom A atom B
5) — 110 )
control atom
atom A atom B
control atom
atom A atom B
13) —
Control atom
Atom A Atom B
16 ) — C'+C'^C'+tIO)
control atom
atom A atom B
|7) = C V £ tC£t|0) |8) = CcjC^CgJO) \9)  =  C X , C ^ C ^ \ 0 )
Fig. 4.5: This figure shows nine possible states with two spins up and one spin down (i.e. 
Sz = 1/2). Here |0) is vacuum state.
4.6.3 Green’s function perturbation theory calculation
A. The unperturbed Hamiltonian H0.
Ho is the single-electron energy plus two-electron interaction within each atom. Let 
us consider its matrix elements among the states defined in Figure 4.5. Here we
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assume tha t all those nine states are orthogonal to one another. If we define
then
and
< 2 | t f o |2 )
< 3 |t f o |3 >





(1 |A | 1 ) =  0
( 4 [ t f 0 |4> -  0  
(7 \H o \7 )  =  0 ,
( 5 | t f 0 |5 )  = UC -  VQQ 
(8\H0\S) = UQ ~ Vq q  
( 9 | # o | 9 )  =  Uq  +  Vq q  -  2V Cq ,
'r12d f \d f2 
J  XA{fl)X2A(r2) / r 12dfldr2 
J  XA{ri)X2B{r2) / r l2dfldr2 
J  X2A(fi)(f)2c (f2) / r l2dridr2 
J  X2B(rl)(f)2c (r2) / r l2dfldV2.
( 4 . 7 6 )
( 4 . 7 7 )
( 4 . 7 8 )
( 4 .7 9 )
( 4 . 8 0 )
( 4 . 8 1 )
( 4 . 8 2 )
( 4 . 8 3 )
( 4 . 8 4 )
( 4 .8 5 )
( 4 . 8 6 )
All off-diagonal elements of H0 are zero. So the 9 x 9  matrix representation of H0 is
o








0  Uc -  V q q








0 Uq  -  \ 
0 0
A . 8 7 )
UQ  +  VQ Q  ~  2 V C Q  ■
B. The hopping operator V.
If we can neglect the effect of a magnetic field B  on the orbital motion of the elec­
trons, the hopping amplitudes tcQ^QQ tha t respectively transfer electrons between 
the control atom and the qubits, and from qubit to qubit, can be chosen to be real. 
The definitions of tcQ and tgg are
{XA\Hcore\(f)c) =  {XB\Hcore\(f)c) i ( 4 . 8 8 )tcQ
^QQ {XA\Hcore\ X ^ , ( 4 . 8 9 )
where
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V  = y ,{ tc Q { c tC c *  + c y c Aa + c t C c «  + c y c B<,:
a
+tQQ(CX(7CBo +  C%aCAa)\.
So the 9 x 9  m atrix of V  is
(4.92)
V  =
0 t C Q - i Q Q 0 0 0 0 - i Q Q i -CQ \
t C Q 0 ~ i C Q - i C Q i Q Q 0 0 0 0
~ t QQ - t C Q 0 0 0 i C Q i Q Q 0 0
0 ~ t C Q 0 0 i C Q i C Q 0 0 - i C Q
0 i QQ 0 i C Q 0 0 - i C Q - i C Q 0
0 0 i C Q i C Q 0 0 - i C Q 0 - i Q Q
0 0 i Q Q 0 ~ i C Q - i C Q 0 i Q Q 0
~ t Q Q 0 0 0 - i C Q 0 i Q Q 0 i -CQ  
0  /t C Q 0 0 - i C Q 0 - i Q Q 0 i C Q
(4.93)
C. Perturbation theory and reproduction of the Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian
The matrix form of H0 is given in equation (4.87), and-we can construct the corre- 
ponding m atrix representation of Go from
G0 = ( n i -  H0y \ (4.94)
where 1 is 9 x 9 identity matrix. After we project out the ground-state eigenspace, 
the matrix form of (1 — P )G q( 1 — P) becomes
(1 -  P)G0(1 -  P)
s->topy  o 05x4 \










( f i  -  ( U Q  -  VQ Q ))-
o ( n - ( u c - v Q Q ) y
(4.96)
and
n b o tto myo






o ( n - ( u Q - v Q Q ) y  
o o
(4.97)
(O -  (U q  +  V q q  -  2 Vq q ))  /
Now we can find the second-order, third-order, and fourth-order perturbations: 
A H? ]eff = V ( 1 - P ) G 0( 1 - P ) V  (4.98)
=  V(1 -  P)G„(1 -  P)V((  1 -  P )G 0 (1 -  P)V  (4.99)
=  y ( ( i  — P)G 0 (1 — P)V(1 — P )G „ ( 1  — P)V( l  — P)Gq(\  ~ ■PX'f-1 0 0 )
A H ^e f f
Therefore, we seek values of J q q  and J c q  such tha t the expressions (4.98-4.100) 
reproduce the spin Hamiltonian (4.70). The states defined as 11), |4) and |7) in
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Figure 4.5 form an invariant subspace with M s = + 1 / 2  both in the Heisenberg
spin Hamiltonian matrix (4.70) and in the matrices A W e  extract these
3 x 3  sub-matrices from the Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian and AH^f f  matrices 
(4.98-4.100), and compare them. We remove constant energy shifts by making the 
trace of each m atrix zero. The traceless matrix extracted from the Heisenberg spin 
Hamiltonian is
|i> |4>

















J c q - J q q  
6 /
(4.101)
Comparing this matrix with the matrix spanned by 11 ), |4), and |7) calculated by 
perturbation theory, we find that they are equal provided that
1(2 )
C Q 2 ^cq(
S l - U c  +  V n





n -u Q + vQQ (4103)
Similarly, we can find the third-order and fourth-order contributions to J q q 1 J c q -
t c Q 2tQ Q  t C Q 2t QQ(3)
QQ 2( ( f i  — U q  +  2 V c q  -  V Q Q ) (fi -  U q  +  V q q ) ( f i  -  U C  +  V Q Q ) ( f i  -  U q m
tcQ
_ t C Q t Q Q \
^ —Uq+2Vcq — Vqq) Q—Uq+Vqq )
tCQtQQ tcQ tCQtQQn~uc +vQQ +
t C Q t Q Q  \
n -u Q+vQQ J
f i - U n  +  2 V (CQ V tQQ n - U c  + Vc
J ,
(3)
C Q =  2(
t C Q 2 t Q Q tCQ tQQ
-  U0 1 +(fi - U q  +  2 V C q -  V q q ) (fi -  U q  +  V q q ) (fi -  U C  +  V q q ) (fi Q
t C Q t Q Q _______ \  _  t C Q t Q Q \
n-uQ+2VCQ-VQQ ) Q—Uq+Vqq )
05;
t c q  ( -  ( j
f i - U Q +  2 V c q  -  V Q
+
( tCQtQQ , tcqtQQ \
LC Q  \ S I - U C + V Q Q  ^  Q - U q + V q q )
f i  — U c  +  V q q
r ( 4 )  _
JQQ -
-l I ________________ t c Q t Q Q - _________________________________  I C Q ~ _
CQ \  (n-uQ+2VcQ-vQQ)(n-uQ+vQQ) (n-uc +vQQ)(n-uQ+vQQ)
iCQ'
f i  — U q  +  2 V c q  — V q
t C Q c
(4.106)
J. I   |  ■' CJ___________  j I _______ tcQtQQ*_______
V V {^t~tJQ+2VcQ-VQQ) (0 .-U q +Vq q ) J  (Q -U c  + Vq q ) ( Q - U q +Vq q )
tQ Q
f i  -  U c  U  V q q
_______tCQ?tQQ______  | ,
(n -uc +vQQ)(n -uQ+vQQ)
t C Q \  -
t C Q t Q Q
0 - U q +2VC q - V q q
t C Q t Q Q
QQ
i'l — U Q + 2 V c Q  — V Q Q
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\  t r n (  t C Q , QQ  .— t£ .Q l3 Q  _  
t C Q 2 t Q Q  \  lC Q  \  n - U c + V Q Q  q ~ u Q + v QQ
(:n-U Q + 2V cQ -V Q Q )(n -uQ+VQQ)  J n - u c + v QQ
Q  -  U q  +  V q q
4. f  t C Q t Q Q 2____________________________ t C Q i _______________
t (4) _  CQ\( n - u Q+2vCQ-vQQ)(n-uQ+vQQ) (n-Uc+vQQ)(n-uQ+vQQ) / (a i n ^
Jc« “  a - u Q + 2vcq -  (4'107)
f ___________________t e a ! ___________________ ^ __j_______________^ q t g g 2_______
c c ^ y  \ { n - U Q + 2 V c Q - v Q Q ) ( n - U Q + v Q Q ) )  ( q - u c + V q q ) ( ^ - U q + V q q )
t t - U c  +  Vq q
/  + (  (  t C Q t Q Q  \  t C Q t Q Q
. / __ __________________I c q ! __________________ _  y n - t / Q + 2 VC Q - v Q Q ;  n - i ; Q +VQQ
C Q  I ( o - [ / Q + 2 v C Q - V Q Q ) ( Q - t / Q + y Q Q )  o - i / q + 2 V C q - v q q
n  -  C/q +  2 V c q  -  V qq
(  ,  t e Q ^ Q  , t C Q t Q q  \ \
f  I ________________ t e ^ __________________ t e Q ^ n - t / c + V Q Q + n - c / Q + V Q Q ;  \
C Q  I ( 0 - 1 / C + V Q Q ) ( Q - { / Q + V q Q )  n - £ / c + V Q Q  I
Q — U c  +  V q q
J q Q *  +  J QQ ( 4 . 1 0 8 )
J c q  -  4 q  +  J c q  +  J c q ■ ( 4 - 1 0 9 )
Because J q q .  J'cqIi = 2 ,3 ,4) are functions of V q q ,  li-g, Uq, Uc . * q q ,  and tCQ, 
we can use reasonable values for those variables to perform numerical calculations 
and then compare these results with our variational calculation (see Chapter 3). In 
general, there is quantitative relationship between those parameters in the expression 
of exchange interaction J q q , J c q - The magnitude of tQQ should be very small, 
but the magnitude of tcQ may be large and we can roughly assume it to decay 
exponentially with the height of the control atom. V q q  <  V c q  <  U q < Uc  because 
on-site Coulomb interaction should be larger than the Coulomb interaction between 
different centres. Uq  should be larger than Uc because the qubit spatial state is more 
localized than the control state. For the same reason Vq q  should be smaller than 
Vc q - Similarly we can assume Vc q  decay exponentially. For definiteness we assume 
the following values for the parameters: U c  =  1.0, Uq  =  1 .5 ,  V q q  =  0.5, V c q  = 
e~dU,tQQ = —0 .0 1  ,tcQ =  —e~dU. Using these parameters, we calculate J c q , J q q  
shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. Here H  is the height of control atom.
4.7 Conclusion and discussion
In Figure (4.7) with these parameters a negative (ferromagnetic) part in the qubit- 
qubit exchange coupling J q q  does indeed arise at intermediate qubit-control sep-
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4.6: (a)Second order exchange interactions as a function of d. Red line: Jqq\ green 
line: Jqq, as calculated by perturbation theory through second order using the
parameters given in the text, d is the height of the control atom.(b)Third order
(3) • (3)exchange interactions as a function of d. Red line: J q q , green line: J q q , as 
calculated by perturbation theory through third order. (c)Fourth order exchange 
interaction as a function of d. Red line: J c q ', green line: J q q , as calculated by 
perturbation theory through fourth order.
Jcq.J qq
Fig. 4.7: Perturbation theory calculations of exchange interaction as functions of d. Red 
line: J c q ; green line: J q q , as calculated by perturbation theory.
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arations. We can also see that the main negative contribution comes from the 
fourth-order perturbation expansion, because the second-order terms are small (tQQ 
is very small), and the third-order terms also involve tQQ. So the fourth-order terms 
involving relatively large tcQ become dominant. But using such simple perturbation 
theory, we have not been able to obtain quantitative agreement with the variational 
calculations. The reasons for this include
• First of all, this is a perturbation theory calculation. So part of the inaccuracy 
comes from the ignorance of the higher-order perturbation expansion.
• For simplification, we exclude the excited qubit states.
•  In the perturbation theory calculation, we assume those possible states we 
need consider are orthogonal. This is not true in practice.
•  We neglect the overlaps between wave functions, but these overlaps are very 
im portant in the explicit variational calculation.
• Many two-particle integrals are ignored in the perturbation theory calculation 
because we assume they are small. In fact there are many more two-particle 
integrals involved in the variational calculation than this perturbation calcu­
lation, e.g., /d[l]d[2]0c(l)0c(l)A>i(2)AB(2).
So in summary, the perturbation theory calculation only can give us a qualitative 
check of our relatively explicit variational calculation.
5. RANDOM DISTRIBUTION OF DONORS IN SILICON
5.1 Introduction
If we can randomly put donors in silicon, the donor distribution will determine the 
average distance between nearest-neighbour donors and therefore the distribution of 
the interactions between them. In the control-qubit scheme the 1st nearest neigh­
bours are used to do quantum computation, but the 2 nd nearest neighbour is the 
strongest perturbation to the control-qubit system. So it is important to know how 
the 2nd nearest neighbours are distributed randomly. The simplest model in which 
to examine the distribution of 1st and 2 nd nearest neighbours is a continuous one in 
which we forget about the existence of the crystal lattice and simply assume that the 
atoms are distributed randomly and independently in three-dimensional space. In 
this chapter we first consider the distribution of the first nearest neighbours. Then 
we perform a similar calculation for the distribution of the second nearest neigh­
bours. At the end, we compare two kinds of interactions: exchange interaction and 
dipole-dipole interaction, and see which one dominates the interaction from the 2 nd 
nearest neighbours.
5.2 The distribution of 1st nearest neighbours
This distribution of 1st nearest neighbors was first considered by Hertz [46, 47]. Let 
w(r)dr denote the probability tha t the nearest neighbor to a particle occurs between
r and r  +  dr. The function w(r) must satisfy the relation
r r
w(r) — [1 — / w(x)dx]47rr2n , (5.1)
Jo
where n  denotes the average number of particles per unit volume. Then we have
=  - 4  vr’n p g  (5.2)
dr £Trr2n  47rr^n
w(r) =  e- 47rr3n//347T r 2n. (5-3)
using the above formulae we can derive an exact formula for the ‘average distance’ 
D between a particle we are interested in and its first nearest neighbors.
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where T(x)  is the Euler gamma function:
poo
T{x) = /  tx~1e~idt. (5.6)
Jo
Andres et a1., calculated the distribution of exchange couplings from the 1 st 
nearest neighbor [39]. The distribution of exchange couplings J  from the 1st nearest 
neighbor takes the form
, w(r) .
P i ( j )  =  1Z v * 1 j= jw ’ (5 J )
if we know the analytical expression of exchange couplings and J  is a monotonic
function of inter-nuclei distance. We can also calculate the average value of exchange
coupling from the 1 st nearest neighbor by
Tx = r J M J W  (5.8)Jo
5.3 The distribution of 2nd nearest neighbours
Similarly, we can calculate the distribution of 2 nd nearest neighbours given that a 
1st nearest neighbor occurs at the distance R. The probability tha t a 2nd nearest 
neighbor occurs between r  and r +  dr given the distance of the 1st nearest neighbor 
being R  is
W2 {r\R) =  [1 — [  W2 {x\R)dx]A.Trr2n (r >  R ) 1 (5-9)
J R
and W2 {r\R) should vanish when r < R. And we also require that
W2 {r) = 47r R 2n, (5.10)
when r —> R + due to the normalization condition
poo
/  w2(r\R)dr = l. (5.11)
Jr.
Hence, we can find this conditional probability reads
w2{r\R) =  47rr2ne~~3!i('r3-'R3) (r > R). (5.12)
Actually, we can generalize this calculation to the case: if we know the n th  nearest 
neighbor is at the distance i?, the probability that the (n +  l) th  nearest neighbor 
occurs between r and r  +  dr takes the form (5.12). We also can calculate the
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average distance of the conditional 2 nd nearest neighbor (i.e., the mean distance to 
the second nearest neighbor given that the first nearest neighbor is at distance R ).
roc
D2(R ) =  / rw2{r) (5.13)
J Ft
Q rOC




X  = — n R \  (5.15)
o
From the definition of incomplete gamma functions:
r (a ,x )  = F(a) -  7 (a,x) (5.16)
r(a) = roc/ e-'e^dt 
Jo
(5.17)





/  f-'e^dt,J X (5.19)
therefore
D2(R) =  ( S ^ ) 1,zex  r ( l , X ) .  (5.20)
Also, provided the exchange coupling J  is a monotonic function of the inter-nuclei 
distance we can calculate the distribution of 2 nd nearest neighbor exchange coupling 
conditional on a 1st nearest neighbor separation R  from
=  ( 5 ' 2 1 )
and the corresponding average value of exchange coupling is J2{R) — Jo°° 7p2 (7, R)dJ.
In the figure below we first compare J2{R) and J(R)  using the Herring-Flicker 
asymptotic form of exchange interaction which in atomic units is
7 ( - R )  E tr i p l e t  E s i n g iet  ( o . 2 2 )
= l M 2 R 5/2e -2R + 0 { R 2e~2R), (5.23)
where R  is the distance between two atoms. We use the donor density that Andres 
et a 1. used in [39] no  =  0.0032/a*3, a*3 ~  a2 6 , and a =  25 x 10~ 10 m and b = 
14 x 10~ 10 m are Kohn-Luttinger radii as cited in chapter 2 . So rip ~  3.6 x 1 0 17/cm 3.
Note th a t the effect of the exchange coupling from the 2nd nearest neighbor
increases as R  becomes larger as shown in Figure 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. Another
manifestation of the same physics is that D2(R) —> R  as R  —>• oo: if by some chance 
we have to go a very long way from our chosen initial dopant before we find its first 
nearest neighbor, we are very likely to find the second neighbor almost immediately.
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J ( D 2 ) / J ( R )  , 3 7 ( R )  / J ( R )
Fig. 5.1: The ratio of J2 (R) to J{R)(red points) and the ratio of J(D2 {R)) to J(R) (black 
curve) as functions of the distance of the 1st nearest neighbors R. Donor density 
is no  =  0.0032/a*3 = 3.6 x 1017/cm3. Notice that the effect of exchange coupling 
from the 2nd nearest neighbor becomes larger when the distance of the 1st nearest 
neighbor is enlarged.





T  R/a'5 6 72 3 4
Fig. 5.2: The ratio of J(D2 (R)) to J(R) as a function of the distance of 1st nearest neigh­
bors R. The curves from down to up are associated with increasing donor 
densities which are no = 0.0032/a*3 = 3.6 x 1017/cm3,no  =  0.0062/a*3 = 
7.09 x 1017/cra3, no = 0.0092/a*3 = 1.05 x 1018/cm3,n D = 0.0122/a*3 = 
1.39 x 1018/cra3,n£> =  0.0152/a*3 = 1.73 x 1018/cm3. Notice that the effect 
of exchange coupling from the 2nd nearest neighbor becomes larger as the dis­
tance of the 1st nearest neighbor is enlarged and the donor density increases.
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Fig. 5.3: The ratio of J(D2{R)) to J(R) as a function of the distance of 1st nearest 
neighbors R and the donor density no which ranges from no = 0.00032/a*3 = 
3.6 x 1016/cm3 to no =  0.32/a*3 = 3.6 x 1019/cm3. Notice that the higher the 
donor density, the easier to find out the 2nd nearest neighbors in a fixed 1st 
nearest neighbor distance R.
5.4 Competition between dipole-dipole and exchange interactions
The dipole-dipole interaction is very important and responsible for the line shape 
broadening. So it is necessary to consider it and compare it with exchange interac­
tion. The dipole-dipole interaction reads
H d d ( R )  = J D D ( f l ) ( 5 i  • 5 2 ) -  3 3 2/3 ( 5 .2 4 )
where (3 denotes the Bohr magneton, nuclear or electric as the case may be, and g 
is the corresponding Lande factor which is 2  for electrons. If we ignore the terms 
depending on the relative orientations of two atoms,
Hd d {R) = J d d ( R ) ( S . \ - S 2) ( 5 .2 5 )
Jd d(R )  = g2( 5 .2 6 )
= 0.000074 x (5.27)
Here the energy unit is Hartree. We can compare the dipole-dipole interaction
with the Herring-Flicker asymptotic form of exchange interaction in Figure 5.4. We
can see that when the inter-nuclei distance is larger that 1 4 a o ,  the dipole-dipole 
interaction becomes dominant. We can do the same calculation to compare the
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In [ JDD (R) /  J (R) ]
Fig. 5.4: The ratio of Jdd{R) to the Herring-Flicker asymptotic form J(R) as a function of 
the inter-nuclei distance R. Notice that when R < 1 0 a o  the exchange interaction 
is dominant, but when R > 1 4 a o , the dipole interaction becomes dominant.
dipole-dipole interaction from the 2 nd nearest neighbor by Jdd(D 2{R)) with that 
from the 1st nearest neighbor Jdd(R)  in Figure 5.5. We can do another calcu­
lation to compare the dipole-dipole interaction from the 2 nd nearest neighbor by 
Jdd 2 {R) =  Jo° Jp2 D(J)dJ  with that from the 1st nearest neighbor Jdd{R) in Fig­
ure 5.6. We can see the same behavior as the exchange interaction in the last section. 
We also can compare the dipole-dipole interaction from the 2nd nearest neighbor by 
Jdd(D 2(R)) with the exchange interaction from the 2 nd nearest neighbor J(D 2(R)). 
We can see that the larger the distance at which the 1st nearest neighbor occurs is, 
the more dominant the dipole-dipole interaction from the 2 nd nearest neighbor is. 
And as the donor density becomes more dilute, it is more difficult to find the 2 nd 
nearest neighbor, so we have to go a long way to find it (See Figure 5.7). In another 
way, we can compare Jdd 2 {R) with J2(R) (See Figure 5.8).
5.5 Conclusion
We have computed the exchange couplings expected from the second-nearest neigh­
bour of a given spin, as a function of the distance to the first nearest neighbour. 
We find that the ratio of the second-neighbour to first-neighbour exchanges depends 
strongly on the distance to the first neighbour; if the first-neighbour distance is 
large compared with the mean inter-defect separation, it is is very likely that we 
will find a second neighbour at an only slightly greater distance, and hence the ex­
change interactions will be comparable. This points to the importance of selecting 
strongly coupled pairs, if the influence of other spins is not to be too strong. We
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R / a ,
Fig. 5.5: The ratio of Jdd{F>2 {R)) to Jdd{R) as a function of the distance of 1st nearest 
neighbors R. The curves from down to up are associated with increasing donor 
densities which are no  = 0.0032/a*3 = 3.6 x 1017/cm3,no  = 0.0062/a*3 = 
7.09 x 1017/cm 3, no  = 0.0092/a*3 = 1.05 x 1018/crn3, = 0.0122/a*3 = 1.39 x
1018/cm 3, no  = 0.0152/a*3 = 1.73 x 1018/cm3. Notice that the effect of dipole- 
dipole interaction from the 2nd nearest neighbor becomes larger as the distance 
of the 1st nearest neighbor is enlarged and the donor density increases.





R / a ,
Fig. 5.6: The ratio of Jdd 2 {R) to Jdd(R) as a function of the distance of 1st nearest 
neighbors R. The curves from down to up are associated with increasing donor 
densities which are no = 0.0032/a*3 = 3.6 x 1017/cm3, no — 0.0062/a*3 = 
7.09 x 1017/cm 3,7i£) = 0.0092/a*3 = 1.05 x 1018/cm 3,nr> = 0.0122/a*3 = 
1.39 x 1018/cm3,no  = 0.0152/a*3 = 1.73 x 1018/cm3. Notice that the effect 
of dipole-dipole interaction from the 2nd nearest neighbor becomes bigger when 
the distance of the 1st nearest neighbor is enlarged and the donor density in­
creases.
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I n .  [>Jdd ( D2  ) /  J  ( D2  ) ]





Fig. 5.7: The ratio of Jdd{D 2 {R)) to J(D 2 {R)) as a function of the distance of 1st nearest 
neighbors R. The curves from up to down are associated with increasing donor 
densities which are no  =  0.00032/a*3 = 3.6 x 1016/cra3, ri£) = 0.0092/a*3 = 
1.09 x 1018/cm3, rip = 3.2/a*3 = 3.6 x 1020/cm3. Notice that (a) the effect 
of dipole-dipole interaction from the 2 nd nearest neighbor is bigger and bigger 
when the distance of the 1st nearest neighbor is enlarged and (b) as the donor 
density becomes more dilute, the dipole-dipole interaction becomes dominant at 
the shorter distance of the 1st nearest neighbor.





Fig. 5.8: The ratio of Jdd 2 (R) to J2 {R) as a function of the distance of 1st nearest neigh­
bors R. The curves from up to down are associated with increasing donor 
densities which are rip =  0.00032/a*3 =  3.6 x 1016/cm 3 ,n ^  = 0.00092/a*3 = 
1.09 x 1017/cm 3,rip = 0.016/a*3 = 1.8 x 1 0 18/cm3. Notice the same behavior as 
in Figure 5.7.
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have also compared the exchange interaction with the dipole-dipole interaction as­
sociated with the 1st nearest neighbor and the 2 nd nearest neighbor respectively. 
W ithin our simple continuum model, and for the defect densities likely to be of 
interest for quantum information processing (where the nearest neighbour is likely 
to  be found within a distance of order 1 0 ao)? the dipole-dipole interaction from the 
nearest neighbor can generally be neglected, but it should be considered for more 
distant spins and will be dominant at relatively long distances (above about 14ao).
6. SPIN DYNAMICS IN A SMALL GROUP OF SPINS
6.1 Introduction
If we use three first nearest neighbours as two qubits and one control (control- 
qubit system) [23] to do quantum computation and readout in a silicon material in 
which donors are randomly distributed, the second nearest neighbour will be the 
strongest perturbation and the exchange coupling from 2 nd nearest neighbour may 
be comparable to  th a t from 1st nearest neighbour as shown in the last chapter. 
Therefore, it is necessary to  know the effect the second nearest neighbours have on 
the evolution of spin states in the control-qubit system. In this chapter we focus on 
the spin dynamics in a small spin group which includes several qubit spins and one 
control spin:
•  A qubit to  be measured
W hat we really care about is the spin dynamics of the qubit to be measured.
•  An auxiliary qubit
The auxiliary qubit is the first nearest neighbour of the qubit to be measured. 
We can use this qubit to  help us do quantum computation and readout.
•  A control atom.
The control atom is the first nearest neighbour of the qubit to be measured. 
The control atom is very important in our quantum computing scheme. In 
the quantum  computation the control atom is excited by laser to produce 
entangling gates to evolve qubit spin states. In the readout process it is excited 
by laser to  scatter photons. In the next chapter we will introduce the readout 
scheme.
•  A spectator spin
The spectator spin is the second nearest neighbour which is the strongest 
perturbation to  the control-qubit system. From the last chapter, we can see 
th a t if 1 st nearest neighbour is quite a long way from our initial chosen donor, 
then we are quite likely to find the 2 nd nearest neighbour almost immediately.
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P utting  it into another way, the interaction from the spectator spin may be 
comparable to  the interaction from 1st nearest neighbours. So the 2 nd nearest 
neighbour is quite important for our control-qubit system if the sample is 
sufficiently dilute.
This small spin group is the simplest case we can consider because we have 
only one spectator spin. Although this is very simple model, we can see how the 
spectator spin influences the time evolution of the qubit spin even if we have only one 
spectator spin, and the usefulness of the magnetic field by analysis of the reduced 
density matrix.
6.2 Time-evolution of 3-spin states
6.2.1 Description o f system
In this section we consider three spins: a control atom, a qubit to be measured, 
and a spectator spin. In our control-qubit system the control atom is assumed to 
be the first nearest neighbour of the qubit to be measured, so it is strongly coupled 
with the qubit to  be measured. We neglect the exchange interactions between the 
control electron spin and the spectator spin which is the second nearest neighbour 
of the qubit to  be measured, and the exchange interactions between any other spins 
and these three spins. For the moment we also ignore the auxiliary spin. We shall 
see similar physical phenomena when we consider the auxiliary spin as shown in 
section 6.4.
Therefore, if we consider the external magnetic fields the spin Hamiltonian of 
these three spins including a control spin So, a qubit to be measured Si, and a 
spectator spin S 2 reads
2
H  = J\So ■ S \ +  J 2S1 • S2 +  B zp,B 9iSzi, (6-1)
i = 0
where B z is the z-component of magnetic field, p s  is Bohr magneton, and gz is 
g-factor of each spin. Additionally, we assume in our sample J\ > >  J 2 . First we 
consider the situation where there is no external magnetic field, i.e., B z = 0. Then 
we also assume th a t a t t = 0  we know the spin state of the control electron, say 
| T)(In fact, if we selected | 1 ), we should get the same result), and the spin state 
of the qubit to  be measured is a\ ]) + j) . We do not know the spin state of the
spectator spin at all, so its spin state density matrix is assumed to be a classical 
mixture, say, T)(T I +  \\ I)(I I- So we can calculate the density matrix for these 
three spins in two steps:
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1 . S tart from the pure state in which the spectator spin is in | | )  state,
h M t  =  0 ) >  =  a | T t T >  +  / 3 |  U t > (6 .2 )
and evolve it in time to calculate p^(t) — Noticing tha t | T T I ) ,
| t f t ) ,  and | f t | )  are coupled, we find the matrix of Hamiltonian spanned by 
them: (ft =  1 )
H ,=
1 T T T ) 1 T T D 1 T I T ) 1 I T T )
T T T ) (  f t + f t4 0 0 0  >
T T D 0 h - h4 f t2 0
T I T ) 0 f t2
f t + f t
4 f t2
I T T ) 0 0 f t2 f t - f t  , 4 /
(6.3)
The other four states | | | | ) , |  l i t ) ;  I ITI), I T i l )  are not coupled with the 
above four states because [H, Sqz +  S \z +  S2z\ =  0 .
2. For the pure state in which the spectator spin is in | j) state,
=  0)> =  a | TTD +  (3\ T il) (6.4)
and evolve it to calculate pi(t) —
Similarly, | t i l ) ,  | ITI), and | f i t )  are coupled. We can get the Hamiltonian 
matrix:
Hi
(» ■ °h 2J
1 T T D T I T ) i I T T )
1 T T D /  ft "ft4 f t2 0
#  1 =  I T I T ) f t2 _ ft+ft 4 f t2
H I T ) 0 f t2 f t- f t  4
1 T i l ) I T I ) H I T )
I T U ) J2 -J 14 f t2 0  ^
h 2 =  1 I T I ) f t2 ft+ft4 f t2
1 I I T ) 0 f t2
f t- f t  
4 /
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where \n) is the eigenstate of H  associated with the eigenvalue En.
Because the spectator spin is assumed to be the classical mixture, we can calcu­
late the total density of these spins by:
PW — 2 ^Pt +  Pi) (6.9)
Finally, we can get the reduced density matrix for the qubit to be measured Sp.
p{t) = Trother spins[pW], (6 .1 0 )
where p is the reduced density matrix for the spin to be measured. We are concerned 
with two components in p: the population of up spin p-fj and the population of down 
spin pu .
6.2.2 Numerical results
It is sufficient to know the ratio of J\ to J 2 in order to make the key point clear, 
so we can select some parameters for J\ and J 2 with J\ »  J 2. We may select the 
parameters: a  =  ^ | ,  and (3 = and J\ =  0.1, or 0.5; J 2 =  0.01. The spin up and 









Fig. 6.1: The spin-up and spin-down populations of the reduced density matrix for the 
qubit to be measured as functions of time. Red curve: py[■; green curve: p^. 
(a)Select parameters: a  =  ^ | ,  and /3 = ^=, and J\ — 0.1, J 2 =  0.01. Notice 
that the period of the rapid oscillation ~  27r/Ji, and the period of the envelope 
~  2 7 r/( |j2). (b) The same parameters as (a) except J\ =  0.5. Notice that 
the period of the rapid oscillation ~  27r/Ji, and the period of the envelope 
-  2 7 r / ( |  J 2 ).
6.2.3 Discussion
From Figure 6.1, we can see that
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The period of the rapid oscillation of the spin population ~  27r/Ji, and the 
period of the envelope ~ 27r/(| J2). Actually, the oscillation periods depend on 
the splittings between eigenvalues of the spin coupling Hamiltonian as shown 
in equation 6 .8 . We can find the eigenvalues of the spin Hamiltonian. For 
example, for H^, we have its eigenvalues
ei =  ^ ( ^ 1  +  ^2), (6 -1 1 )
2^ =  +  ^2)5 (6 -1 2 )





Because Ji »  J2, we can approximate tha t
(—J \  — J 2 ~t~ 2 \ J J 1 — J 1 J 2 +  J 2 )- (6-14)
3 J f 
- J
(Ji -  J 2 / 2 ). (6.16)
Therefore
l^i — es\ ~  J\ (6-17)
|ei — e4| ~  - J 2 (6.18)
le3 ~  6 4 1 ~  J\. (6.19)
So the period of the rapid oscillation in p ^  is 27r/Ji, and the period of the 
envelope is 2 7 t/( |J2). We can do the similar calculation for p ^ .
•  The spectator spin seriously damages the coherence between the control spin
and the qubit to be measured, so it is bad news for quantum computation and
the readout even if they are predominantly exchange coupled, i.e., contain no 
‘non-secular’ terms, i.e., dipole-dipole interaction.
•  The timescale for which the quantum information can be held is 27r/Ji.
6.3 Time-evolution of 3-spin states holding magnetic field
6.3.1 Description o f system
Similar with the above section, we can do the time-evolution of 3-spin states when 
we add a magnetic field, i.e., B z ^  0 into the Hamiltonian 6.1. Correspondingly,
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Hi 0
0  Ho
1 TTD 1 TIT) 1 ITT)
I T U >  i
/  J 1 - J 2 b 0 + b 1 - b 2 
' 4 1 2 £ 0
=  1 T i t ) £
J 1 + J 2 { b 0 - b 1 + b 2
2
l i m  '^  0 *
J 1 - J 2 | - B o + B i + B a  
4 ' 9
1 T I P U T D 1 UT>
I T U )  1/  J 2 ~ J 1 + 0
=  UT 1> £
•*1+^2 | - b q+ b 1 - b 2
4 1 2 3 -
1 l i t )  '^  0 &2




where B2 = p BB zgi.
6.3.2 Numerical results
By the same calculation methods, we can get the following numerical results as 
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Fig. 6.2: The spin-up and spin-down populations of the reduce density matrix for the 
qubit to be measured as functions of time, a  =  ^ | ,  (5 = ^=, and J\ — 0.1, J2 - 
0.01, Bo =  0.1, B\ = 0.2, B2 = 0.2. Red line is p-rp and green fine pj.|- Notice that 
the amplitude of the rapid oscillation is suppressed compared with Figure 6.1.
fix spin states. If the magnetic field is very large, the diagonal terms are dominant, 
it is difficult for the spin-flip operators to flip the spins. In other words, the evolu­
tion operator is approximately diagonal, so the spin states are unchanged from the 
original state except changing some states’ phase factor.
We can consider this problem from another point of view. According to time- 
independent perturbation theory, the first-order approximate eigenstate reads
+ e  (6-24)n^m -E'm -Cm
In our case, \E $  — E ^ \  oc B* which is much bigger than the perturbation Vnm. 
So the mixture between the unperturbed states and becomes smaller when
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Bi becomes bigger. Therefore the interference between states is smaller, and the 
oscillations between spin states is suppressed. For example, in iJj,
i> i = I TTT) (6.25)
=  I T T T )  +  t I T T T >  (6.26)
=  I TTT) -  j \  TTT) -  h  +  _  2BoI TTT) (6.27)
*  = l m >  + J2 + 2i ; - 2  B0' W >- (6'28)
So we can see the magnetic field suppresses the oscillation amplitude due to the 
couplings between control and qubit to be measured because the g-factors are dif­
ferent for the control and qubits. Because the g-factors are the same for qubits 
the magnetic field can not suppress the oscillation amplitude due to the coupling 
between the spectator spin and qubits to be measured.
6.4 Time-evolution of 4-spin states
6.4.1 Description o f system
During our quantum  computation and readout process both the auxiliary qubits 
and the qubit to  be measured are strongly coupled with the control electron. In this 
section we include the auxiliary qubit spin into our Hamiltonian (see Figure 6.3). We
SS 1
Fig. 6.3: S - i  is the auxiliary qubit, So is the control spin, Si is the qubit to be measured, 
and S2 is the spectator spin. Jo, Ji, J 2 are the exchange couplings between them 
as shown in this figure.
can write down the Hamiltonian as
2
H  — J 0S_i • So +  J iS 0 • Si +  J 2S 1 • S2 +  B zp b  9iSzi, (6.29)
i = —1
where S_i refers to the auxiliary qubit. We first consider the situation where there 
is no magnetic field, i.e., B z — 0. This Hamiltonian includes four spins, so it should
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6.4.2 Numerical results
By the same calculation methods, we can obtain the following numerical results 
(Figure 6.4) which show the similar phenomena as those in the last section for the 
same reason th a t the g-factors of control and qubits are different and magnetic field 
is much stronger than exchange splittings.
6.5 4-spin problem holding magnetic held
Similarly, we can do the calculation about the 4-spin problem holding the magnetic 
field, i.e.,B2 ^  0 in Hamiltonian 6.29. Correspondingly,
=  Jft +
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Fig. 6.4: The spin-up and spin-down populations of the reduced density matrix for the 
qubit to be measured as functions of time. (a)a = ^=, /3 = and Jo = 
0.1, J\ =  0.1, J2 = 0.01. Red line is p|f, and green line p^. (b)The same 
parameters as (a) except J2 ~  0. Red line is p ^ , and green line p^. Comparing
(a) and (b) we can see that the spectator spin damage the coherence between 
the qubit to be measured and the control spin and the reference qubit.
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where 0  is three by three zero matrix.
By the same methods as in the last section, we can draw the following Figure 6.5. 
The amplitude of the oscillation is suppressed compared with Figure 6.4.
6.6 Conclusion
We have analyzed the effect of coupling to neighbouring spectator spins on the 
dynamics of a spin cluster containing two qubit atoms and one control. Clusters of 
this type are important because of their role in the readout process (see Chapter 7) 
as well as in the course of the computation itself. We find that the coupling to the
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Fig. 6.5: The spin-up and spin-down populations of the reduced density matrix for the 
qubit to be measured as functions of time, a =  ^ | ,  f3 =  ^=, and Jo = 0.1, J\ = 
0.1, J 2 =  0.01, B -i  =  B\ — B 2 = 5.0, Bo =  2.0. Similarly B{ =  Bzgip,B- Red 
line is pjf, and green line p^. Notice that the amplitude of the oscillation is 
suppressed compared with Figure 6.4.
spectator rapidly disturbs the state of the rest of the cluster. Specifically:
• From Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.4, we see that the spin populations of the qubit 
to be measured oscillate with a period that depends on the splitting of the 
eigenvalues of the spin Hamiltonian. The timescale to hold the quantum in­
formation is roughly 7r/(the biggest coupling).
• From Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.5 we can see that the application of a magnetic 
field helps to preserve the quantum information by suppressing spin flip-flop 
processes, provided that the difference in spin-flip energies is large compared 
with the exchange interactions. However, such large fields may also interfere 
with the operation of gates during the computational phase; in the ideal case 
we would like to choose a field that is small compared with the control-qubit 
exchange coupling, but large compared with the interactions with any specta­
tor spins.
• So in principle, from this simple model, if we know the concentration of 
dopants, we can find the average exchange interaction from the 1st nearest 
neighbour assumed to be J\, so the time within which measurement must be 
made is j .  Supposing the dopant densities in our sample range from 1016/cm 3 
to 1 0 19/cm 3, according to the above estimate the measurement times range 
from 1 0 “ 11 to 1 0 _13seconds which is too fast for the practical experiments.
7. THE READOUT PROCESS
7.1 Introduction
It is a very im portant challenge to be able to read out the quantum information after 
the completion of a quantum computation. There are many proposals for readout, 
including via single-spin detection and by optical readout of the state of the ions 
in the ion-trapped quantum computer. In this chapter we will use density matrix 
methods to describe our laser readout scheme in the control-qubit system.
First of all, I review the current state of the art in single-spin detection, and then 
describe the optical readout method used in the ion-trapped quantum computer since 
our readout scheme is similar to the essential idea used there. Secondly, I introduce 
our laser readout scheme. The main calculation then falls into two parts:
•  (I) In the first part we use a semi-classical model to describe the laser-atom 
interaction using rotating-wave approximation. At this stage we assume the 
spontaneous decay rate is very small compared with transition strength.
•  (II) In the second part we consider spontaneous decay, by including appropriate 
Lindblad operators in the master equation for the density matrix.
7.2 Review  on previous approaches to readout
7.2.1 Single spin detection
Spins, including nuclear spins and electron spins, are good candidates for quantum 
bits. Traditional Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) requires a large number of spins 
(1010 — 1015). Single-spin detection is only just being developed for the readout of 
quantum states.
Single spin detection can be realized in several ways:
•  Detection using spin resonance.
Detection of a single-spin resonance is realized using Magnetic Resonance 
Force Microscopy (MRFM) [48]; see Figure 7.1. The fundamental elements
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in MRFM axe a mass-loaded silicon cantilever and a samarium cobalt mag­
netic tip. The measured sample is vitreous silica in which a low density of 
spins is present. The experiment is performed at a very low temperature to 
minimize the noise of force and reduce the relaxation rate of spins. The SmCo 
tip  is mounted above the sample to create a large magnetic field gradient into 
the sample. The field gradient induces the spin located at different depths to 
resonate a t different frequencies, providing selective excitations of spins. The 
vibration of the magnetic cantilever causes the resonant slice to sweep back 
and forward, and when the slice finds a spin, the resonance repeatedly flips 
the spin, and gives the cantilever a slight boost. The change in the frequency 




Fig. 7.1: Schematic illustration of MRFM set up for the single spin detection.
The other possible way to  detect a single spin using magnetic resonance is 
using Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) [49]. It is observed that, in an 
applied magnetic field, the current between the STM tip and a sample surface 
containing some unpaired spins is modulated at the Larmor frequency. By 
detecting the radio-frequency signal by a spectrum analyzer, it is possible to 
locate the spin on the surface. However, no convincing mechanism for this 
modulation has been identified.
Even if they could be made to work straightforwardly for single spins, these 
resonance-based methods would suffer from the disadvantage tha t they detect 
the occurrence of single-spin transitions, rather than measuring a single-spin 
state.
•  Electrical detection technique
Electrical detection is performed using quantum dots, field-effect transistor,
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and current detection [50]. One method is to use the configuration comprising 
the quantum dots and quantum point contact. By measuring the current in 
the quantum point contact channel the change of the charge in the quantum 
dot is measured. A magnetic field is applied to split the spin up and down 
states by Zeeman energy. The dot potential is tuned to be in the middle of 
the spin up state energy level and the spin down state energy level such that 
if the electron spin is j, it will escape, whereas if the electron spin is T, it will 
stay. The charge in the quantum dot is constant if the electron contained in 
the quantum dot is f, whereas the charge changes if the electron spin is | .  
The electrical detection offers several advantages. Devices are self-contained
reservoir
reservoir
Fig. 7.2: Schematic illustration of single spin detection using quantum dots.
on a chip without needing a laser or optical tables. The electrical devices 
can be naturally interfaced with conventional electrical circuits. In addition, 
electrical detection can facilitate the direct study of spin decoherence.
• Optical detection.
The benefit of optical detection is its capability of being used in a wide range 
of systems, provided that suitable transitions that are coupled to the spins 
can be identified. Of all solid state systems, optical detection has been most 
successfully applied to the nitrogen-vacancy defect centre (NV centre) in di­
amond [51, 52, 53]. In this NV centre there are strong optical dipole-allowed 
transitions between the triplet ground state and a first triplet excited state. 
The induced fluorescence emission is strongly dependent on the electron spin 
states. By detecting the occurrence of quantum jumps in the fluorescence state 
of a single centre, it was possible to show that the spin state of a single defect 
was indeed being determined.
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Single-spin detection is an extremely important challenge and necessary for the fu­
ture successful development of spin-based proposals for the quantum computer. But 
Single spin detection is also a very difficult problem since a single spin interacts with 
the environment very weakly and hence also only interacts weakly with measurement 
devices.
7.2.2 Ion-trapped quantum computer
Trapped and laser-cooled atoms are a promising potential approach for quantum 
information processing. B latt el a I , [54] used a laser pulse to drive a single 40Ca+ 
ion. As shown in Figure 7.3, the upper and lower electronic states S i ,  m  = —1 / 2 , 
and D  5 , m  =  —1/2 of the narrow quadrupole transition 729nm serve as the qubits. 
Coherent radiation at 729nm drives the qubit transition. Lasers at 397nm, 8 6 6 nm, 
and 854nm are used for the excitation of resonance fluorescence for Doppler cooling 
and optical pumping. We can see tha t the particular laser frequency 729nm is very
854 nm
866 nm
393 nm 397 nm 729 nm
Fig. 7.3: 40Ca+ ion-trapped quantum computing scheme.
im portant for the qubit coherence. Meanwhile, lasers 397nm and 8 6 6 nm can be used 
to  distinguish S i and D |.  If we apply these two beams, and there is fluorescence, 
we can say atoms are in the state S i; otherwise, they must be in the state D 5 .
7.3 Our Readout scheme
Detection of a single electron spin by any technique is an extremely challenging 
problem. The idea behind the readout scheme proposed by Stonerham et a 1. [23] 
is analogous to th a t in ion-trap quantum computing [54]: one searches for a local 
optical transition th a t will be on resonance for a particular laser (and so can be
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strongly driven, producing many scattered photons) only when a chosen qubit is 
in a particular one of its two computational basis states. However, in the optically 
controlled gate scheme, it is the control atoms which are chosen to have strong optical 
transitions in a particular region; the optical transitions proposed for readout are 
therefore those of a complex consisting of the control and qubit atoms due to the 
exchange couplings between control and qubits.
Supposing we use qubits 0 to n in the computation, and we also introduce one 
additional qubit labeled — 1. Let be the control atom connecting qubits qi and qj. 
After computation, all control atoms are also in state |0 ). Suppose we can arrange 
tha t q- 1  which takes no part in the computation is also in the state |0). Now 
tune the c_io laser to be resonant between the |0 0 0 )s ground state of the full system 
q_i — c_io — go and the excited state |0 0 0 )e and off resonance with transitions between 
other spin ground and excited states, and operate it continuously. Rabi oscillations 
will occur between these two states if and only if q0 is in the state |0 ), and scattered 
photons produced by spontaneous emission when the system is in its excited state 
will be observed. If photons are observed, q0 is in |0); if not, q0 is in |1 ). See Figure 
(7.4).
___________  (OOO) e
 ; (001 )e
(110)e
( 1 1 1 ) .
S c a tte re d  p h o to n s
(000) g 
(°°1)8
  ( 1 1 1 )' '  9
Fig. 7.4: A diagram describing the readout process. ‘O' refers to spin up state, and ‘1' 
refers to spin down state, ‘g’ means ground state, and ‘e’ means excited state.
7.4 Laser-atom interaction without considering spontaneous decay
7.4.1 System Hamiltonian and readout methods
Our readout process involves the interaction between a laser and the whole control 
qubit system. At the moment we neglect the spontaneous decay, i.e., we assume the
In p u t la s e r
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spontaneous decay rate is very small. First we define the quantized electric field as 
the electric field operator at position r
E ( r , t )  = E 0[a exp(—i T l t  +  i k  ■ r) + a+ exp( i Q t  — i k  • r)], (7-1)
where k  is wavevector, Q is the laser frequency, and a, a+ are the photon annihilation 
and creation operators. We assume that the field is single-mode, the control atom is 
at the origin. In addition, the laser does not change the spin states, so we can apply 
the rotating wave approximation to each spin state. After making the rotating wave 
approximation, the Hamiltonian reads
H l - s  =  \9 ) [ J q q S - i  ■ S i  +  J SC Q (S<, ■ S i  +  S - i  ■ S o )  +  y  V s B t g i S i ;  +  M ( s l
i ~  — 1
E\^)[JqqS - i  • Si -|- Jqq{Sq • Si +  S - 1  • So) + ^2  TBBzgiSiZ](e|
i = - 1
+ V{\g)(e\a+ +  \e){g\a), (7.2)
where Jq q .Jq q  are respectively the qubit-qubit couplings in the ground state and 
excited state, Jqq, Jqq  are the control-qubit couplings in the ground state and 
excited state, S - 1 , S\ are the qubit spins, So is the control spin, g s  is Bohr magneton, 
B z is the ^-component of magnetic field, and gi is the ^-factor for each spin. Q. is 
the laser frequency, F20 is the resonant frequency for control atom when there are no 
exchange couplings, and u  = Q  — Q0. The electric dipole interaction operator is
V  = jl-E o 1 (7.3)
where pi is the dipole matrix element (g\er\e), and E o  is the amplitude of the electric 
field. So the matrix of this Hamiltonian spanned by |<?)|lp) and |e)|0 p) is a 16 x 16 
matrix, where | l p) is the one-photon state.
Because the dipole interactions do not change the spin states, and the exchange 
interactions does not change Y i i  B i z ,  we can separate the whole matrix into 4 blocks:
H L - s  =
( ( H l- s ) 0 0 0 \
0 ( H i s ) 0 0
0 0 ( H i s ) 0
V o 0 0 (Hl-<?)/
(7.4)
TTT)9 | i?








Jbo+2JCOccf +  B  i
—  B - 1  +  B q +  B i .
(7.5)
(7.6)
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where I is a 3 x 3 identity matrix.
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+ B iy
where I is a 3 x 3 identity matrix.
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iUrlOp)I m ) 9 iiP>
H l  =  l U D ' W / ^ ^ - S .  ; _ (7.15)
I i l l > e | O p >  \  V  -  1 '
Recalling the readout scheme, there are two ways to measure the qubit:
•  Method I
Tune lo to be cuR so that we can get Rabi oscillation between j TTT)5 and 
| TTT)e- If scattered photons are observed, we can say the qubit is in | |) .  
Because j TTT) does not couple with any other states by Heisenberg exchange 
interaction, in order for Rabi oscillation to occur, the frequency we need is
Ur = J eQQ + ZJCQ _ {4 q + ^ J9CQ) +  ^  (7  16)
Meanwhile, we cannot get Rabi oscillation between | TTI)5 and I TTI)6 only 
if u R is not accidently equal to the laser frequency that can make out Rabi 
oscillation betwreen | TTI)5 an(f I TTI)6- So if we did not observe scattered 
photons we can say the qubit is in | j).
•  Method II
We can tune the laser frequency uj to get Rabi oscillation between | T i l ) 9 and 
| TTI)6- This method is slightly more complicated because | TTI) is coupled to 
the other two states | TIT) and I ITT)5 by exchange couplings. Therefore, if the 
exchange couplings are much smaller than the energy levels splitting created by 
magnetic field, the energy level will be shifted and the corresponding eigenstate 
is the mixture of these states. If Bi »  J ^ Q »  Jqq , the eigenstates are 
approximately, | TIT) , ^ ( 1  TTI) +  I ITT)), aad ^ - ( |  TT I) -  I ITT))- So we 
should tune the laser frequency to get Rabi oscillation between energy levels
^ ( i  TTI)’ -  i ITT)’ ) and ^ ( 1  TTI)e -  I ITT)’ ), or J j d  TTI}’ +  I ITT)’ ) and 
^ ( 1  TTI)e +  | ITT)6)- In other words, hcj'R is equal to the difference between 
the eigenvalues of the above two states.
7.4.2 Numerical results 
Readout method I
We tune the laser frequency cjr -  u;0 =  0.0049725 to get the resonance between 
I TTT)5 and I TTT)6- The populations of | TTT)5, I TTT)e, I TTI)5 and I TTI)6 are 
showm in Figure 7.5 below.
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Fig. 7.5: Readout process when we tune the laser to get resonance between | TTT)5 and 
| T T T ) e . Populations of several related spin states are plotted as functions of time. 
Because J e »  J 9,Jcq  > Jqq , and Bi »  J, we can select the parameters: 
j 9qq = 0.00001, J 9qC = 0.0001, Jqq = 0.0001, JqC =  0.01, V = 0 .0 0 0 0 0 2 , F_! = 
B\ =  0.5, Bq =  0.3. At the moment we assume that V  is smaller than the 
exchange couplings. The time unit is ^/Hatree* ~  1 0~14second according to 
data from the previous chapters. Notice Rabi oscillation between | TTT) 5 and 
| |TT)e, but no Rabi oscillation between | TTT)5 aad | TTT)e•
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From Figure(7.5), we can see the Rabi oscillation between | TTT)5 and | TTT)6; 
but no Rabi oscillation between | TTI)5 and | TTI)6’ when we tune the laser to be on 
resonance between | TTT)5 and | TTT)e- In addition we also find that the populations 
of other excited spin states j TIT) and | ITT) are always very small. In other words 
no population is in the excited states of those three spin states with total S z — 1 / 2 , 
so no photons can be emitted spontaneously from those three spin states, but there 
is lots of population in the excited state of | TTT); so the probability of spontaneous 
emission is much larger from | TTT)e-
Readout method II
When we keep the parameters unchanged and tune the laser to be resonant between 
| TTI)5 and | TTI)e with ojr — ljq =  —0.0000675, the exchange interactions interrupt 
the pure Rabi oscillation. As shown in Figure 7.6-Figure 7.8 there is no Rabi 
oscillation between | TTT)5 and | TTT)6? meanwhile there are several transitions 
between | TTI)5; I TTI)6; I ITT)5; and | ITT)6-
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Fig. 7.6: Readout process when we tune the laser to get resonance between | T T I )5 and 
| T T I ) 6 - The populations of several spin states are plotted as a function of time. 
Notice that no Rabi oscillation between j T T T )5 and | T T T )6
7.4.3 Comments on the readout method II: perturbation theory
In this section, we will use time-dependent perturbation theory to treat the Hamil­
tonian H^Csi which is
l9>|lp) |e)|0p>
lfl>|lp> ( H l 9- s  + B2 VI
|e)|Cg I VI H?_s + B2
h \_ s  =  'y : p! ( i_ ? .; ^ I (7.i7)
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Fig. 7.7: Readout process when we tune the laser to get resonance between j TTI) 9 and 
| TTI)e- The populations of several spin states are plotted as a function of time. 
Notice that Rabi oscillation is perturbed by the exchange couplings.
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(7.20)
where I is a 3 x 3 identity matrix. And by using first-order time-dependent per­
turbation theory, we can see why we got several transitions in the readout method
II.
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Time-dependent perturbation theory
First we introduce time-dependent perturbation theory. Assuming the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian can be solved exactly, substituting into time-dependent
Schrodinger equation, we get the eigenfunctions of H = H0 + V ,  where V  is the per­
turbation.
#  =  (7'21)
i h d i ^ ^ / d i t )  = H0^ i 0) (7.22)
ihd(V)/d(t)  = (H0 + V)<1> (7.23)
ihd(am)/d(t)  =  J 2 Vmk{t)ak (7.24)
k
Vmktt) =  Knfcei/A(£S>- £™)‘. (7.25)
Assuming am — , then
(7.26)
ih d (a ^ ) /d ( t)  = J 2 Vmk(t)a{^ .  (7.27)
k
After getting am,we can construct the density matrix,
* J / h ( - E ^ + E (n0))tPmn = ama*nel/n[ +tjn ]t. (7.28)
Transforming matrix
Our idea is th a t
•  use the m atrix X 0 constructed by eigenvectors of the spin Hamiltonian to 
diagonalise the matrix.
*o =  ( ^  ° ]• (7-29)\  0 E M e J
where E M g, E M e are the matrices constructed from the eigenvectors of H^_s + 
B 2 and H le_s  +  B 2 respectively.
use the m atrix X  to diagonalize the Hamiltonian further.
A B  
C D
(7.30)





•  extract the off-diagonal terms as the perturbations, so we can analyze how the 
external factors, e.g., exchange couplings, disturb the Rabi oscillation.
•  use time-dependent perturbation theory to calculate the first order perturba­
tion. See if it is consistent with the previous precise result .
Therefore the to tal Hamiltonian is
H  = X X ^ l H 2L_s X aX,  (7.35)
By now we have got H,  we can consider the matrix constructed by the diagonal 
terms of H  as Ho, and the m atrix constructed by the off-diagonal terms in H  is 
considered as the perturbation. If we use the parameters in the readout method II, 
one can see the off-diagonal terms in H  are much smaller than diagonal terms. So 
we can use first-order perturbation theory to calculate the density matrix, and then 
transform it to  the original basis using X 0 and X.
Numerical results
We can select the same parameters as the readout method II. We found the pop­
ulations of each spin states from perturbation theory are nearly the same as those 
previous precise results (Figure 7.8). Due to the exchange couplings between elec­
trons, the transforming matrices X 0, X  transform V  x I  a diagonal matrix to a
1
V2 0 0 ^
0 1 0
0 0 ! /
1
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(7.34)
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matrix with off-diagonal terms, so the exchange couplings may disturb the Rabi 
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Fig. 7.8: Readout process when we tune the laser to get resonance between | TT1)5 and 
| T ti)e- The populations of several spin states calculated from time-dependent 
perturbation theory are plotted as a function of time. Notice that Rabi oscillation 
is perturbed by the exchange couplings. The lower peak oscillation in (a) comes 
from fluctuation of spin-spin couplings.
7.5 Readout with considering spontaneous decay rate
7.5.1 The Markovian limit and Lindblad equation
The spontaneous decay process involves the interaction between the system being 
considered and the environment. In the Markovian limit the Lindblad equation 
describes the time evolution of the reduced density matrix of the system being 
considered. The theory of quantum operations supposes that things just 'happen’ 
to the system’s density matrix-we don’t ask why, or how fast. Now let us start 
looking at the dynamics, but le t’s do so on a timescale that has to satisfy two 
conditions.
• it should be small compared with the characteristic timescale of the system-so 
the system density m atrix only evolves 'a little b it’ in this time interval (i.e.
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<  7s).
•  But it should also be long compared with the time over which the environment 
‘forgets’ its information about the system.
^From the above two conditions, one can derive the Lindblad master equation to be 
[55],
dps 1
dt ih " L K 2k
— tt [H, ps\ +  L kps L \ -  - { p s X \ L k} (7.36)
where {A  B } represents the anti-commutator A B  +  BA. ps is the reduced density 
matrix of the system after we trace out the freedoms of the environment, and L k is 
the Lindblad operator.
7.5.2 A pply Lindblad equation to the laser-atom interaction 
In the last four sections we have calculated the density matrix which satisfies
t  = (7-37)
This is closed system only including control-qubit system and photons. Now we can 
add some Lindblad operators which correspond to spontaneous emissions of electric 
dipole type. For simplification we assume tha t the spontaneous decay rate is the 
same for all the excited spin states. So Lindblad equation for our problem is
= ^[H, Ps]  + l E  h p s L  -  \ { p s .L \ L k}dt i h k
(7.38)
where 7  is the spontaneous emission rate. Because this kind of Lindblad operator 
only de-excites the excited states to ground and does not involve changing spin, we
can also separately deal wdth the total density matrix.
• For the sub-space spanned by TTTg an<^  TTTe, Lindblad operator is
19 )  \ e )
L ttt =  ^  {  0  M  (7-39)
| e )  V  0  0  /
• For the sub-space spanned by TTI^e, tlT<?,e, and |TT<?,e, Lindblad operators 
are 6 x 6  matrixes:
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•  similarly for the other sub-spaces.
7.5.3 Numerical calculation
^From Figure 7.10, we can see that: (i) The population of | TTI)6 decay to zero 
approximate as a rate of 7 ; (ii)no Rabi oscillation is driven between | TTI)3 and 
| TTI)e; (id) there is a little population on the excited states; (iv) the population of 
| |TT)e arises because the qubit-qubit coupling flips the spins before the spontaneous 
decay, (v) The resonance between | TT I )5 and | ITT)3 as this figure shows results from 
double-photon effect. Because these two states are degenerate(in this model), the 
laser drives the ground to excited state, and the excited state decays quickly to 
another ground state.
7.6 Conclusion
We have presented several calculations of the readout process. We started by ne­
glecting spontaneous decay, then introduced a perturbation-theory calculation to 
highlight the im portant interactions occurring in readout method II, and finally 
introduced a description of spontaneous decay into the readout process.
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Fig. 7.9: Readout process considering spontaneous decay when we tune the laser to get 
a resonance between | TTI)5 and | TTl)e- We can select the parameters to be 
jaQQ = 0.00004, J q Q =  0.0001, JgCQ =  0.0001, J%Q = 0.001, B -i = 0.5, B0 = 
0.3, B\ = 0.5, A = —0.0000675,7 = 1/3000 (unit:Hartree*), where A is tuned to 
have resonance between | TTI)5 and | TTI)6) and the initial state is | TTi)e because 
we expect to see the effect of the spontaneous decay. Here V — 0.02 7 . The
related populations of several spin states are plotted as a function of time. Notice 
that Rabi oscillation is driven between | TTI)5 and | TTi)6-
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Fig. 7.10: Readout process considering spontaneous decay when we tune the laser to get 
a resonance between | TTI)5 and | TTI)e- Here V = 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 2  <C 7. The related 
populations of several spin states are plotted as a function of time. (a)Pi: the 
population of | TTI)5; (b)P2 : the population of | TIT)5; (OP3 : the population of 
| ITT)5, and (d)Pi: the population of | TTl)e; (e)Ps: the population of | TIT)e; 
(f)P6 : the population of | |TT)e-
Our conclusions are as follows,
• The readout method I is the best method because | TTT) Is not coupled with 
any other spin states if we only consider a Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian.
• Several interesting phenomena occur in readout method II because there are 
exchange couplings between different states within the spin subspace with total 
S z = 1 / 2 . These exchange couplings disturb the readout process, as can be 
seen from our density matrix calculation and our time-dependent perturbation 
theory calculation.
• If we introduce a spontaneous decay rate 7 , and if 7  is much smaller than the 
oscillation driving strength 17, we can observe lightly damped Rabi oscillations 
in favourable circumstances, leading to significant population of the excited 
states. On the other hand, if 7  is much larger than V, we cannot see Rabi 
oscillations and observe only decay of the excited-state population at a rate 7 .
• In addition to  our calculations, a very important parameter in the problem is 
the linewidth of the laser, i.e., how accurate the equals sign in the equation 
7.16 should be in order to attain resonance. This determines the total number
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of scattered photons.
Part II
EXCHANGE CALCULATION IN 
METAL-PHTHALOCYANINE DIMER
8. INTRODUCTION TO PORPHYRIN AND  
PHTHALOCYANINE
8.1 The potential of organic system s for quantum information
processing
The second part of this thesis deals with a completely different class of material: 
porphyrins and other closely related tetrapyrrolic pigments. These are very different 
from the conventional semiconductors of the first part. Why are they an interesting 
alternative for quantum  information processing?
Porphyrins have a relatively complex molecular structure, but combine this with 
good optical properties and the ability to bind divalent metal atoms. Recalling the 
control-qubit system outlined in Chapter 1 , we know that the nature and properties 
of the control species are critically im portant for the ability to compute and read out 
within our scheme. An ideal control should have a very long excited-state lifetime 
and create well-defined exchange interactions between specific qubits in order to 
implement quantum  gate operations. Porphyrins have an extremely long excited- 
state lifetime owing to their conjugated molecular structure. In addition, since they 
can bind specific transition-m etal atoms having spin degrees of freedom, there is 
a natural association of a “control” system with a single qubit. This association 
can be extended to multiple qubits by engineering porphyrin derivatives in which 
multiple metals are coordinated by a common ring system. Finally, as will be shown 
by the experiments and theory reported here, the combination of chemical control 
(through synthesis) and physical control (through film deposition) enables one to 
specify the environment of a given control-qubit system more closely than is possible 
using the alloy disorder of an inorganic semiconductor.
Taken together, these factors make porphyrins very promising candidates for 
the implementation of qubits and the storage of quantum information via their 
metal electron spins. This is the motivation for the research reported here, devoted 
to the exchange interactions between metal-porphyrin molecules, and their role in 
controlling the magnetic properties.
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8.2 The nature of porphyrin-like organic system s
The tetrapyrrolic pigments occur widely in nature, and they play very important 
roles in various biological processes. For example, Heme [the iron(II) protoporphyrin- 
IX complex] as shown in Figure 8.1 is the prosthetic group in hemoglobin and myo­
globin, which are responsible for oxygen transport and storage in living tissues. 
Chlorophyll (see Figure 8.1), another kind of porphyrin-like organic system contain­
ing magnesium, plays a very important role in photosynthesis. There are several 
different kinds of Heme and chlorophyll; in Figure 8.1, we show the most common 








Fig. 8.1: Molecular structure diagram of Heme-B and chlorophyll-C.
The word porphyrin has its origins in the classical world of ancient Greece. 
In those days, the Greek word porphura was used to describe the color purple. 
This immediately tells us something about one of the most important features of 
porphyrin(P): their intense purple color. Porphyrins were originally used as purple 
pigments.
A more detailed definition is [57] “porphyrins are a large class of deeply colored 
red or purple, fluorescent crystalline pigments, of natural or synthetic origin, having 
in common a substituted aromatic macrocyclic ring consisting of four pyrrole-type 
residues, linked together by four methine bridging groups.” (See Figure 8 .2 ). Pyrrole 
itself is a five-membered ring of four carbon atoms and one nitrogen atom. To each 
of the atoms in this ring a hydrogen atom is also bound. The most interesting 
thing about porphyrins is tha t even a very small variation on the basic structural 
theme of a tetrapyrrolic macrocycle will lead to  a wide diversity of biochemical 
functions. For example, one metal 2+ ion can be fitted in the center of porphyrins. 
Four benzenes and four nitrogen atoms can substitute particular C and H atoms on 
the macrocyclic ring in porphyrin, so we can have metal-free phthalocyanine(Pc) as
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Fig. 8.2: 2D and 3D molecular structure diagrams of porphyrins.
shown in Figure 8.3. We can also obtain a metal phthalocyanine by fitting a metal 
ion in the center of Pc. (See Figure 8.3). Of particular interest for our work are the 
transition metal phthalocyanines Cu(II)Pc and Mn(II)Pc; these have several phases 
[6 6 ] including the a  phase, most often found in thin films, in which the stacking angle 
is 65°, and the f3 phase, most often found in powders, in which the stacking angle 
is 45°. The main function of porphyrins and porphyrin-like compounds in nature
Fig. 8.3: Molecular structure of metal-Phthalocyanine. Red solid circle: metal ion; blue 
solid circle: Nitrogen atom; grey solid circle: Carbon atom; hollow circle: Hy­
drogen atom.
is to bind metal atoms, which act as centers for significant biochemical events. 
For example, protoporphyrin IX in heme complexes iron which, in hemoglobin and 
myoglobin, reversibly binds oxygen so that it can be transported around the body 
(hemoglobin) or stored in muscle tissue (myoglobin).
Another im portant biochemical event indirectly involving porphyrin-like com­
pounds is photosynthesis. W ithout photosynthesis, there could be no life: not only 
does photosynthesis provide the oxygen we breathe, it also gives us most of the 
energy driving living things. Photosynthesis does this by trapping energy in sun­
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light and uses it to convert carbon dioxide and water into carbohydrates. Plants 
use carbohydrates in their own metabolism, and the animals eat the plants in their 
metabolism, too. The key molecule for the early stages of photosynthesis is chloro­
phyll, which involves a Mg2'1" ion trapped by a porphyrin-like structure. Here, the 
function of the macrocycle is to capture photons of light in the near-ultraviolet (400 
nm) and red (650 — 700 nm) regions of the visible spectrum. The function of the 
metal is also to modulate the light-absorbing and energy-transfer properties of the 
chlorophyll and bind water which provides electrons for photosvnthetic process. In 
the reduced porphyrin macrocycle of chlorophyll, the conjugated system of double 
bonds is ideally suited to this task, while the substituents around the macrocycle 
serve to fine-tune its light-absorption characteristics.
8.3 Electronic structure and optical properties of porphyrin-like
organic system s
In the last section we saw that the porphyrin-like organic system, chlorophyll plays 
an im portant role in photosynthesis, so it is necessary to understand the optical 
properties of porphyrin-like systems. Indeed, although the main concern of this 
thesis is not optical properties but magnetism, optical properties are an aspect we 
should look into. Before we introduce optical properties of a porphyrin-like system, 
we should have some knowledge about its electronic structure because the electronic 
structure determines optical properties directly.
8.3.1 Electronic structure o f porphyrin-like organic system
In this section our main concern is the electronic structure of metalloporphyrin. 
There are two types of metalloporphyrins: regular metalloporphyrins which contain 
regular metal, i.e., closed-shell metal; irregular metalloporphyrins which contain 
irregular metal, i.e., partly-filled-shell metal. We first introduce two simple models: 
Circular box model and PPP  model (§8 .3.1.A) for the electronic structure of regular 
metalloporphyrins. Then we will introduce the electronic structure calculation of 
Cu(II)Pc (§8.3. l.B) and Mn(II)Pc (§8.3.l.C) both of which contain irregular metals.
A. A simple model for electronic structure for regular metalloporphyrins
The simplest useful theory [58, 59] treats the 16-member ring with 18 electrons as 
a circular free-electron wire. One-electron orbitals of the form exp(ipp) will have 
energy h2 p 2/2 m R 2. where m  is the electron mass, R  is the ring radius, and p is 
an integer quantum  number. In the ground state, a simple one-electron picture
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predicts th a t orbitals with /r =  0, ±1, ±2, ±3, ±4 are occupied. The lowest-energy 
excited states then arise from four transitions // =  ±4 —> v — ±5, which give the 
system a to tal angular momentum L z = ± 1  or ±9. Each transition gives one singlet 
state with 5  =  0, and a triplet of states with 5  =  1 . According to Hund’s rules, 
the lowest-energy excited state should be a triplet, and the singlets with L z = ±  1 
should have a higher energy than L z =  ±9 (see Figure 8.4). Since the ground state 
has L z =  0, the normal selection rule SLZ — ± 1  for electric dipole transitions means 
th a t such transitions are allowed to the higher singlet, but forbidden to the lower 
one, in a one-electron picture. As we shall see in §8.3.2, both sets of transitions 
are in fact associated with optical absorptions: the high-energy 'B band’ with the 
L z — ± 1  singlet, and the lower-energy "Q band’ with the L z = ±9 singlet. In this 
picture the Q-band transitions are made ‘quasi-allowed’ by Coulomb interactions 
between electrons (not included in the simple one-electron picture) which mix the 





Fig. 8.4: An energy level diagram for circular box model associated with absorption spec­
tra is shown.
A slightly more accurate model is Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP) theory [60]; the 
essence of this method is to separate the loosely bound tt electrons from the re­
maining Tore’ and to treat electron interaction among the tt electrons explicitly. 
The one-electron energy levels can be calculated by a self-consistent field procedure. 
For the tetraaza-porphyrin the positions of the one-electron levels associated with 
the ring are shown in Figure 8.5; other porphyrin-like organic systems have similar 
state alignment. The highest filled states have aiu,a 2u symmetry and correspond 
to the fi =  ± 4  states of the free-electron model split in the D4/l environment, while 
the lowest em pty (LUMO) states have eg symmetry and correspond to the fi =  ±5 
orbitals. Coulomb interactions between electrons will cause the singlet transitions
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including d\u —> egx,d 2U —> egx,ciiu —> egyi and a2u ~ > egy to mix. The B band and 
Q band are then understood as mixtures of these single transitions, as described 
above.
   b , u
|+ 5> + |-5> |+ 5> - |-5>
-----------------------    egy
egx (LUMO)
|+ 4> - |-4>
---------------- a1u (HOMO)
|+ 4> + |-4>
Fig. 8.5: A ring state energy level diagram of tetraaza-porphyrin for PPP model
B. Previous electronic structure calculations o f Cu(II)Pc
In order to understand the electronic structure of metal-Pc systems, we need to 
understand how metal-derived orbitals are introduced into these schemes. This is 
most simply done within the Iterative Extended Huckel (IEH) model, which seeks 
to solve the Schrodinger equation with an effective potential using a self-consistent 
charge procedure for all the valence electrons of the molecule [61]. Figure 8 .6 , shows 
the resulting alignments of metal electron states and ring states.
CuPc molecule has DAh symmetry, which possesses eight irreducible representa­
tions: dig ,aiu, big: biu, a2gi a2u, b2gi b2u) eg, and eu. A schematic of the highest 
occupied and lowest empty levels is shown in Figure 8 .6 : of the five spatial states 
(aig(dz2 ), b2g(dxy), 2  x eg (dxz and dyz), b\g (dx2_y2 )) produced by the splitting of 
the Cu d-states in the DAh environment, only the b\g state is singly occupied (lying 
within the HOMO-LUMO gap of the molecule), while all the others are filled (in 
the IEH model, lying below the d\u and a2w states of the ring system). The symme­
try  of the overall many-electron state within the IEH model is 2B ig [61], where the 
superscript ‘2 ’ refers to spin multiplicity.
C. Previous electronic structure calculations o f Mn(II)Pc
The electronic structure and magnetism of M n(II)Pc has been studied extensively 




Fig. 8.6: The electronic structure of Cu(II)Pc calculated by Zerner and Gouterman within 





Fig. 8.7: The electronic structure of Mn(II)Pc calculated by Zerner and Gouterman within 
IEH model [61].
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The electronic structure of MnPc is more complicated than tha t of CuPc. The 
Mn2+ ion possesses a total of five 3d valence electrons. In the free ion, Hund's 
rules result in a high-spin state with S  = 5/2 and all five d-levels singly occupied; 
however, from measurements of the saturation magnetic moments [65], it is known 
tha t only three electrons are unpaired in MnPc and form an S  = 3 /2  state. This 
results from the working of the Coulomb interaction in the D\h symmetry of the 
complexed ion: in the most common picture, the d states split to form b\g, a\g. eg, 
and b2g states (going from high energy to low energy). Of these, the low-energy b2g 
state is completely filled, and the high-energy b\g state empty. The remaining three 
orbitals (one aig, two eg) are singly occupied; the Coulomb interaction then favours 
the alignment of these three spins, so their spin state is fully symmetric, and their 
spatial state antisymmetric. Meanwhile, the LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital) of the Pc ring has eg symmetry (See Figure 8.7). The overall symmetry of 
the resulting state is 4A 2g [65].
This picture of the electronic structure is not the only one. Liao et. al [62] used 
DFT methods and found an electronic configuration in which the three unpaired 
electrons occupy the a ifl, b2g, and one eg state while the other eg state is doubly 
occupied, to give an overall symmetry 4E g. This calculation is in agreement with the 
more recent magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) and UV-vis measurements [63] of 
the molecule in an argon matrix but different from the early magnetic measurements 
of solid MnPc. It is possible tha t the 4Eg configuration may be favoured in the 
isolated molecule or in the argon matrix, with the 4A 2g state favoured in the bulk 
material.
8.3.2 Optical properties o f porphyrin-like organic system
In this section we first describe the absorption and emission spectra of regular met- 
alloporphyrin in §8 .3.2 .A. then optical properties of irregular metalloporphyrin in 
§8.3.2.B, and at the end we present a summary of optical properties of metallopor­
phyrin.
A. Absorption and emission spectra o f regular metalloporphyrin
All the regular metalloporphyrins share the following general features in their ab­
sorption spectra [56]:
• Q bands: Two visible bands are seen between 500 and 600 nm, which are 
separated by about 1250 cm-1 . The lower-energy band is due to the pure 
electronic transition to the lowest singlet excited state, meanwhile the higher-
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energy one includes one mode of vibrational excitation. The origin of Q bands 
can be quite well explained by the simple theory tha t treats metal porphyrin 
as a free electron wire ring (see §8.3.1). According to this simple theory the 
origin of Q bands is identified as the excitation from the singlet ground state to 
the lowest singlet excited state which, although it consists primarily of states 
with L z = ±9, nonetheless has a non-zero admixture of L z = ±1 states due to 
the coulomb interaction.
• B bands: An exceedingly intense band appears between 380 and 420 nm. The 
origin of B bands is identified as the excitation from the ground state to the 
higher (Lz =  ± l)singlet excited state, which is allowed by selection rule even 
in the absence of mixing by the Coulomb interaction.
•  N,L,M bands: These bands appear at still higher energies, but are weaker than 
Q and B bands.
The emission spectrum is also closely related to the energy level alignment. Fig­
ure 8 .8  [56] shows an energy level diagram applicable to describe the emission from 
porphyrin-like molecule with singlet ground states. The energy level alignment in 
Figure 8 .8  is basically the same as tha t in Figure 8.4 in which singlet state is the 
ground state and the lowest excited state is a triplet. Excitation from the ground 
state So to any singlet excited states Sx induces a very fast radiationless decay to 
the lowest excited singlet Si. From Si the molecule can emit fluorescence radiation 
Si —> So with rate k f , can decay non-radiatively Si —> So with rate hi, or can 
transfer to the lowest triplet Si —» 7\ with rate &2 • If the system is in the lowest 
triplet Ti, from the molecule can emit phosphorescence radiation Ti —>• So with 
rate kp, radiationless decay Ti —» So with rate /c3, or can be reexcited to Si with 
rate 2 , and such repopulation of Si can lead to delayed fluorescence.
The spectra, lifetimes, and quantum yields can be observed for fluorescence and 
phosphorescence. Quantum yields 4> refer to the ratio of photons in to photons out. 
The spectra of delayed fluorescence are the same as the fluorescence one, but have 
different lifetimes and quantum yields.
B. Absorption and emission spectra o f irregular metalloporphyrins
In the above context, we discussed the optical properties of regular metallopor­
phyrin. For irregular metalloporphyrin the emission spectrum is different from the 
normal spectrum of the regular metalloporphyrin, and the absorption spectrum is 
also different in most cases.
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Fig. 8.8: An energy level diagram applicable to describe the emission from regular por­
phyrin molecule with singlet ground states.
•  Hypso absorption spectra are similar to normal absorption spectra, but blue 
shift. Transition metal porphyrins of Group VIII and IB with metal configu­
ration d6~9 show this kind of spectrum. The reason for the blue shift is that
the mixture of the empty eg(n*) and filled dir raises the energy of eg(7r*), and
hence the energy gap between eg(7r*) and top filled states a2u(t t ) ,  « i u ( t t ) -
•  Hyper absorption spectra show significant extra bands additional to Q, B, 
and N. The reason for this is that there are extra metal orbitals from which 
electronic transitions can be made.
For the emission spectra of irregular porphyrin, we have three types:
•  Phosphorescent metalloporphyrins show very weak fluorescence, $ /  < 10-3 , 
even in many cases no fluorescence can be observed. Meanwhile the phospho­
rescence varies in a wide range of (1 0 - 4 , 1 ).
• Luminescent ones contain paramagnetic metals. In this case there is no singlet 
or triplet, so we can not characterize the emission as fluorescence or phospho­
rescence. The emission yields are larger than 10~4.
•  Non-radiative ones show very weak emission.
The optical properties of our concerned metal-Pc are similar to metallopor­
phyrins, but in the emission spectra no fluorescence was observed. Recently, Kumar 
et aI. [64] studied the optical absorption and emission spectra of various metal-Pcs 
including ZnPc, MnPc, and CuPc, etc in dimethyl formamide solvent. In their work
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Q band and B band are identified, but the emission spectra are poor due to the 
non-radiative collisional relaxation process in solvent media.
So far we have introduced the absorption and emission spectra of regular and 
irregular porphyrins. Table 8.1 below summarizes the porphyrin spectra, Here
Emission\ Absorption Normal Hypso Hyper Definition
Fluorescent Regular - - > 10“ 3; <f>em > 1CT3
P hosphor escent - Irregular Irregular $ f  < H T3;$p > 1CT4
Luminescent Irregular Irregular Irregular $em > n r 4
Radiationless Irregular Irregular Irregular <Lem < 1 (T4
Tab. 8.1: Absorption and emission spectra of regular and irregular porphyrins. <f>/ refers 
to quantum yield of fluorescence. <3?ern refers to total emission.
normal absorption means tha t for A > 320nm there are only (7r , 7r*) bands, Q, B, 
N,L, and A(Q) > 570nm. The difference between normal and hypso absorptions is 
A(Q) < 570nm in hypso absorption. Whereas hyper absorption does not originate 
from (7 r ,7 r*)  transitions.
9. MAGNETISM IN THE METAL-PC ORGANIC SYSTEM: A 
PERTURBATION APPROACH
9.1 Experimental studies of magnetism in CuPc and MnPc
The magnetism of metal-Pc was extensively studied by Barraclough and Yamada 
[65, 6 6 ]. In 1998, Yamada [6 6 ] performed magnetic measurements on both a (3- 
Mn(II)Pc crystal (stacking angle 45°) and M n(II)Pc thin film (stacking angle 65°). 
They found tha t the (3 phase shows a ferromagnetic interaction, while the thin-film a 
phase is antiferromagnetic. They explained their findings in terms of superexchange 
pathways operating through nitrogen-nitrogen intermolecular contacts.
Recently Heutz [67] et al. have performed further magnetic measurements on 
CuPc and MnPc. The results are shown in the following tables. As shown in 
Table 9.1 and Table 9.2, the MnPc powder presents strong ferromagnetism, while 
in the MnPc film a weak anti-ferromagnetism appears; the CuPc powder has very 
weak ferromagnetism, but the CuPc film is strongly anti-ferromagnetic.
Note tha t the magnetic properties are determined by the structure (a versus 
(3), not by the sample morphology (powder versus thin film). The results confirm 
the previously measured difference between the a  and [3 phases of MnPc, and also 
show tha t a corresponding difference exists for CuPc, although in this case the (3 
phase is paramagnetic, rather than ferromagnetic. We can describe such magnetic 
systems in terms of an effective magnetic moment Si associated with each center i 
(corresponding to one molecule in this case). The simplest form for the coupling 
between magnetic moments i , j  is the well-known Heisenberg Hamiltonian JZjS i • S3 
where Ji3 is called the exchange constant. We would like to gain both a quan­
titative understanding of the magnitudes of the exchange constants in Mn(II)Pc 
and Cu(II)Pc, and a picture of the physics driving their dependence on the crystal
Sample (phase) MnPc powder {(3) MnPc film (a)
ep{K) 11.45 -1.61
Jx{K) - -
Tab. 9.1: Magnetic properties of the MnPc samples measured by Heutz et al..
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Sample(phase) CuPc powder (/3) CuPc film(a) CuPc film (0) Templated film(a)
6P(K ) 0 -1.79 0 -2
J U K ) -0.05 1.45 0 1 .6
Tab. 9.2: Magnetic properties of the CuPc samples measured by Heutz et al..
structure; our aim in this chapter is to gain a microscopic understanding of these 
structure-dependent magnetic properties.
9.2 D FT calculations of m etal-Pc molecules
First we need to understand the nature of the one-electron states in the molecules. 
We used the Gaussian 98 code [6 8 ] to perform a DFT calculation on single isolated 
metal-Pc molecules. We selected the B3LYP [69] exchange-correlation functional, 
of which we give further details in Chapter 10. In the present calculation we use the 
Kohn-Sham states emerging from the calculation as a basis to perform a perturbative 
calculation of the exchange constants. The basis set is 6-31G [70], consisting of six 
independent Gaussian functions for the core electron atomic orbitals, three Gaussian 
functions for the inner part of the valence shell, and one Gaussian function for the 
outer part.
9.2.1 Cu(II)Pc
According to our Gaussian DFT calculation the electronic structure of Cu(II)Pc 
is 2 B igj but the energy level order is slightly different from tha t found in the early 
extended Hiickel calculations by Gouterman et al. [61]. Our level scheme is shown in 
Figure 9.1; the slight differences in energy-level ordering are not, however, expected 
to have a major effect on the forms of the states themselves. An im portant check 
tha t our results are reasonable is the distribution of charge between the metal atom 
and the Pc ring. We therefore calculated the Mulliken charge on the Cu atom in 
each state; the results are shown in Figure 9.1.
We first introduce the definition of the Mulliken charge. The normalization 
condition for a one-electron molecular orbital 0 i(f)  reads
= E  c - c f , y  (9.2)
= E  (9.3)
v,n=l
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= tr  [P®S], (9.4)
where bv{r) are the atomic basis functions, Cvi are the expansion coefficients of 
molecular orbital i in this atomic basis, and PW is the bond-order matrix corre­
sponding to molecular orbital i. The complete bond-order m atrix (or one-electron 
density matrix) is then P  =  where fi is the occupancy of state i. The
Mulliken charge contribution from orbital i is then defined as the partial trace of
p(i)S
M + =  £ ( ^ (0 S )W, (9.5)
where the sum is restricted just to basis functions tha t are centered on atom A. 
This definition is only meaningful if the basis set consists of basis functions tha t can 
each be unambiguously associated with an atomic site. The total Mulliken charge 
is Pm (A) = Z a — /zPm(A)\ where Z a is the atomic number of atom A.
    e g (0.03)
(LUMO)
 1-|— alu (0) (HOMO)
 1--------- b ,g (0.30)
hi-  b* (°-01>
 1----1-------  a 2u (0)
— — l"-l— e9 (°03>
Fig. 9.1: Our Gaussian calculation of the electronic structure of Cu(II)Pc. The contribu­
tion to the Mulliken charge on Cu atom is shown in brackets.
From the Mulliken population analysis we can identify b\9 as a metal d-orbital 
which is hybridized with the Pc ring (Mulliken charge 0.30 is of order 1 , but less 
than 1). The total Mulliken charge on copper is +0.97; this is positive, as expected, 
but less than the nominal valence of + 2  because of hybridization with the ring. 
The to tal Mulliken spin density on the copper atom (defined analogously to the 
charge density, but counting up-spin states as positive and down-spin as negative) 
is 0 .6 8 ; this is consistent with the existence of one singly-occupied orbital, with a 
spin mainly but not entirely localized on the copper atom. The eigenvalues of states 
near the Fermi energy are shown in Table 9.3.
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State symmetry Eigenvalue (Hartree) Mulliken charge on Cu
e5 (LUMO) -0.1025 0.03
alu(HOMO) -0.1876 0
b \ g -0.2404 0.3
b 2 g -0.2516 0 .0 1
u -0.2525 0
e 9 -0.2536 0.03
Tab. 9.3: The symmetries, energy level alignments, and Mulliken charges on Cu of 
Cu(II)Pc DFT calculation using Gaussian code corresponding to Figure 9.1.
State symmetry Eigenvalue (Hartree) Mulliken charge on Mn
e5 (LUMO) -0.0980 0.03
oiu(HOMO) -0.1880 0
b 2 g - 0 .2 2 2 2 0.72
e 9 -0.2353 0.39
^ 2  u -0.2490 0
9 -0.2535 0.80
Tab. 9.4: The symmetries, energy level alignments, and Mulliken charges on Mn of 
Mn(II)Pc DFT calculation using Gaussian code corresponding to Figure 9.2.
We found tha t the occupied molecular orbital with the largest Kohn-Sham eigen­
value is not the singly-occupied b \ g  state, but the c l \ u  state (which, as described in 
§8.3.1, is derived from the Pc ring and cannot hybridize with the metal d-states). 
This highlights the importance of two-electron Coulomb terms in determining the 
configuration: doubly occupying the b \ g  state would incur a large Coulomb penalty 
because the charges would spend much of their time localized in the Cu 3d states, 
whereas the double-occupancy penalty for the more diffuse state is much smaller.
9.2.2 M n(II)Pc
For MnPc, our Gaussian calculation gave the overall electronic configuration 4A ig, 
with three singly-occupied one-electron levels having a\g and eg (twice) symmetry. 
The total Mulliken charge on Mn is +1.14; again this is of the same order, but 
somewhat less than, the nominal +2 valence. The Mulliken spin density on Mn 
is +3.1. The eigenvalues and symmetries of the states near the Fermi energy are 
shown in Table 9.4.
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------------  ------------  eg (0.03)
(LUMO)
 1—|— a,u <°) (HOMO)
— |-  | b2g (0.72)
|  1--  e g ( ° - 3 9 )
| | a2u (0)
 1-------  a lg (0-80)
Fig. 9.2: Our Gaussian calculation of the electronic structure of Mn(II)Pc. The contribu­
tion to the Mulliken charge on the Mn atom is shown in brackets.
9.3 Exchange interactions
In order to introduce our nomenclature for the various processes contributing to the 
exchange interactions between spins, we follow the arguments of Anderson [71]. His 
original paper considered interactions between magnetic ions in ionic crystals such 
as MnO and MnF2 , but very similar arguments apply in the case of the organic 
compounds studied here.
9.3.1 Direct exchange
The direct exchange interaction originates from a quantum exchange term  of the 
Coulomb interaction between d electrons on neighbouring ions. [71]
e2
Jdirect = -2 { n l ( l)n 2(2)\ —  |n i(2 )n2 (l)>, (9.6)
7*12
where n i ,n 2 are the orthogonal localized d electron orbitals on sites 1,2. We can 
see tha t such a direct exchange interaction always gives rise to ferromagnetic inter­
actions, because the expectation value can be written as the classical electrostatic 
self-energy of the ‘exchange charge’ distribution n in 2. We should also notice that 
the above formula is true only if the orbitals are orthogonal.
9.3.2 Super exchange
The direct exchange interaction was calculated as the expectation value of the 
Coulomb interaction in the ground state of the localized electron system, but spin- 
spin interactions can also arise from the terms in the Hamiltonian tha t tend to 
delocalize the electrons, treated to second order in perturbation theory.
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To see how this works, consider a localized d-electron system, in wdiich the on-site 
Coulomb interaction U is large compared to the transfer matrix element between 
electrons at neighbouring sites. The system then becomes a M ott insulator: the 
on-site Coulomb interaction hinders the motion of d-electrons in the crystal and 
keeps them localized. The perturbation expansion must be carried out around this 
insulating reference state; therefore, the on-site Coulomb interaction U is included 
in the unperturbed Hamiltonian and the transfer matrix elements bn- n> are treated 
as a perturbation.
In the perturbation expansion for the energy, the first-order term (the expecta­
tion value of the transfer matrix elements) is zero because all electrons are localised 
to a single site; the second-order term is given by the process where an electron at 
ion n transfers to a neighbouring ion n! and after tha t one of the two electrons at 
n' returns to the original ion n. By this process electrons at n and at n' exchange 
positions with each other. However, only when the spins at n and n' are antiparallel 
to each other is this process possible; this generates a contribution to the exchange 
interaction at second order, which can be written as
Jsuper =  2 ^ T .  (9.7)
If we go on to consider the third-order terms in 6n_n/, we obtain the third-order 
contribution to super-exchange, and so on. This is especially im portant when the 
magnetic atoms are separated by non-magnetic species, for example inorganic anions 
or organic ligands. It is then necessary to take the hopping perturbation to higher 
order in order to reach an excited state in which an electron is transferred onto a 
neighbouring magnetic site. Note also tha t the superexchange may vanish, because 
the transfer matrix elements depend not only on the distance between magnetic 
ions n and n ;, but also on the symmetry of the orbitals. So the superexchange 
interaction depends on the relative positions of magnetic ions and the non-magnetic 
species. In fact, we have already introduced this kind of interaction in Chapter 4, 
where we use it to understand the physical origin of ferromagnetic interactions in 
the control-qubit system.
9.3.3 Indirect exchange
The indirect exchange interaction between electronic spins is similar to the indirect 
exchange interaction between nuclear spins. The indirect exchange scheme was first 
invented by Ruderman and Kittel [72], and independently, by Bloembergen and 
Rowland [73] in molecular physics; these authors studied the effective long-range 
interaction between nuclear spins due to the hyperfine coupling with the common
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sea of conduction electrons [72] or common valence electrons [73]. Briefly, a mag­
netic atom polarizes the spins of the conduction electrons in its neighbourhood; 
the resultant spin polarization is not well localized in the vicinity of the atom, but 
delocalizes. In the case of a metal, the induced spin density is oscillatory and long- 
ranged. A second magnetic atom experiences an interaction with this induced spin 
polarization; it may be ferromagnetic or anti-ferromagnetic. The net result is an 
indirect exchange interaction with the first magnetic atom
J 2t
J  in d ir e c t  i ,  5energy penalty
where J  is the interaction of each magnetic atom with the spin polarization, t is the 
transfer matrix element for the spin polarization from one site to another, and the 
energy penalty is the energy involved in creating the spin polarization. Later, we will 
introduce operators to describe this process more formally in metal phthalocyanines.
9.4 Super-exchange calculation
We aim to understand the mechanism of exchange couplings between neighbouring 
MnPc and CuPc molecules observed in experiments [6 6 , 67]. We first consider the 
super-exchange contributions.
9.4.1 CuPc
As explained in §9.3.2, the super-exchange contribution generally dominates when 
considering the interaction between localized spins in insulating materials. However, 
CuPc is an example of a situation where this interaction is expected to be negligible. 
This is because the unpaired spin is located in a b\9 orbital, but there is no low-energy 
state of the same symmetry in the ligand available to hybridize with it. Therefore, 
as long as the symmetry of the molecule remains (believed to be an excellent 
approximation even in the crystal) the spin-carrying electron is ;tied’ to the Cu site 
and no super-exchange can take place except by direct hopping from the Cu orbitals 
to the neighbouring molecule.
9.4.2 MnPc calculation
In the case of MnPc, the individual molecular spins have S  — 3/2, so the total spin 
of a pair of MnPc molecules A and B could be 0,1, 2, 3. We therefore need, in princi­
ple, three independent parameters in the spin Hamiltonian to characterize fully the 
relative energies of these states. If we neglect spin-orbit coupling, the Hamiltonian
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must be invariant under simultaneous rotations of both spins and therefore must 
have the form
H  = M S a ■ S B) + U S A ■ SB f  + M S a ■ §„)*, (9.9)
where J 1? J 2, J 3 are exchange couplings. We can find all three parameters from the 
4x4 m atrix spanned by the states with M s = 0 : 1(3/2)^, (—3/2)#), | ( l / 2 )^, (—1 / 2 )#), 
|(—1 / 2 )^, (1 / 2 )#), and |(—3/2)a , (3/2) b ). Our strategy will be to construct this part 
of the spin Hamiltonian by perturbation theory. For the moment we concentrate 
on superexchange interactions as defined above; in other words, we include only 
intermediate states where
• one electron is transferred between adjacent Mn ions via the ligand eg state;
•  no direct electron transfer between Mn ions is possible.
These requirements lead us to consider the following three kinds of typical con­
figuration as shown in Figure 9.3. In the third configuration (Figure 9.3(3)) one
Mn Pc















Fig. 9.3: Three types of typical singlet-electron configurations are shown. (1 ) is the ground 
state in which no electron is hopping; (2) is an intra-molecule transfer from Mn 
eg state (although this can be Mn a\g state) to ligand eg state; (3) is an inter­
molecule transfer from Mn eg state to the ligand eg state of the neighbouring 
molecule.
electron is transferred from the A molecule to the B molecule, where it can interact 
with Mn spin: it is through this interaction tha t the spin projections and m B 
associated with the two molecules can change, thereby coupling the four spin states: 
K3/2U, (—3 /2 )b >, |(1/ 2U ,  ( - 1/ 2)5 ), | ( - l / 2 ) „ ,  (1/ 2)B), and | ( - 3 / 2 ) „ ,  (3/2) s >. We 
assume th a t the interaction between a spin-1/2 in the ligand eg state and a spin-3/2 
localised on the Mn is of the form
Hp = K s - S , (9.10)
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where the spin quantum numbers are s =  1 / 2  and S  = 3/2. The perturbation to the 
Hamiltonian consists of two parts: one is the matrix representation of Hamiltonian 
in the equation 9.10:
| ( 3 / 2 ) A , ( - 3 / 2 ) B > | ( 1 / 2 ) a , ( - 1 / 2 ) b > | ( - 1 / 2 ) a , ( 1 / 2 ) b > | ( - 3 / 2 )  A , ( 3 / 2 )  B  )
I ( 3 / 2 ) a , ( - 3 / 2 ) b >  /  - 3 / 4  K  1 / 2  K  0 0 \
£ [  _  | ( 1 / 2 ) a , ( - 1 / 2 ) b > [ 1 / 2 K  - 1 / 1 2 K  2 / 3 K  0 \  ( Q  1 1 1
P  I ( - 1 / 2 ) a , ( 1 / 2 ) b > I 0 2 / 3 / C - 1 / 1 2 / C  1/ 2 / C I
I ( - 3 / 2 ) a , ( 3 / 2 ) b >  \  0 0 1 / 2/C - 3 / 4 / C  /
The other part consists of hopping terms which can move the system between the 
three types of configuration shown in Figure 9.3. Note tha t in DAh symmetry, the 
eg states of Mn can hybridize effectively with the eg states of the ring, thereby 
enabling the system to make transitions between configurations of types (1 ) and
(2 ); the existence of unpaired spins in the eg states is what makes super-exchange 
processes much more important in the case of MnPc.
There are 25 spatial configurations like typical types (1 ), (2 ) and (3) shown in 
Figure 9.3 and each has four possible spin states, giving a total of 100 states. We 
construct the 100 x 100 Hamiltonian matrix, and extract the effective Hamiltonian 
within the 4 x 4  low-energy subspace by the same method used in §4.4. We find 
tha t it can be written in the form (9.9), with parameters 
A E E
j^  _ __—K \ ______________  9____________I__________________ prnx 1_________________
3 ( E g e^‘Ugx ^Vprnn) (^<7 ^ 9  "f" ^9% ^ x x  3Vpmn)
+ 7  F — ------- 1------ d  +  0(<3); (9.12)(e5 E g T Ugx +  Uxx ‘^'Vpmn)
a E  E
J  _  _ ^ 2 r ______________u p m g ______________________________  v p m x  1
9 ( Eg T 2ugx 3up m n ) 3 (eg E g -(- ugx T uxx 3Vpmn)
t2
t™*2  ^ + 0 ( t 3)] (9.13)
(eg Eg T ugx T Uxx 3Vpmn')3 
A t2 t2
J  _  _ ^ 3 r ________________p r n g _________________ _^______________________ u p m x _1__________________
27 ( Eg -)- 2ugx 3vpmn)  ^ (eg E g -h ugx -f- uxx 3Vpjnn)
+ { e - E + S rT u  - 3 ,  ) ^ 1 +  ° (f3)’ (9-14)vc 5  9  ' 9 X  ' u x x  o u p m n )
where tpmg, tpmxi and tpmx2 are the inter-molecular hopping integrals shown in Fig. 
(9.4), E g and eg are the energies of ligand and metal eg states relative to the energy 
level of dig state, ugx is Coulomb interaction between the a\g and eg levels, uxx is 
the Coulomb interaction between two degenerate Mn eg states, v ^ n  is the Coulomb 
interaction between the Mn and Pc states.
9.4.3 Comment on the calculations
We note several features of this result. First, the dominant terms are those pro­
portional to  t2, i.e. where electrons are exchanged once between the molecules, as





Fig. 9.4: The possible inter-molecular transitions.
expected in a super-exchange process. Second, the leading term  in Ji is proportional 
to K t2, in J 2 to K 2t2, and in J 3 to K 3t2; this is because Hp only couples states in 
which rriA and m B alter by one unit of angular momentum. Finally, assuming the 
Coulomb energies are all large and positive, J\ is always the same sign as iF, irre­
spective of the values of the various hopping terms. In general we expect tha t K  will 
be positive, corresponding to antiferromagnetic coupling in our sign convention, and 
therefore J 2 will also lead to a positive (antiferromagnetic) coupling independent of 
the orientation of the molecules.
The argument o f Yamada et al.
Our conclusion about the failure of the superexchange interaction to change sign 
contrasts sharply with the explanation given by Barraclough et al. [65] and by Ya­
mada et al. [6 6 ] for their experimental results, which they ascribe to the competition 
between different superexchange pathways operating via nitrogen atoms. These au­
thors claim tha t two pathways, one operating via the a\g state on the Mn atoms, 
the other via the eg state, give opposite contributions to the sign of the exchange 
coupling, where Eg refers to ligand state:
•  [eg —> E g —> eg\ => anti-ferromagnetism
• [a ig Eg a ig\ ^  ferromagnetism.
However, this argument fails to take into account correctly the spin algebra—in 
particular, it ignores the fact that the three electron spins on each Mn atom are
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in fact tied together via strong intra-atomic interactions, and so cannot be flipped 
independently.
9.5 Indirect exchange calculation
9.5.1 CuPc calculation
In this section we present the indirect exchange calculation between two Cu(II)Pc 
molecules. As shown in Figure 9.5, the metal unpaired electron spin can polarize the 
electron spin on the ligand by the two-body Coulomb interaction; and then the spin 
polarization can transfer to the neighbouring molecule by orbital hybridization. The 
metal unpaired spin of the neighbouring molecule experiences this spin polarization, 
and effectively interacts with the unpaired spin in the other molecule. Because the 
LUMOs are eg states, we should consider the filled states with the same symmetry; 









Fig. 9.5: Cu(II)Pc electron configuration and indirect exchange scheme diagram. This 
scheme involves two filled eg states and two empty eg states(LUMO).
The two-body Coulomb interaction may be represented as
v =  ]T  J2  i f  drdr*'d*A(r)'d*B(f') f  ^ D ^)^E (r )]  (9-15)
a b d e  J |r  r  |
X C A j(t C b  fj> & D ,cr' & E ,c r ,
where c and $  are the electron annihilation and creation operators; A, B ,D :E  may 
represent a Cu orbital or a Pc orbital. The im portant terms in equation 9.15 are
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those which rearrange electrons on the Cu atom and the ligand, but preserve the 
total number of electrons on each; thus one of (A, B) should correspond to a Cu 
state, i.e., metal b\g state and one to  a Pc state, e.g., ligand eg state and similarly 
for (D, E).
Now we aim to calculate the matrix elements of v among ground state and spin- 
polarized states. To simplify the calculation, for the moment we consider only one 
component of the eg doublet, egx or egy. If we use the symbol |Scu, 5pc) to describe 
the metal spin state and ligand spin state within one molecule: then we need to 
consider the following two groups of spin states.
1 . First, we consider states with total z-spin within one molecule Mtot =  +1/2. 
All of these can be produced by starting from a spin-up electron on the Cu, 
and the ligand ground state, and acting with the operator (9.15) to exchange a 
pair of electrons between the ligand and the metal. These states are | ( l / 2 ),g), 
| ( l / 2 ), (S =  0 ,M  =  0)), | ( l / 2 ), (S =  1 , M  =  0)), and | ( - l / 2 ), (S =  1,M  =  
1 )), where ig' refers to the ligand filled state; (S  — 0 ,M  — 0) refers to the 
spin-polarized ligand singlet state as shown in Figure 9.6, and so on.
a ) (2) (3) (4)
Fig. 9.6: Four spin-polarized states: (1)| S' = 0, M = 0),(2)|S =  1, M = — 1),(3)|S = 1 , M = 
0),and (4)|S = 1 , M = 1).
Now we need to calculate the matrix elements of v between these states; to do 
this, it is convenient to represent the states themselves in terms of annihilation 
and creation operators:
1 (1 /2  ),<?) — c 6 |c GTCG i |0 )
I(—1/2), (S  =  1, M  =  1)) =  c^c^iC^jlO).
(9.16)
(9.17)
where |0) is the empty state. ‘X’ refers to the spatial LUMO state of the 
ligand; ‘G’ refers to the filled states, and ‘b ’ refers to metal b\g state. Now we
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can take the matrix element simply as
< ( - l / 2 ) , ( S = l , M  =  l ) H ( l / 2 ) , 9> (9.18)
— 2((—1/2), ( S  — 1, M  — l ) | ( c 7 cl cGict>T)cl t cGTcGilO)
=  -2 {* , ( > |6 ,G }< ( - 1 /2 ) , (S  =  1 ,M  =  l ) | c t 4 T4 T|0>
=  —2{X,b\b, G }((—1/2), (S =  1, M  =  1)| |(—1/2), (S =  1, M  =  1))
= -2 {X ,b \b ,G }, 
where {a,6|c,</} =  f d f d f fa(f)*:b(fl)* j^ ^ c ( f)d ( f:r).
Repeating for each pair of states, we can reach the following m atrix represen­
tation of v among the four states with M  =  +1/2:
0 0 a - y / 2 a \
0 0 0 7
a 0 0
y/2a 7 (5 o j
where
a = 2{X , b\b, G} (9.20)
fi = [4{ft, X\b, G} -  2{X,  b\b, G }]/V 2 (9.21)
7  =  — [2 {6 , G|G, 6 } -  2 {6 , X \ X ,  b}]/%/2 (9.22)
<5 =  [ - 2 ( 6 , G|G, 6 } -  2 ( 6 , X \ X ,  b}]/V 2  (9.23)
2 . The states with total spin Mtot =  —1 / 2 , |(—1 / 2 ), <7), |(—1 / 2 ), (S' =  0, M  =  0)),
|(—1/2), (S =  1 , M  =  0)), and |(1 /2 ),(S  =  1 , M  =  —1)), give rise to the
following matrix elements:
( 0 0 —a y/2a  \
V(-L) = 0
0 0 - 7
\ 2 ' —a 0 0
- 7 S o )
To get the leading terms in the effective Hamiltonian, we need consider a pair 
of molecules, A and B. Suppose M*otal =  MsCua +  M f CA +  MsCub +  MsPcb =  0. 
In this situation, we have 14 states if we only consider egx component and as­
sume there is only one electron-hole pair on the two CuPcs. If we use the symbol
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\ScuA-, SpCA\ScuBi SpCB)to  label the spin states of two molecules, these states are
1 ) =  |1 / 2 , S | - 1 / 2 , S) (9.25)
2) =  | l /2 ,  (S  =  0 ,M  =  0 )| — l / 2 ,g) (9.26)
3) =  11 / 2 , (5  =  1 , M  =  0 )| — 1 / 2 , 3 ) (9.27)
4) =  11/2, p| — 1/2, (S  = 0, M  = 0)) (9.28)
5) =  | l / 2 , s | - l / 2 , ( S = l , M  =  0)) (9.29)
6 > =  | l / 2 , ( S = l , M  =  - l ) | l / 2 , s > (9.30)
7) =  | l / 2 , s | l / 2 , (S  = 1 ,M  = - 1 )) (9.31)
8 ) — | — 1/2,, (5  — 1 , M =  1 )| — 1 / 2 , 9) (9.32)
9) =  | - 1 / 2 , 3 | - 1 / 2 ,  (S  =  1 ,M  =  1)> (9.33)
1 0 ) =  | - l / 2 , 3 | l / 2 , 3 ) (9.34)
11) =  | - 1 / 2 , (S =  0 ,M  =  0 ) | l / 2 , 3 ) (9.35)
1 2 ) =  | - 1 / 2 , (5  =  1 ,M  =  0 ) | l / 2 ,s) (9.36)
13) =  | - 1 / 2 , 3 |  1/2, (S  =  0 ,M  =  0)) (9.37)
14) =  | - l / 2 , 3 | l / 2 , (S =  1 ,M  =  0)>. (9.38)
In these states four groups of states {11), |2), |3), |8 )}, {11), |4), |5), |7)}, ( |6 ), 110), 111), 112)}, 
and {|9), 110), 113), 114)} are respectively coupled by v ^  or D(_i)- Meanwhile, six 
groups of states: (|2), |4>}, (|3), |5)}, ( |6 ), |7)},{|8), |9)}, (|11), |13)}, and (|12), |14)} 
are coupled by the spin polarization transfer m atrix element t which hops a spin- 
polarized excitation from ligand A to ligand B. We assume this amplitude is the 
same for singlet and spin- 1  states.
We can now apply perturbation theory to this problem as in Chapter 4; the 
perturbation includes the Coulomb interaction v which can spin-polarize a ligand, 
and the hopping t tha t transfers this polarization from one molecule to another. We 
find th a t the leading term J i in the sp in-| couplings:
Jl =  (Ug — Ux — E x — 2  e x j f ’ (9'39)
(9.40)
Ug =  {G ,G |G ,G } (9.41)
Ux =  { G ,X \G ,X }  (9.42)
ex j  =  { G ,X \X ,G } ,  (9.43)
where Ug is the Coulomb interaction between two electrons in the ground state, Ux 
is the Coulomb interaction between electron and hole within one molecule,exj is the
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electron-hole exchange integral, and Ex is the intra-molecule one-electron energy 
gap. To calculate the exciton coupling t we consider the four states below (See 
Figure 9.7), and do a simple Green’s function perturbation theory calculation. We 
find t — , where tg e^ are the single-particle transfer integrals in the filled and
LUMO eg states (i.e. for the electron and hole parts of the spin polarization).
L U M O  e  L U M O  e  L U M O  e  L U M O  ef : 9 ♦ : 9
f illed  e  f illed  e  f illed  e  filled  e9 : 9 g 9
M olecule A M olecule B M olecule A M olecule B
( 1) (2)
L U M O  e  L U M O  e  L U M O  e  L U M O  e: t 9 4 9
f illed  e  f illed  e  f il le d  e  filled  eg 9 g g
M olecule A M olecule B M olecule A M olecule B
(3) (4)
Fig. 9.7: The four states we need to consider to calculate the polarized triplet state as the 
example.
In our single-molecule Cu(II)Pc DFT calculation (see §9.2.1) we identified lig­
and eg states are LUMOs and the single-occupied b\g state as largely Cu-derived 
(Mulliken population on coppers 0.3). So the four indices in the two-electron inte­
grals {a,/3\7 , <!>} relevant to the perturbation theory may involve one entry for an eg 
LUMO state, two entries for the b\g state, and one entry for a doubly-filled ligand 
state: the highest-lying such states are a iu, a2u: or b2g■ However, because a iu and a2u 
are odd under inversion, but b\g and eg are even, the two-electron integrals involving 
aiu and a2u are zero. Furthermore b2g transforms like xy  in D symmetry, big like 
x 2 — y2, and egXjV like zx, zy. The two-electron integral involving b2g is therefore odd 
in either y or in x  depending which eg state appears. So, in fact the only im portant 
doubly-occupied states are the filled eg states which appear slightly below the a\u 
and a2u.
Now, we need to calculate the single-electron transfer integrals te and tg and 
their dependence on stacking angles. At this point we recall tha t the eg LUMO in
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fact consists of two states, e gx>y .  So the total transfer integral reads
t = tx + ty\ (9.44)
4 . X 4 . X
u
(9.45)
t ye t VC t V =  J _ J .
U
(9.46)
if =  (e^'u\H‘'e \ 9,t  \ 1 1 c o r e  / (9.47)
f  =  (e1,0\H \e2,°)v g  v :' g , i \ 1 1 c o r e \ c ' g , i  / (9.48)
i  = x ,y (9.49)
where H Co re  is two-molecule core Hamiltonian including kinetic and potential ener­
gies of two molecules which can be calculated using Gaussian 98 codes. The symbols
1 , 2  refer to these two molecules, and e*’2 refer to eg single-molecule state belonging 
to molecule 1 or 2. The symbols u,o  mean ‘unoccupied’ and ‘occupied’.
Semi-numerical calculation o f inter-molecule transfer integrals
We have used Gaussian 98 codes to work out the two-molecule core Hamiltonian, 
and we can use the single-molecule orbital coefficients to calculate the above transfer 
integrals t e, t 9 in several different molecular configurations. We fix one molecule 
and move the other molecule, meanwhile we keep the two molecule planes parallel. 
The distance between these two planes is 3.4 Angstroms as shown in Figure 9.8. 
We change the angle from 20 degrees to 90 degrees with the step being 5 degrees. 
Because a , u, and E x are intra-molecule terms, so the indirect exchange only depends 
on inter-molecule single-electron transfer integrals as shown in Figure 9.9.




Fig. 9.8: The spatial configuration of two Cu(II)Pc molecules.




Fig. 9.9: In this figure when the angle is equal to 45 degrees, J\ is equal to —0.0691195. 
When the angle is equal to 65 degrees, J\ is equal to 1.71449.
9.5.2 M n(II)Pc calculation
The Mn(II)Pc calculation is more complicated because there are three unpaired 
electrons per molecule which occupy a i5, and eg states, so it is necessary to use group 
theory to simplify the 2-electron integral calculation. We know tha t pcpj- belongs 
to the identity representation. We now need to find the symmetry properties of the 
products of pairs of one-electron functions tha t appear in Equation 9.15: first, we 
consider the products of two eg states. Eventually, we will consider the scattering 
between filled and empty eg levels in the molecule, through interaction with the eg 
states of the Mn ion. To do this, we need the elements of the m atrix X  such that
X  l [eg ® eg\X  = aig © b\g © d2g © b2g, (9.50)
which are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the product representation eg<S>eg. We 
can label them as X ( a , i j )  where a  refers to one of the irreducible representations 
appearing on the right of equation (9.50), and i , j  label the functions transforming 
as eg. We find
d i g a 2g big h g
X X l / \ / 2 0 1/ V 2 0 N
xy 0 1/V2 0 1/ V 2
yx 0 - 1 / V 2 0 1/ V 2
y y ( l / V 2 0 - 1 / ^ 2 o )
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Using these results, we can rewrite v as:
1
=  [  d r d ? ¥ a)* fr(Q) Y .  X (a ,A B )X * (a ,D E )
a,a'  <* |r — r  | A B D E
(9.52)
We can write v in shortened form as:
=  - E  2  ■“
a)*
r  — r
.^r(a) Y ^ 6 TM aP- (9.53)
(7,(7
o
( c y c i A
c l A , v
c t r fx ,a '
\ < 4 A * )
(9.54)
P  =
C x , a 'C y , a
C y )(j>Cx,CT
\  C y^'C y^cr J
(9.55)
/ l  0 0 l \  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
\ i  o o iy
(9.56)
M ^ 25 =
M Bl9 =
( 0 0 0 0 ^
0 1 - 1 0
0 - 1 1 0
u 0 0 0 /
/ 1 0 0 - l \
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
V- 1 0 0 1 )
(9.57)
(9.58)
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We use X, Y  to label the ligand e5X, egy states, and x, y to label Mn egx, egy orbitals. 
Now we introduce operators which create electron-hole excitations with different 
spin symmetries on the Pc:





a< ""kaT = ~ 7 ( at n  -  at i ] ),+IT '7 2
+TT t +T1 ta7  =  c ^ C i ^ d i ' 1 = clxia gi




where i runs over the two orientations of the ligand eg states (i =  X, y), and also 
operators characterizing the spin degrees of freedom:
s j  =
s i = 7 cn




where j  runs over all the eg states of the Mn ion and the ligand: j  =  X x, X g, Yx, Yg, x, y. 
Using these operators, we can expand v as,
where
v = Vi +  V2 +  v3 +  spin-independent terms, (9.70)
0, =  ( 4 + 4 ) ( 2 V 2 ( P 3 +  P4 - P i / 2 - P 2 /2)) (9.71)
+ 2 \/2 a K P iS l + P2S zy) +  2 ^ 2  a l(P 2S zx +  P iS ‘ )
+ 2Sl(P ia,y i + P2at-u ) +  2 S j(P i4 u  +  P24 u )
- 2 5 ; ( P iay T +  P2a ? T) -  2 5 ;(P 14 tt +  P2a ^ )  
v2 =  2 (nlT[ - P 5nXlt -  P6nylT] +  nXJ[ - P 5nxxj -  P e n y J  + (9.72)
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ny1[-P 5nYxl -  P&nXxT] +  nyl[ -P 5n Yxi -  P6nXx|] +
-  P tS l j  + S ; [ - P 5S l  -  P6S j j )
'■'3 =  2 ( ^ 1  [-P -'ny9i -  P'r/iy,,]] + nx l[ -P 3n Xgl -  P3n Ysl] +  (9.73)
'"t/lb-PpP,! -  P'cPs,]. + nyl[-P'sn Y!ll -  P!,nx ,.<l +
Sll-PiSZ, ~ PeSy,} + S jb^S?, -  +
s ; [ - p^ Xs -  p^ y>] + s ; [ - p ^ Yl -  P ^ Xg}),
and
Pi = {+, X x \Xg, +  {l/, 1 ;^ |1 ^, 1 /} (9.74)
p 2  = Yx \Yg-t %} +  { y  1 y } (9.75)
p 3  = { X x, x \ Xg, x}  +  {Yx,y\Yg, y } (9.76)
Pa = { X x, y \ Xg, y} +  {Tx, x|T5, x } (9.77)
P5  = \.X, T {l/, TrlTr? 2/} (9.78)
Pe = Ur [Ur 5 2 -} +  { + 5  y } (9.79)
P5 = {x, x} +  { 2/, y} (9.80)
Pe = {x,Yg\Yg,x}  +  { y , Xg \ Xg , y } . (9.81)
Using this form of v, we can build the Hamiltonian m atrix for two sets of wave 
functions: those in which the total z-component of spin on one molecule (Mn plus lig­
and) is respectively +3/2  and + 1 / 2 . We label the individual states as |SMn(ii), Ppc); 
the first is the spin configuration of Mn, and second is the spin configuration of Pc 
in the X  or Y  spatial component.)
1 . The + 3 /2  states are |(3/2),£>, |(3 /2 ),(S  =  0,M  =  0)), \(3 /2 ),{S  = 1 ,M  =  
0)), | ( l / 2 ), (S  — 1 , M  =  1 )), and the corresponding matrix is
/ 0 0 f a - 7 f “ )
P 0 0 7
2 a 0 0 y/6<5
V - \ H a 7 a/6 5 0 J
where a =  2 \/2 /3 (P1 + P2),0 =  2V2(P3 + P4 -  l/2P i -  1/2P2) ,7 =  y/6/3(P! +  
p' -  p5 -  p6),s = i/3 (-p ' - n - P s -  a ) .
2. The + 1 /2  states are |( l/2 ) ,p ) , |( l/2 ) ,(5 ' =  0 ,M  =  0)), |( l/2 ) ,(5 ' =  1 , M  =  
0 )), |(—1 / 2 ), (S' =  1 ,M  =  1 )), |(3/2), (5  =  1 ,M  =  —1)), and the matrix of
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Coulomb interaction v is
Vi
( 0 0 l / 2 a — y/2oi y f s / 2 a \
p 0 0 2/>/37 - 7
1 /2a 0 0 2yf2 6
- C 2 a 2 /^ 3 7 2  y / 2 5 0 0
\ f i j 2 a - 7 C & 5 0 0  J
(9.83)
To get the leading terms in the effective Hamiltonian in the equation 9 . 9 ,  we 
need consider the situation where the total ^-direction angular momentum on both 
molecules is M totai =  M ^ nA +  MsMnfi + M fc =  2. In this situation, we have 18 states 
if we only consider X  component and assume there is only one electron-hole pair in 
total on the two Mn(II)Pc molecules. These 18 states are made up as follows:
( M M iu  =  3 / 2  ^ M M n B =  M Pc =  0 )  5  s t a t e s  ( 9 . 8 4 )
(M MnA =  ^  M M n B =  M Pc =  0 )  5  s t a t e s  ( 9 . 8 5 )
( M f nA =  1/2, M f nB = 1/2, MsPc =  1) -> 2 states ( 9 . 8 6 )
(M Mha =  3y2; M MnB =  —1/2, MsPc =  0 )  2 states ( 9 . 8 7 )
( M f nA =  -1 /2 , MsMnB =  3/2, MsPc =  0 )  ^  2 states ( 9 . 8 8 )
( M f nA = 3/2, M f nB =  3/2, MsPc =  -1 )  2 states. ( 9 . 8 9 )
When we apply perturbation theory to this problem, the perturbation includes both 
the Coulomb interaction v discussed above, and the hopping t which transfers an 
electron-hole pair from one Mn(II)Pc to another. We found the leading term of 




0Jg - U x - E x - 2 e x j Y
where the definitions of Ugi UX1 E x, ex j, te and tg are the same as those in the 
Cu(II)Pc calculation. So far we only consider one component of ligand eg states, 
so similar with Cu(II)Pc calculation we should combine the transfer integrals which 
respectively involve x  or y components,i.e, t = tx +  ty. By the similar procedure to 
Cu(II)Pc, we find a weak ferromagnetic interaction when the stacking angle is 45° 
but a relatively strong anti-ferromagnetic interaction for 65°.
9.6 Conclusion and discussion
From P.T. calculations of Cu(II)Pc and Mn(II)Pc we can see tha t the exchange 
interaction between two Cu(II)Pc molecules is dominated by indirect exchange. But
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in Mn(II)Pc both super-exchange and indirect exchange contribute. The sign of the 
indirect exchange interaction in both cases is dependent on the sign of inter-molecule 
electron transfer integrals; however, the most im portant terms in the super-exchange 
are always positive (anti-ferromagnetic).
In the case of the Cu(II)Pc dimer, when the stacking angle is 65 degrees, the 
indirect exchange is predicted to be anti-ferromagnetic, while when the stacking 
angle is 45 degrees, the indirect exchange is very weakly ferromagnetic. Both these 
results agree qualitatively with the experimental observations (see §9.1).
The main discrepancy with the experiments is in the case of Mn(II)Pc, where 
our P.T. calculations do not give very strong ferromagnetism which was shown in 
experiments. This is probably because the true exchange interaction involves the 
competition between super-exchange (always antiferromagnetic) and indirect ex­
change (predicted to be once again anti-ferromagnatic at 65°, weakly ferromagnetic 
at 45°), as well as possibly other routes. The different mechanisms involve different 
intra-molecular couplings, and so this competition is very difficult to quantify on 
the basis of model calculations.
At this point, therefore, we can claim only a qualitative understanding of spin- 
1/2 couplings between Cu(II)Pc. To go beyond this a complete electronic structure 
calculation of the two-molecule system will be needed; this is reported in the next 
chapter.
10. AB INITIO  DFT CALCULATION OF EXCHANGE 
INTERACTION IN CUPC D IM ER
10.1 Introduction
In the last chapter, we described a model calculation for the indirect exchange be­
tween two Cu(II)Pc molecules, but it is only a qualitative calculation which gives the 
trends in the exchange interaction. In order to obtain quantitative information, and 
also to benchmark our perturbation theory, we need an a b initio calculation for the 
biradical exchange interaction; this enables a direct comparison of our theoretical 
results with experimental measurements, and also gives additional information such 
as: the unpaired electron orbitals in each molecule, charge distributions, spin densi­
ties, and other electronic properties. In this chapter we describe density functional 
theory (DFT) calculations, using the broken-symmetry concept [76] and Gaussian 
98 code [6 8 ] to  quantify the exchange.
10.2 Previous work on DFT calculations of exchange constants in 
molecule dimers
It is necessary to compute the energies of high-spin and low-spin states in order to 
calculate magnetic coupling constants. This causes problems in DFT calculations, 
because they do not allow the use of pure spin eigenfunctions for the low-spin states, 
since (unlike the high-spin states) they cannot be accurately described within a single 
Kohn-Sham determinant. So one has to use instead a so-called ‘broken-symmetry’ 
method, in which the magnetic orbitals are localized in different radical centres, 
with their spins oppositely-aligned.
The first attem pt to calculate a magnetic coupling constant as a singlet-triplet 
splitting of the excited states of closed-shell molecules was made by Bagus and Ben­
nett [74] using X a  scattered wave methods, and developed by Ziegler [75]. Noodle- 
man [76] proposed the broken-symmetry approach to magnetic couplings; Yam- 
aguchi et aI., [77] made a significant contribution to broken-symmetry unrestricted 
Hartree-Fock (UHF) calculations for the magnetic coupling in the framework of X a .  
They used the spin vector model and ab initial UHF to calculate the exchange in­
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teraction for ironsulfur clusters in ferredoxins. They found the spin vector model 
is useful for a localized representation of complex antiferromagnetic spin couplings 
between the high-spin iron atoms (ions).
The broken-symmetry approach has been applied to the metal radical system and 
the results are very good [78]. But treating exchange and correlation at only the 
X a  or UHF level can give at best qualitative results for magnetic couplings. Later 
Martin and Illas [79, 80] checked the performances of different exchange-correlation 
functionals in the calculation of magnetic couplings, and found the choice of ex­
change functionals is extremely important, while the role of the correlation func­
tional is minor. Martin and Illas found it necessary to mix half Generalised Gradi­
ent Approximations (GGA) and half Hartree-Fock exchange to reach quantitative 
agreement with the experimental values. But the proportions of the mixture are still 
semi-empirical: the well-known hybrid functional B3LYP [69, 81, 82] which mixes 
about one quarter Hartree-Fock exchange also gives good results for some di-nuclear 
molecules and organic biradicals.
Recently, based on the idea tha t the lowest energy with total zero z-component 
of total spin is a good approximation to the lowest singlet, Ruiz [84] proposed to use 
B3LYP and considered the energy of broken-symmetry state as tha t of the singlet 
to calculate the magnetic coupling in organic biradical and dinuclear complexes. 
However, this approach has been criticised by other authors [85].
10.3 Molecule G eom etry
We now describe the calculation of the exchange interactions in a Copper(II)- 
Phthalocyanine (Cu(II)Pc) dimer. As described in §9.1 this material has two phases: 
a thin film (stacking angle 65°) and a powder (stacking angle 45°). We performed 
DFT calculations on Cu(II)Pc dimers with these two stacking angles.
10.4 Calculation M ethods
10.4.1 Broken-symmetry concept
In principle, one can calculate the exchange coupling in a biradical by using an ah ini­
tio Self-Consistent Field-Configuration Interaction (SCF-CI) calculation. However, 
in practice, this approach is very expensive because several different weakly-coupled 
electron pairs may be involved, and as a result the Cl expansion converges only 
slowly.
As an alternative, in 1980 Noodleman [76] proposed tha t the exchange coupling in
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a molecular or atomic dimer can be calculated by the difference between the energies 
of an antiferromagnetic state which contains nonorthogonal magnetic orbitals, and 
of the highest-spin state. He considered the interaction of two identical high-spin 
monomers with oppositely aligned spins, and proposed a single-configuration model 
to represent this antiferromagnetic state. When the magnetic orbitals of the two 
subunits interact to form an overall low-spin state (for example, one up and one 
down), a state of mixed spin symmetry and lowered spatial symmetry is obtained. 
Noodleman referred to this as the ‘mixed-spin’ or ‘broken-symmetry’ state. The 
energy of the broken-symmetry state is a specific weighted average of the energies 
of the pure spin states: if the magnetic centres have spins Si and S 2 , the exchange 
coupling is [76]
' “ '• (“ “ I
The calculation of the total energies E T and E bs  can in principle be done using 
DFT or UHF methods; we have applied the technique using DFT.
10.4.2 B3LYP D FT calculation
We use the hybrid density functional B3LYP [69], which is already implemented 
within the Gaussian code [6 8 ], to calculate the to tal energies of the broken-symmetry 
and triplet states. These functionals have been found to give good descriptions of 
exchange interactions in other organic systems [80].
First of all, it is necessary to introduce the origin of B3LYP. Before Becke’s 
exchange energy functional was proposed, gradient-corrected exchange energy func­
tionals could not give the correct 1 / r  asymptotic behavior of the exchange density. 
In 1988 Becke [81] proposed his gradient-corrected exchange functional which gives 
the proper asymptotic limit. In addition, this functional fitted the Hartree-Fock ex­
change energy of a wide range of atoms and molecules very well. Becke’s exchange 
functional reads:
E X = E Lx DA- 0 Y . f p y v  ^  (1 0 -2)o J 1 +  6 p x a smh x a
where (3 is a constant which can be determined by fitting to an exact Hartree-Fock 
exchange, x a =  o is a spin label (up or down).
Per
In 1992, Becke [69] proposed a further exchange-correlation approximation,
E x c  = E g P A + a0{Eexxact -  E ^sd a ) + ax A E J f 8 +  A E g w9\  (10.3)
where a0 =  0.2, ax = 0.72, ac =  0.81 are determined by fitting to the 56 atomization 
energies, 42 ionization potentials, 8  proton affinities, and 10 first-row atomic energies
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in the G l molecule set [83], and E ex act is the exact exchange energy. A E ^ 88 is Becke’s 
gradient correction for the exchange energy; A E £ W91 is the 1991 gradient correction 
for correlation of Perdew and Wang [8 6 ]. In B3LYP functional, LYP and the VWN
[87] correlation functional replace PW91. Since LYP [82] includes both local and 
non-local terms, the correlation functional used is actually: a cE cYP+ (l —oc)E qWN . 
In other words, VWN is used to provide the excess local correlation required, since 
LYP contains a local term essentially equivalent to VWN.
10.5 Calculation results
We carried out the energy calculation from the Gaussian code [6 8 ], using a 631-G 
basis (6  gaussian functions for the inner-shell wave functions, 3 for the inner part of 
valence shell, 1 for the outer part of valence shell) and the B3LYP or Unrestricted 
B3LYP(UB3LYP) exchange-correlation functionals [82, 69].
10.5.1 Cu(II)Pc
We can compare directly the total energies in our DFT calculations, and hence 
calculate directly the exchange splitting of eq. (10.1). In all cases we found it 
necessary to optimize carefully the occupancy of the Kohn-Sham orbitals in order 
to ensure th a t there is no charge disproportion between the molecules; our lowest- 
energy converged states have Mulliken charges of approximately +0.99, and nominal 
spin populations of ±0.68, on each Cu atom. Our numerical convergence is to 
5 x 10- 9  Hartree for 0 =  45°, and to 1 x 10-1 1  Hartree for 0 = 65°, and we find 
negligible spin contamination in our final wavefunctions {(S2) =  2.0053 for triplets, 
1.0053 for broken-symmetry states, in each case).
We find tha t the broken-symmetry state is favoured in each case, corresponding 
to net antiferromagnetic coupling: for 0 =  45° we have E b s  — E t =  —1.1 x 10- 6  
Hartree, and for 6 =  65° we have E bs — E t  — —5.5 x 10~ 6 Hartree._______ ______
System E  (Hartree) Convergence (S’2) Cu charge Cu spin
13,0 = 45°, BS -6614.125948827 0.1688 x 1 0 ~ 9 1.0053 0.99;0.99 -0 .6 8 ;0 .6 8
(3, 6 =  45°, triplet -6614.125947894 0.4602 x 10“ 9 2.0053 0.99;0.99 0 .6 8 ;0 .6 8
a, 9 = 65°, BS -6614.116522 0.9521 x 10~n 1.0053 0.98;0.98 -0 .6 8 ;0 .6 8
a, 0 =  65°, triplet -6614.116517 0.9882 x 10-1 1 2.0053 0.98;0.98 0 .6 8 ;0 .6 8
10.5.2 Conclusion
We have shown tha t a consistent picture of the magnetism in CuPc dimers can be 
constructed by using the broken-symmetry approach [76]. As expected, we find that
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the spin densities on two of the copper atoms are opposite in the broken-symmetry 
state, but the same in the triplet state; we also find tha t the expectation value of the 
total spin, (S'2), is very close to 1 in the broken-symmetry state, and 2  2  in the triplet 
state. This is consistent with the expected composition of the broken-symmetry 
state as an equal mixture of the singlet and (M s =  0) triplet. It is remarkable that, 
despite the very different methodologies, the final results for the exchange constants 
computed using density-functional theory in the broken symmetry approoach are 
entirely consistent with out previous perturbation theory expressions (see Chapter 
9).
A word of caution is in order here. We should remember that the energy differ­
ences computed from the DFT are very small ( of order 0.1 meV, compared with 
an overall total energy of about 7 x 104 eV). In particular they are much smaller 
than the normal margin of error associated with a DFT calculation (normally taken 
to be around 0.1 eV for total energies). Their reliability therefore rests heavily on 
the cancellation of errors between the different spin states. The precise extent of 
this error cancellation is largely unknown, but in other calculations [79, 89] energy 
differences as small as 1 meV have been interpreted in terms of physical exchange 
energies. It is not clear whether the even smaller energy differences found in the 
present calculations are significant, but the qualitative agreement (over a range of 
tilt angles) with the perturbation theory is very encouraging. It is likely that, since 
they approach the problem from completely different limits, both these calculations 
are reliable in the region where they agree.
Part III 
CONCLUSIONS
11. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER
WORK
The first part of the thesis deals with various theoretical aspects of the proposal to 
implement quantum gates using spins bound at impurities in silicon and controlled 
by optical excitation, which is currently under investigation in UCL.
The first question addressed is the magnitude of the exchange interaction between 
donors, especially when these donors have states th a t lie deeper than predicted by 
effective-mass theory and/or when a complex of more than two defects is involved. 
To deal with deep impurities one has to go beyong effective-mass theory: I exploit 
a variant of the quantum defect method to  obtain a donor wave function which is 
regular far from defect centre but divergent near the defect centre, and then choose 
a simple central-cell correction (a (5-function potential or a square-well potential) 
in order to make the wavefunction regular at the defect nucleus. This potential 
gives a natural way of incorporating information about the chemical nature of the 
deep donor in a manner that can then be used in a conventional Heitler-London type 
exchange calculation. The matched wave function can be well fitted by using a linear 
combination of Gaussian functions, providing a convenient form for the subsequent 
exchange calculation. Although the accuracy of exchange calculation depends on the 
accuracy of the Gaussian fitting, this procedure enables us to calculate the exchange 
interaction between two donor electrons having arbitrary binding energies, which can 
be adjusted to match the experimental binding energies of the species concerned.
As a special case of a defect complex, I consider a three-impurity system. This 
is particularly important for the proposed quantum gates since these envisage a so- 
called ‘control atom ’ which can be placed in an excited state in order to enhance the 
exchange interactions between other donor atoms which carry the quantum infor­
mation. I treat the symmetric case in which the ‘control’ is equidistant from the two 
‘qubits’. I perform a variational calculation in which the control electron is given 
the freedom to reside on different parts of the three-atom complex; I find tha t the 
exchange interaction between two qubits is increased when the control electron be­
comes delocalized around those three donor centers; this delocalization may induce 
the charge transfer from control atom to the qubit atoms and alter the exchange
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interactions further, and tha t it is even possible for the exchange interaction be­
tween pairs of qubits in the system to become ferromagnetic. (This is impossible 
in a simple two-donor, two-electron system.) I find tha t these observations can be 
rationalized by using Green’s function perturbation theory; furthermore, the origin 
of the ferromagnetic exchange interaction can be explained in terms of multi-centre 
exchange processes.
Following the calculation of the exchange interaction between immediate neigh­
bours, I consider the effect of more distant neighbours (in particular, second nearest 
neighbours). I introduce the conditional probability distribution of second-nearest 
neighbour distances for a given first-neighbour distance, and calculate it within a 
simple continuous model. If the first nearest neighbour is found unusually far from 
our chosen dopant, then it is quite likely to find the second nearest neighbour im­
mediately. Furthermore, I calculate the exchange interaction distribution for the 
first and second nearest-neighbours using the Herring-Flicker asymptotic form. I 
find, in accordance with above conclusion, tha t the more distant the first neighbour 
becomes, the larger is the ratio of the exchange interaction from second nearest 
neighbour to tha t from the first nearest neighbour. For comparison I also calculate 
the dipole-dipole interaction distribution. In the region of densities and separations 
we are interested in for practical devices, the dipole-dipole interaction from the 
second-nearest neighbour is actually larger than the exchange interaction.
One place where the effect of a second-nearest neighbour may limit the perfor­
mance of the system is in the readout of the qubits. In order to understand these 
limitations, I consider the time evolution of a small group of spins including a qubit 
atom, a control atom, and a second-neighbour ‘spectator’. Flip-flop processes be­
tween the spectator spin and the qubit and/or control limit the time available for 
readout. These processes can be suppressed by a strong magnetic field or by using a 
control atom with a different g factor from the qubit atom. Based on this calculation 
of the spin dynamics, I go on to simulate within the rotating wave approximation 
a full optical readout process, by performing a calculation in which the control- 
qubit system interacts with a single-frequency laser and considering two possible 
laser frequencies. Readout method I (in which the laser is tuned to a transition 
between M s  =  ± 3 /2  states) is superior to method II (laser tuned to M s  =  ± 1 /2  
states) because the exchange interactions have less effect in the ± 3 /2  case. I also 
investigate the effect of spontaneous decay on the readout process: I find tha t if the 
spontaneous decay rate is too large, the readout may fail. On the other hand, many 
fluorescence photons must be emitted from the excited state of the control within 
one spin-flip time.
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The second part concerns an alternative system for spin-controlled informa­
tion processing (including possibly quantum information processing): the magnetic 
transition-metal phthalocyanines. I have concentrated on two systems: copper(II)- 
phthalocyanine (Cu(II)Pc) and manganese (Il)-phthalocyanine (Mn(II)Pc).
Our theoretical study of the magnetism of CuPc dimers includes both a model 
Green’s function calculation, to understand the roles of the competing processes, 
and ab initio DFT broken-symmetry calculations using the Gaussian package and 
the hybrid functional B3LYP to obtain more quantitative information. The results 
agree approximately with the magnetic measurements recently performed on this 
material. From the model calculation I find tha t the dominant exchange contribution 
comes from the so-called indirect exchange mechanism, which involves the transfer 
of a spin-polarized electron-hole pair from one molecule to another; this transfer 
depends on the stacking angle. The magnitude of the exchange interaction found 
from Gaussian DFT calculations roughly agrees with the experiment.
I also describe some model calculations of M n(II)Pc dimers that include two 
competing processes: super-exchange and indirect exchange. In this case, because of 
the competition between the two and lack of knowledge of some of the intra-molecule 
interactions, it is more difficult to quantify the exchange interaction through the 
model calculation. I also describe a DFT calculation of this exchange interaction, 
which is ongoing.
Based on what I have described above, in future theoretical studies could be 
performed on several other things.
•  First-principles calculations of the exchange interaction in a true periodic crys­
tal structure, rather than in dimers. This could be done, for example, by using 
the CRYSTAL code [8 8 ]
•  Benchmark calculations should be carried out against more accurate quantum 
chemistry approaches, e.g. coupled-cluster methods.
• Other organic systems, for example fused biporphyrins or the purely organic 
magnetic systems such as the TEMPO radical, could be investigated.
• Exchange couplings in electronically excited states could be calculated, open­
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